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FOREWORD

Nuclear power currently provides a significant proportion of the electricity in many
countries. Most of the installed capacity is based on thermal reactors cooled by water.
However, in parallel with the deployment and operation of these plants, some countries have
undertaken research and development programmes on fast reactor systems in which the core
is cooled by a liquid metal, usually sodium. These programmes have resulted in the
construction of about 20 liquid metal reactors, the largest being the 1200 MW(e) Superphénix
in France. More than 200 reactor-years of operating experience of liquid metal cooled fast
reactors (LMFRs) have been accumulated up to now. Two 800 MW(e) LMFRs are under
construction in the Russian Federation, and the 280 MW(e) Monju prototype fast reactor in
Japan reached criticality in April 1994.

It has long been argued that the best tune for introducing fast reactors would be when
demand for new uranium to fuel thermal reactors was leading to rises in its price. Also, the
ability of the fast reactor to burn the radioactive waste and plutonium already being made in
quantity by thermal reactors suggests another strategic consideration. Furthermore, by
producing, in a mixed thermal and fast reactor deployment, some sixty times as much
electrical energy from a given amount of uranium as would be produced by thermal reactors
alone, the introduction of the fast reactor offers a country with nuclear capacity but without
indigenous uranium reserves an opportunity to insulate itself from an indefinite need to
import more uranium.

The International Working Group on Fast Reactors (IWGFR) annual meetings and the
specialists meetings which the group has organized each year have provided regular
opportunities for exchanging information and experience relating to fast reactors. For many
of the countries there is a history of fast reactor work extending back over thirty years and
the sum total of knowledge relating to the system is immense.

These proceedings contain updated and new information on the status of fast reactor
development and on activities in the field of advanced nuclear power technology during 1993,
as reported at the 27th meeting of the IWGFR held in Vienna, from 17 to 19 May 1994.
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SUMMARY OF THE MEETING

Successful liquid metal cooled fast reactors have been designed, constructed and
operated. Two examples are the BN-600 hi Russia and the 1200 MW(e) Superphénix in
France. The BN-600 reactor with a power output of 600 MW(e) has been running
successfully for 15 years. The Superphénix is the first large size LMFR. Recently, LMFR
development activity has slowed, particularly in the USA. But many experts believe that
LMFRs should be pursued as a complement to advanced light water reactors hi order to
provide options for energy production in the 21st century. A report issued two years ago by
the Club of Rome stated that "....... the use of coal and oil is probably more dangerous to
society, because of the carbon dioxide they produce, than nuclear energy. There are therefore
strong arguments for keeping the nuclear option and for the development of fast breeders
. . .M l . The objectives of development of the LMFR are to improve fuel economics, to find
optimal solutions for the back-end fuel cycle, to achieve a high degree of reliability and to
achieve high degree of safety — a reactor system which, not only during normal operation
but also in case of an accident, could exclude any radiological impact that would require
evacuation of the public. An additional important mission for the LMFR may be to burn
plutonium resulting from the dismantling of nuclear weapons.

In considering the objective of achieving economic competitiveness, LMFRs are being
designed for as long a life as possible. Efforts are also being made to develop techniques and
technology which can shorten the construction period. As to the argument that the existing
fast reactors are too expensive, it should be noted that this was true hi the early development
for all demonstration or prototype nuclear power plants before scaling up to commercial size.
It is simply too early to say that the LMFR is not economic, particularly in the present
situation where antinuclear activists tend to discourage all investment in the nuclear field.
Other reactor technologies achieved lower generating costs when commercial scale units were
produced; one cannot say that this will not happen hi the case of fast reactors.

Advanced LMFRs are being developed hi several countries with different designs.
General Electric (USA) has very recently decided to focus on a mid-size
(840 MW(th)/311 MW(e)) modular reactor fuelled with a ternary metal alloy. Modular
reactors allow significant simplifications and enhancement of passive safety features. The
metallic alloy fuel also allows a larger design margin with maintained benign response to
accident conditions. This also permits the use of compact pyro-metallurgical processes for
fuel recycle. Russia, Japan, India and western European countries are developing monolithic
reactors of 500 to 1600 MW(e) sizes, with oxide fuel. The 15 years of commercial
experience hi Russia with the BN-600 and with the improved BN-600M project indicate a
potential for large cost reduction and for unproved reliability. Examples of the innovative
safety features of the advanced designs are: passive decay heat removal systems, passive
reactor shutdown, and stable thermal and reactivity response characteristics.

The management of radioactive waste is one of the key issues hi today's political and
public discussions of nuclear energy, especially the disposal of high level radioactive waste.
Reprocessing (which is justified by the fast reactor technology) reduces the mass of waste
by about a factor of 25 by removing the actinides from the waste (leaving only the fission
fragments). Many experts believe that this recycling/reprocessing in LMFRs would allow
'burning' of the extremely long life transuranic radioisotopes, thereby reducing the required

'King, A., Schneider, B., The first revolution : A report by the Council of the Club of Rome, Simon
and Schuster, 1992.



isolation time for the high level waste from hundreds of thousands of years to hundreds of
years. Research and development (R&D) for enhanced plutonium consumption and actinide
burning is being conducted in France, after the restart in 1994 of the Superphénix. Similar
R&D activities are performed in the CAPRA (concept to amplify plutonium reduction in
advanced fast reactors) reactor which may be widely used fci plutonium recycling and
electricity generation.

The early development of LMPRs was conducted on a national basis. However, for
advanced LMFRs, international co-operation may be very important and the IAEA has an
important role to play in promoting international co-operation. Especially in R&D,
international co-operation with the pooling of resources and expertise helps to reduce/share
the costs. To encourage development of LMFRs, the IAEA's project 'Liquid Metal Cooled
Reactors' promotes technical information exchange and co-operation between Member States,
offers assistance to interested Member States, and publishes reports available to all Member
States. International co-operation on fast reactors under the aegis of the International
Working Group on Fast Reactors (IWGFR) has had an influence on the principles of design
and on the general features of fast reactors in Member States. Early experimental reactor
parameters vary widely, but those of the commercial sized plants are quite similar. Even with
the initiation of a wholly new development (e.g. in the USA of a modular reactor) it is
interesting to observe that their parameters are close to those of the large monolithic reactors.
To some extent this is due to the IWGFR exchange of information on experiences, both good
and not so good. It also proves that the laws of physics and the principles of good
engineering frequently lead to the same optimal solution.

The worldwide investment already made in the research and development of the LMFR
technology exceeds US $40 billion and this research has significantly improved our
understanding of LMFR safety and safety analysis methods. These methods have been used
to evaluate the safety characteristics of the existing and advanced fast reactors. It has been
found that some LMFRs currently operating need to improve their safety, but it is also
predicted that future LMFRs can achieve a very high degree of safety. However, in spite of
the progress made in LMFR technology and in particular in LMFR safety, the quest for
excellence calls for further work. These proceedings contain the new technical directions for
the next generation designs, significant R&D results as well as recent experience from
operating plants.
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FAST REACTOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
IN FRANCE DURING 1993

M ASTY*
CEA, Centre d'études de Saclay,
Gif-sur-Yvette, France

Abstract

The activities in the framework of the Phénix (250 MW(e)) and Superphénix
(1200 MW(e)) reactors are described in this paper, focusing on developments in 1993 In the
field of fast reactors, the mam events of the year are the following Phénix was authorized
to perform power tests at 350 MW(th) over a penod of 10 days This run was successfully
carried out No negative reactivity incident occurred during these tests, and little progress
is to be reported on the explanation of these events Concerning Superphénix, an important
event was the public enquiry for renewing the operation license, a first-of-a-kind in France
for a reactor which already operated in the past Also, the large programme of modifications
to improve the mitigation of sodium fires which was initiated at the end of 1992 was
pursued

1. GENERAL SITUATION

In 1993, the total electrical power consumption in Fmace, including the line losses, was
385 TWh, corresponding to an increase of 0 4% as compared to 1992 The exported power
was 61 4 TWh and the energy used in pumping was 4 2 TWh, leading to a total national
production of 450 6 TWh, out of which 78% were produced by nuclear power plants

The avaihbility factor for all 900 and 1300 MWe PWR reactors was improved to 80 6% (an
increase of 9 points as compared to 1992), mainly through a better management of the
shutdown periods and an anticipation industrial policy (management of e g the problem
ansing from the defects detected in the penetrations of the vessel heads)

In the field of Fast Reactors, the main events of the year were the following

PHENIX was authonsed to perform power tests at 350 MWth over a penod of 10 days This
run was successfully earned out No negative reactivity incident occurred dunng these tests,
and little progress is to be reported on the explanation of these events

Concerning SUPERPHENIX, an important event was the public enquiry for renewing the
operation license, a first-of-a-kmd in France for a reactor which already operated in the
past Also, the large programme of modifications to improve the mitigation of sodium fires
which was initiated at the end of 1992 was pursued

The activities in the frame of the CAPRA project (enhanced plutonium consumption in Fast
Reactors) are descnbed in the European report to the IWGFR

CD *With contributions from Messrs Lacroix, EdF, and Ehe, CEA

2 PHENIX

Three major events took place in 1993 In February, the plant was connected to the gnd for
power tests over a penod of 10 days, after 29 months without electnctty generation In June,
the "Groupe Permanent" for reactors (adviser to the French Safety Authority) examined the
conditions to be fulfilled for resuming operation On this occasion, CEA indicated its intent to
pursue operation for a further penod of 10 years and that a large programme of studies and
repair work had been initiated with this objective Also, in June, defects discovered on the
expansion tanks of the secondary circuits obliged to delay to 1994 the restart of the reactor

Other important events were

- elimination of sodium deposits on the fuel handling arm,
- unloading of the 3rd row of breeders and their replacement by steel subassemblies, as a

first step towards plutonium burning

2.1 Reactor operation

At the beginning of 1993, the final recommissioning of two secondary loops was completed
and on January 30, the plant was awaiting the authorisation for the 350 MWth tests

This authonsation was given on February 8 and in the evening on the same day, the tests
were initiated The power of 350 MWth was reached on February 10 and after adjustments,
the 10 days period of stable operation started on February 11

On February 18, a trip was initiated by the turbine dunng the periodic test of the alternator
cooling system This was the occasion to record the signals ansing from the additional
instrumentation which had been installed to explain the ongm of the negative reactivity
incidents After the necessary venfications, the reactor reached again 350 MWth on
February 19 and this power was maintained up to the end of the 10 days penod (February
23) which was terminated by a manual tnp of the reactor with a second recording of all
signals Over this penod, the reactor operated for 75 efpd Finally, decay heat
measurements were performed up to February 27

Except for the unplanned tnp on February 18, the tests were conducted in excellent
conditions with a satisfactory operation of all components and in particular of the
turbogenerator which showed a low vibration level

No anomaly in the core or in the different structures was detected dunng the whole test
penod
Immediately after the tests, the secondary circuits were drained to proceed with the
inspection and repair of the secondary pipes and to replace the buffer tanks

The 3rd row of breeder subassemblies was unloaded from June 25 to July 12

The defects detected in the expansion tanks led to remove all secondary pumps and to
isolate the three expansion tanks from the secondary circuits for access

On August 21 one IHX was drained for gammagraphic control of the upper welds

From November 10 up to the end of the year the reactor was made cntical on 16
occasions, mostly for training of operators
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2.2 Handling operations

In addition to the handling campaigns to replace the 3rd row of breeder subassemblies by
steel subassemblies, the main event was the cleaning of the fuel handling arm which took
place in two steps (figures 1 to 5)

First, more than 6 kg of sodium were extracted from the rotation mechanism, using a
special glove box ensuring leak tightness around the shaft A second cleaning operation
was performed to improve the translation of the vertical arm special machining tools were
fabncated to remove sodium oxide deposits Both cleaning operations were successful as
demonstrated by the subsequent satisfactory use of the handling components

In addition, three samples of primary sodium were taken for analysis purposes Also, the
reactor was prepared to accept a new VISUS (under-sodium viewing) system and the upper
part of the A frame was examined neither abnormal sodium deposits nor seizure traces
were discovered

2.3 Maintenance

Several important events took place in 1993 leading to major decisions taken early in 1994,
namely

- the order of two spare IHXs.
- the replacement of the 321 stainless steel pipes in the secondary circuits

231 Components of the secondary circuits

Non destructive examination of the secondary circuits welds

All circular welds, longitudinal welds on tees and elbows, and 10 % of the longitudinal welds
of the straight parts were inspected by gammagraphy, dye penetrant test, and when
possible by ultrasonics techniques

The major difficulty was the interpretation of the ultrasonic inspection as no examination
had been performed on the as-built components

At the end of 1993, since the beginning of the inspection campaign in 1990, 1200 metres of
welds have been inspected, 4000 gammagraphy films have been produced and interpreted
The following welds have been inspected

- all 304 stainless steel pipings inside the reactor building,
- the 304 pipes of the S2 secondary circuit in the SGU building,
- all 321 pipings

From the analysis of these inspections and the metallography expertise of the dismounted
welds, the following conclusions were drawn

- no defects were found in the 304 pipings,
- 20 circular 321 welds were found to contain cracks, in a total of 60 which were

dismantled and 220 which were inspected , the cracks were located in the straight parts
of elbows and tee junctions with thickness vanations

It was impossible for the metallurgists to come to a final conclusion on the behaviour in time
of the 321 cracked welds, because of the poor current knowledge on the properties of this
material (cracking initiation time, propagation speed, influence of temperature and
geometry) Obtaining authonsation to restart would have implied extensive and frequent
inspections of these welds As a consequence, the decision was taken to replace these
pipings

Thermal fatigue Repair work on the expansion tanks

The discovery in 1992 of cracking by thermal fatigue on one mam pipe led to identify all
possible locations prone to this phenomenon and to carry out the inspection of

- several positions on the secondary auxiliary circuits (punficahon and hydrogen detection
lines) leading to modify one of them,

- one particular zone in the expansion tanks which are filled with sodium at 350°C, close to
a hot (520°C) inlet pipe Cracking was found in the corresponding zones of the 3
expansion tanks, either in the vicinity of the welds or in the parent plate, clearly
identifying the ongin of the defects

On the other hand, several defects were detected in the flanges connecting the pipes to the
tanks and no explanation could be found for these

The repair work consisted in replacing on each tank a part of the outer shell, the inlet
flange, and on one of the tanks to machine a new outlet pipe flange

Intermediate Heat Exchangers

As a consequence of the inspection campaign of the pipings, a similar inspection campaign
was initiated on the accessible welds of 6 IHXs (5 in reactor and one which had been
unloaded in 1988), i e those located above the roof

On the latter IHX, cracks were discovered in two welds on the external shell of the
secondary oulet collector, one in a weld ensunng the leaktightness of the secondary
sodium, the other ensuring the leaktightness between pnmary and secondary sodium, and
supporting the tube bundle These welds were made during the IHXs repair campaign in
1977-78 and similar ones are found in 4 other IHXs The decision was taken to unload all
four IHXs. to manufacture two new ones and to examine more closely two onginal IHXs
before deciding to répare them It is recalled that the 6 onginal IHXs (A, 8, C, D, E, F) were
repaired in 1977-78 Four others were ordered , G in 1978, H, I and J in 1986

Improvements in the sodium detection systems and in the protection against leaks

600 supplementary bead wire detectors were installed on the piping welds A flame
spectrometer was installed inside the reactor building to monitor the gas spaces above the
internal roof and in the secondary galleries

The protection against sodium leaks was improved by installing an insulator covered by
steel plates on the concrete surfaces of the galleries Also, a containment was installed
around the mam pipes and the IHX heads in the gas space above the internal roof



232 Instrumentation and control system

CO

The TRTC (TRaitement des Temperatures du Coeur, i e core subassembly outlet
temperature processing) computerised system has been replaced

233 PHENIX life extension proiect

Extending the life time of the reactor for another 10 years is envisaged for two purposes

- to perform the necessary experimental irradiations in support of the CAPRA (enhanced
plutonium consumption) and SPIN (separation and incineration of long lived wastes)
to supplement the operating experience feedback in particular to better understand the
negative reactivity incidents and the ageing process of the structures

The envisaged extension of the operating penod and the problems which arose dunng the
recent safety re-assessments led to initiate an in-depth analysis of the necessary
demonstrations and works to be performed

These are the objectives of the PHENIX life extension project which will include

- an updated evaluation of the state of the reactor incorporating the accumulated
experience since its first cnticality
the definition of a working method to comply with the requirements of the Safety
Authority based on similar studies performed by EdF for PWRs
a precise planning of the necessary tasks to be performed by CEA and by the industrial
partners

- a periodic synthetic evaluation of the results in order to constitute the necessary safety
documents and to identify the necessary actions on the systems components and
operating conditions
an evaluation of the operational feedback, in particular in view of future Fast Reactor
concepts

2 4 Investigations on the negative reactivity incidents

The power tests performed in February 1993 allowed the special instrumentation and
associated recording equipment which had been installed to be qualified

The SONAR system (ultrasonic measurement of the instantaneous position of two core
subassemblies heads) was validated dunng the power increase and the signals were
successfully recorded during the whole penod in power and also dunng the tnps

Displacement and vibration on the vessel the supporting structures, the IHXs, the pnmary
pumps and the control rods were monitored Figure 6 gives the position of a target attached
to the supporting structures measured with a CCTV camera

The sodium and cover gas chemistry was carefully analysed in the context of investigations
of hydrocarbons as a possible cause of a flowenng movement initiator

Today the 200 hundred or so measurements (reactivity thermal effects of the transients on
the structures special sensors ) which were recorded during the power tests did not lead
to any new development in order to explain the negative reactivity incidents No new

Appui permanent
du tube cte visée
sur la portée connue \

Figure 6 Principle of the displacement measurement



element has been discovered in favour of one or another explanation to these events At
most, the neutron flux vanation measured by the chambers below the vessel are thought to
be real signals

2.5 Progressive suppression of the breeder subassembhes

As already mentioned, the third radial row of breeder subassembhes was replaced by steel
subassembhes Two rows of breeders correspond to the minimum number according to the
current Safety Report

Studies have been pursued to evaluate the safety and operation consequences of replacing
all breeder subassemblies by steel assemblies

2.6 Irradiation programme

The re-onentation of the French Fast reactor programme towards plutonium and minor
actinide burning led to define an experimental irradiation programme

The CAPRIX irradiation is for a cluster containing highly ennched plutonium fuel In the
MATINA expenment. several matrices (to replace U238) will be irradiated The NEPTUPHIX
irradiation will study the transmutation of neptunium in a thermahsed flux

These expenmental irradiations are due to start in 1994-95

2.7 Miscellaneous

The current 20 core management code (CAPHE) will be replaced in a near future by the 3D
GEPHIX code (based on the ERANOS European system) which was validated in 1993

In 1993, about 1 2% of the total authonsed amount of rare gas effluents were released to
the atmosphere The halogen release was below the detection threshold

3. GREYS MALVILLE POWER PLANT

3.1 Overview of the year

The reactor did not operate in 1993, but several steps in view of a restart by mid-94 were
initiated and completed

The public enquiry for renewing the operation license was defined in February and took
place from March 30 to June 14 1993 On September 29, the enquiry commission issued its
report and concluded in favour of a restart of the plant, provided a positive advice is also
given by the Safety Authonty

The modifications of two secondary galleries for enhanced sodium fire protection started at
the end of 1992 The modifications of the two other galleries were initiated shortly after, as
NERSA perceived the public enquiry as a positive sign in view of a possible restart of the
reactor and secured the necessary funds Mid-93, the modifications in the four Steam
Generator buildings were presented to the Safety Authonty and the corresponding work
started

Three sodium fire experiments were earned out at Cadarache in May, June and October
They simulated high leak flows up to 230 kg/s and were representative of the new geometry
with compartments

The modifications progressed well during the remaining part of the year and they should be
completed in Apnl 1994

In parallel, and specially in automn when one secondary circuit was temporanly put in
operation, several maintenance works, modifications and regulatory tests were earned out
in order to keep the plant in a state of unquestionable safety in view of the restart

In February, the new simulator was put in operation Developed and manufactured by a
French-German-ltalian team, it simulates the whole operation of the plant and it will be an
important means for training the operation staff

In December, the technical evaluations requested by the Safety Authonty were completed
On January 18.1994, the Safety Authonty issued its report to the Industry and Environment
Ministers This report concluded that the level of safety of the Creys Malville Power Plant is
comparable to that of PWRs, and recommended to restart the plant after completion of the
modifications to improve the sodium fire protection Also, the operating power should be
limited in the first months of operation in order to validate the operation procedures defined
after the pnmary sodium pollution which occurred in 1990

Also in December, the "Conseil Economique et Social" issued the report of its study on the
scientific and technological assessment of the R & D work for Fast Reactors It concluded
that there is no justification in putting an end to Fast Reactors R & D and that Fast
Reactors, with a better use of the uranium and plutonium resources and an interesting
potential contnbution to the elimination of minor actinides, will give a new dimension to the
French nuclear energy context

Finally, it is worth noting that many Members of Parliament and media representatives from
France and abroad visited the plant all over the year Also, the staff of the plant participated
in the public heanng organised on December 16 by the Parliament Office for the Evaluation
of the Science and Technology choices

3 2 The public enquiry

The public enquiry aimed at promoting in a very open way a contradictory debate on the
safety issues of the plant, and at giving to every individual the occasion to freely express his
opinion on a matter of general interest

On January 4, 1993, the Industry Minister requested the Isère department prefect to define
and organise this public enquiry which took place from March 30 to Apnl 30 It was
extended up to May 14 by a decision of the enquiry Chairman, then up to June 14 by the
newly appointed Prime Minister

The files constituted by NERSA were accessible to the public in 12 cities around the plant
and in the prefectures of the Isère and Am departments, extended to surrounding
prefectures after May 14 Also, after this date, copies could be obtained on request by the
public
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The Enquiry Commission comprised a Chairman and 5 members It organised 3 public
hearings, one of which with local representatives It visited the plant on several occasions,
PHENIX on one occasion Its Chairman visited Russia and Japan for further information In
addition, the Enquiry Commission had several contacts with the administrative and safety
authorities

During the Public Enquiry which was largely covered by the Swiss and French Press, only
one incident occurred some ecologists got hold of a file was taken from a town hall for
making a copy In addition to a collective petition signed by 24493 individuals, more than
5000 letters giving an opinion and asking questions were received, mostly through mail At
the request of the Enquiry Commission, answers to these were prepared by NERSA or the
competent administrative authonties

On September 29, in a thick report, the Enquiry Commission concluded in favour of a restart
of the plant, provided a favourable advice is also given by the Safety Authonty This report
includes several recommendations and details the arguments which taken into
consideration to reach the above conclusion In particular, it states that the plant did not
appear to the Commission members as particularly dangerous, does not lead to significantly
increase the nsk plutonium proliferation, is well accepted by the local population and that
operating SUPERPHENIX would allow the breeder option to be kept open for the future
generations

3.3 Modifications in relation with sodium fires

The works started at the end of 1992, on two diametrically opposite secondary loops with
the validation of two of the main modifications studied to enhance the mastenng of large
sodium fires consequences

- cutting with a diamond wire saw large openings in the containment building and two
openings in the secondary pump supports, followed by installation of metal structures
and reinforcement beams,

- gammagraphic examination followed by the installation under clean conditions of new
"sandwich" sodium leak detectors on the welds of all sodium pipes with a diameter larger
than 200 mm

At the beginning of 1993, when the public enquiry had been initiated, it was rapidly decided
to extend the works to the two other secondary loops The exiguity of the rooms, the volume
and large diversity of works to be performed imposed to establish a careful planning of the
different steps (figure 7)

Other works were also included in the planning e g installation of insulation reinforcement
of the upper galleries and as the worKs progressed installation in the lower parts of the
galleries of the compartments and of their ventilation circuits

The works in the Steam Generator buildings started mid 1993 (figure 8) and included

- improvements in the reliability of draining valves (protections over the motors, new
manual controls) and protection of the cables to the isolation valves of the SGUs,

- reinforcement of the metal liners for gathenng leaking sodium and improvements in the
separation of the sodium and water areas

- thermal insulation of pipings and walls, improvements in the leak tightness of the
instrumentation penetrations

About 30 industrial companies were involved in these works, with a staff of a few tens in
January up to 700 in December Cutting the first opening was completed in March, the 4th
one in July About 600 "sandwich" detectors were installed up to July

In December, the works on one secondary loop were almost completed

3 4 Other works during shut down

In addition to the above works, to the normal maintenance programme and to the penodic
tests, a programme of work was devised to ensure a faultless safety situation of the plant
and to prepare the start up in the best possible conditions

The time scale of these activities was planned in conjunction with the other works This was
in particular the case of several component handling operations which required to fill again
one secondary loop in order to ensure a constant pnmary sodium temperature, one
constraint being that the pnmary pumps should run at low speed dunng handling
operations

In the first half of the year, the fuel buckets in the A frame were refurbished, and the
secondary handling system was requalified (fuel transfer station, fresh and used
subassembhes handling systems)

A component handling campaign took place from the end of September to the beginning of
December with

- the examination of two control rod mechanisms and their replacement by two new ones,
- the replacement of the "BOUPHY" system for neutron flux measurement through a plug,
- the replacement of one plugging meter,
- the examination of the failed fuel detection module

Also in the second half of the year, the following works were initiated

- replacement of the control system for plug rotation,
- replacement of the seals in the secondary valve of the A frame,
- regulatory examination of the steam/water tanks in the turbine hall

These works involved the presence of 300 to 400 workers from external companies in
addition to the plant personnel
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Abstract

Considering the low per capita energy consumption and coal being the only large
enegy resource, use of nuclear energy is inevitable in India Indigenous availability of
U is not large and construction of PHWR programme may come to an end by the year
2010 Therefore, it is essential to develop FBR to a commercial scale by that time
FBTR has reached its rated power of W 5 MWt with MARK-1 small size PuC-UC core
The plant dynamic tests were completed during April May 94 The performance of the
plant is generally satisfactory except spurious shut downs Funds for construction of
500 MWe PFBR may be available by the year 1997 Therefore, eforts are being made
to reduce the capital cost by reducing the systems/components 2, 3 and 4 loop
concepts are being studied A steam to steam reheat cycle has been selected for SG
R&D in the field of thermal hydraulic, structural mechanics, sodium technology,
metallurgy, chemistry and safety is continued

1.0 BACKGROUND
Per capita electricity consumption is an order of magnitude lower m India in comparison

with world average and there is a strong case to increase the generation capacity to improve
the standard of living (Fig 1) Current installed capacity is 76 72 GWe, made up by Coal 49 2
GWe, Gas 4 85, Oil 0 3, Wind 0 03, Nuclear 2 0 and Hydro 20 34 Capacity addition during
last year has been 4 54 GWe Total electricity generation in 93-94 was 323 32 TWh (Thermal
247 62, Nuclear 5 39 and Hydro 70 311 TWh), registering an increase of 7 4% over previous
year

There has been an improvement in the load factor of operating plants during 93-94,
recording national average of 60 8% This increase is mainly due to the impressive
performance (78%) of thermal power plants managed by National Thermal Power
Corporation Main problems in the case of state run power plants have been losses in
transmission and distribution accounting to about 23% and inefficient load management
which in turn causes grid failure leading to loss in electricity generation

Financial resource crunch is seriously bogging the plan lor additional capacity Original
proposal to add 48 GWe during the eight plan period (1992 97) was scaled down to 30 GWe
dur.ng actual plan because of shortage of capital The present indication is that only about 20
GWe may be realised Mam problems in raising the capital by running plants have been low
load factor and heavy subsidy to some consumers A gap of 20% between peak demand and
supply m respect of generation capacity is sought to be bridged by encouraging private
investment in power sector which has been monopolised by the states all these years There
are proposals mainly from foreign private investors, for setting up power plants, mostly coal
based, to a total capacity of 32 GWe with a capital investment ol 1040 bRs
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—* Coal and nuclear energy through FBR form the major resources of energy in India, as can
00 be seen from Fig 2 Coal would not last for more than 50 years for a target electrical

generation capacity of 500 GWe and it is therefore imperative that breeder reactors should
be introduced on a commercial scale at the earliest so that by the year 2050, dependence on
coal would be very much reduced

At present 9 reactors totalling 2000 MWe capacity are in operation A 220 MWe PHWR at
Kakrapar is being commissioned 4 x 220 MWe PHWRs are under construction and expected
to be operational by 1996 2x500 MWe PHWRs are proposed to be constructed at Tarapur,
where 2 BWRs are already operational Nuclear electricity generation had been affected last
year because of the precautionary checks imposed on all the turbines of running plants as a
consequence of Narora fire accident

While the country's resolve to develop FBR technology is firm, there would be a delay in
realising the PFBR project because of financial constraints The project is likely to be
sanctioned by 1997 and efforts are now on at Indira Gandhi Centre Atomic Research
(IGCAR) to review the design from the point of view of capital cost reduction which was
overdue Mam consideration will be number of components in primary and loops in
secondary sodium circuits, number of steam generator modules and operating temperatures
About 1500 scientific and technical staff continue to work on FBR programme with a budget
provision of 525 mRs for 1994-95

2.0 FAST BREEDER TEST REACTOR (FBTR)
FBTR is a 40 MWt/13 MWe, mixed carbide fuelled, sodium cooled, loop type reactor It

has been provided with two once through serpentine type Steam Generators (SG) in each of
the two loops The reactor has been provided with 100% steam dump capacity in order to
continue reactor operation when TG is not available The reactor achieved its first cnticality
in October 1985 Since then it was operated at various power levels in stages upto 102
MWt The small carbide core with 24 fuel subassemblies has been licensed to operate upto
105 MWt with 320 W/cm linear heat rating (LHR) of fuel TG will be commissioned and
synchronised shortly

2.1 Reactor Operalton
1993 was an eventful year in the history of FBTR After producing nuclear steam for the

first time on 31/3/93, sustained operation at 8 MWt was achieved in Sep - Oct 93 with all
systems performing satisfactorily After loading 24th fuel S/A, the reactor power was raised
10102 MWt for the first time on 16/12/93 with LHR at 320 W/cm During 1993, the
reactor was operated for 3,370 h achieving 38 5% operating time (Fig 3) FBTR has logged
10,800 h of cumulative operating time till Apr 94, out of which 920 h has been at high power
operation with SG The fuel has seen a peak burnup of 7,500 MWd/t Plant performance
was satisfactory and was reviewed by safety authorities at each stage for further clearance to
raise power

During Apr 93 Mar 94 reactor tripped 24 times (8 scrams and 16 LORs) In addition,
there were 5 planned and 2 forced shutdowns Required design modifications, replacement
of components and strengthening of operating and maintenance procedures are being
earned out to reduce the number of reactor trips

The major jobs done during shutdowns were biennial RGB leak test visual inspection of
reactor vessel internals, verification of non plugging of siphon break and flooding pipes,
testing and calibration of SG safety valves improvements in steam bypass control and dump
valves improvements in neulronic instrumentation maintenance ol sodium pump drive
systems and surveillance checks
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2.2 8 MWt Operation

The reactor was operated at 8 MWt intermittently during Apr Aug 93 due to problems
faced in steam bypass and dump control valves of the steam water system, failure of
computer to order LOR on abortion of two safety related programmes and its investigation
and corrective measures, replacement of leaky orifice flanges of SG water subheaders with
welded orifice assemblies After successfully overcoming all the problems, the sustained
reactor operation at 8 MWt for 16 d was achieved during Sept - Oct 93, corresponding to
LHR of 250 W/cm Following were the salient observations

* The feed water chemistry was quite satisfactory All the parameters were approaching
the boiling limits for once through SG except conductivity which steadily improved to
0 18 nS/cm (boiling limit 0 1 u.S/cm)

The performance of sodium systems, steam water system, neutronic channels and
reactor protection system, Central Data Processing System (CDPS) and auxiliary
systems during this operation was quite satisfactory

* The heat transport system parameters were in full agreement with the predicted values

* The hydrogen signals from SG leak detection system progressively increased and
attained maximum stabilised values of 86 ppb and 90 ppb from the initial value of 55 ppb
and 62 ppb in east and west loops respectively

Average reactivity loss due to bumup was -1 81 pcm/MWd as against the predicted
value of 1 72 pcm/MWd taking into account the effect of fuel swelling

The average power coefficient of reactivity was varying from 49 8 to -45 3 pcm/MWt

' Radiation survey indicated that the levels were below the design limits except at a few
spots where radiation streaming was observed Shielding is being augmented at these
locations

2.3 10.2 MWt Operation

Based on rigorous hot spot analysis, measured data for physical properties of fuel, taking
actual sodium inlet temperature and reduced trip settings on power, clearance to increase
LHR to 320 W/cm and power to 10 5 MWt was obtained from safety authorities in Nov 93
The reactor power was raised to 10 2 MWt for the first time on 16/12/93 The performance of
the reactor systems, sodium systems, CRDMs and steam water system has been generally
satisfactory except the performance of 20% steam bypass and dump control valve Stringent
water quality parameters with impurity levels in ppb for boiling conditions in once through SG
were achieved Typical values are pH = 9 4, conductivity +1 6 u.S/cm, Cu < 6 ppb, CI < 20
ppb, O2 = 15 ppb, Na < 5 ppb and Si < 60 ppb The performance of SG Leak Detection
System was satisfactory and evolution of hydrogen signal has been as predicted The
operating parameters are as follows

Reactor power 10 2 MWt
Fuel linear heat rating (max) 320 W/cm
Max neutron flux 2 1 x 1015 n/sq cm/s
Primary sodium flow per loop 174 eu m/h
Primary sodium pump speed 730 rpm
Sodium temperatures at reactor inlet / outlet 326/418 deg C
Central fuel sub assembly sodium outlet temp 489 deg C
Secondary sodium How 136 eu m/h
Secondary sodium pump speed 355 rpm

Sodium temp at SG inlet/outlet
Feed water flow to SG
Steam pressure at SG outlet
Water/steam temp at SG inlet/outlet

416/296 deg C
15t/h
115 Kg/cm2

186/415 deg C

Minimum flow to SG is 137 t/h from the consideration of SG stability This does not
permit SG to operate with steam at 480°C which is the normal design value at 40 MWt
Therefore reactor is operated at lower temperature compared to 40 MW design
condition (Reactor outlet 515°C and steam at 480°C)

2.4 Performance of Various Systems

Primary and secondary sodium purity has been maintained below the plugging
temperature of 105 deg C The sodium pumps and their drives are operating very well
and have logged more than 58,000 h, oil seals have been performing satisfactorily,
accounting of the oil inventory has been good Speed regulation to ± 1 rpm has been
maintained

* CRDMs are functioning satisfactorily, except for occasional problems with limit switches
One synchro was replaced in one of the CRDU due to fatigue failure of its shaft

* Neutronic instrumentation has been performing well The components are ageing and
plans are afoot to replace the channels with the state of art channels to improve the
reliability of the system One startup channel detector and one log in channel detector
were replaced due to cable joint problem at the detector end

Core temperature monitonng system is performing very well and all the outlet
temperatures at the fuel assemblies are as expected Failed central subassembly core
thermocouples ( 2 nos) were rectified in situ by applying a voltage across the leads
outside the pile The failure was due to the disconnection of joint between the lemo
connector and the thermocouple ends inside the central canal plug assembly

2 5 Physics and Engineering Tests

Following engineering and physics tests at various power levels upto 102 MWt were
carried out successfully and the results were as predicted

Natural convection tests by tripping both the secondary pumps A natural convection
(tow of 12 m3/h was obtained in each loop after 2 h (Fig 4)

Natural convection test by tripping both the primary pumps at 160 kWt Natural
convection flow through the core was 3 to 6 m3/h, predominantly from one loop (Fig 5)

Flux tilting experiment at 8 5 MWt There was no flux tilting even with one rod 100mm
up/down from the rest of control rods

Reactor kinetic measurements at low & high power upto 8 MWt, to validate kinetic codes
and to find out response time of reactivity feed back coefficients

Reactor shutdown by manual LOR from 1 0 2 MWt for incident analysis

Feed water pump trip incident from 1 0 2 MWt
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2.6 TG Commissioning and Synchronising

90% of the commissioning works except alignment of rotor, rectification of one CIES valve
and calibration of automatic voltage regulator have been completed Balance works will be
completed in May 94 After obtaining safety clearance, rolling and synchronisation with grid
of the Turbine Generator will be taken up

3.0 PROTOTYPE FAST BREEDER REACTOR (PFBR) DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

3.1 General

Due to financial constraint, the construction of PFBR will be started after few years This
time is being effectively utilised to acheive a cost effective design Mam efforts towards this
are the reduction of primary and secondary sodium components & loops and selection of
steam to steam reheat cycle Apart from this, many sophisticated theoretical and
experimental analyses are undertaken in the domain of structural mechanics and thermal
hydraulics aspects towards detailed design In these activities other leading R & D institutes
in India are also involved Many important data related to site including seismicity, materials
of construction, safety, design & construction codes, etc have been identified

3.2 Reactor Physics

Work on the generation of a new coupled neutron gamma multigroup cross section library
from the basic Evaluated Nuclear Data File (ENDF/B-IV) has been started Capability has
been developed to generate the subgroup parameters from resonance cross section tables
for any number of subgroups

Steady state neutronics calculations for 6 6 mm fuel pin diameter mixed oxide core and
sodium bonded metaj core were completed Resident times of irradiated fuel subassemblies
of equilibrium core were estimated To reduce the size of the mam vessel, revised radial
shield design with more B4C (natural) in the form of vibro compacted powder is considered
A new configuration with 14 rows of subassemblies has been recommended Core accident
analysis code has been improved by adding new subroutines for temperature and power
coefficient calculations Recnticality studies for a core-catcher design are in progress
Reactor noise analysis work related with the development of better methods for detecting
leaks in LMFBR SGs was continued by analysing the data provided by IAEA under the
Coordinated Research Programme on acoustic signal processing for the detection of boiling
noise of sodium/water reaction in LMFBRs

3.3 Engineering Design

3.3.1 Reduction of number of sodium components/loops

As a step towards cost reduction, the number of primary and secondary sodium
components/loops are being reviewed Comparative studies have been done for 2,3 and 4
loop concepts wrt construction (capital cost, time (IDC), manufacturabihty and
transportability), operation (capacity factor - availability of all loops, part load operational
power, maintenance time, maintenance cost) and non availability of all loops for DHR In two
loop design, the possibility of operation with one loop is being studied and towards this 2
different DHR concepts (DHX is immersed in hot pool with heat rejected to air) are
considered Design with 4 IHXs 2 secondary loops and 4 SG/loop looks attractive from cost
reduction point of view & IDC(this constitute significant cost of the project in Indian
conditions) Further studies are in progress to finalise the other issues like plant



temperatures etc to close the options Based on the feasibility report from BHEL(Handwar)
indicating availability of modular type turbine for steam reheat, advantage of simplification in
design, manufacture, construction schedule and operation steam reheat cycle has been
recommended Loss of 1 3% in thermal efficiency in the steam reheat gets compensated by
the advantages stated

332 Core catcher

Scoping calculations were carried out to assess the need for including a core catcher in
the design as an engineered safety measure in the unlikely event of a significant core melt
accident Such an event may relocate a part of the core leading to a possibly more reactive
configuration The potential for recnticality was evaluated for core melting Spherical,
hemispherical and cylindrical shapes were considered to obtain conservative lower bounds of
melting that can be tolerated without the risk of recnticality The studies show that nearly
one eighth of the core melting down would not pose any recnticality hazard Preliminary
sizing of core catcher has been completed More detailed calculations are in progress

3.3.3 Conceptual design notes

Towards finalising the conceptual design, notes on vanous aspects, viz alternate sealing
arrangement between IHX and inner vessel using mechanical seal and bellows, alternate
arrangement of core support structure, grid plate and pnmary pump discharge pipes, support
arrangements for roof slab and safety vessel, sizing of rotatable plugs for various fuel
handling concepts and simplification of external primary sodium purification system have
been prepared Conceptual design of water pool type spent fuel storage was completed It is
a tank within a tank concept and has leakage detection and collection system Drilling of
tubesheet with spigot machining for 9Cr-1Mo reheater prototype has been completed
satisfatonly Important welding procedures have been qualified Further trials have been
earned out on the mam vessel sector prototype to achieve the required tolerances

3.3 4 Thermal hydraulics

Flow distribution analysis at IHX inlet window was carried out on 45° sector covering the
hot pool of the reactor assembly The cross flow velocity at this region varies from 0 6 to 0.2.
m/s along the height of the window Variation in the circumferential direction is significant
(Fig 6) Hydraulic analysis of SG with the perforated cylindrical shell in the inlet region has
been completed on the 3/5 scale geometry Transient temperature distribution in the grid
plate in the case of secondary sodium pump trip has been assessed This data shows
development of sharp temperature gradient in the circumferential direction of the grid plate
(Fig 7) On 1/24 scale model theoretical predictions of thermal stratification and velocity
distributions were found to be good Loss of one SG module in a loop is studied for
temperature transients 2 D analysis of RAMONA Decay heat experiment has been
completed and results are compared with the results obtained from KfK, Karlsruhe based on
the discussion at IAEA IWGFR Specialist's Meeting on Passive and Active Safety Features
of Liquid Metal Fast Reactors held at O-an Engineering Centre PNC, Japan in Nov 91

3 3.5 Structual mechanics

In the domain of structural mechanics, capability to do viscoplastic analysis with
sophisticated 23 parameter Chaboche model has been demonstrated (Fig 8) Detailed
inelastic analysis with ORNL and CHABOCHE viscoplastic models have indicated that
primary sodium inlet temperature can be raised to 820 K from the present value of 803 K
which means that steam can be produced at about 763 K (against present value of 753 K)
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FIG 6 Flow distribution around IHX entry
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FIG 9 Buckling mode of thermal baffle under seismic load
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N) Buckling risks ol mam vessel thermal baffles under dynamic pressure developed during
•£* seismic conditions have been assessed (Fig 9) and an optimum design has been

recommended for the thermal baffle geometry
Towards validating theoretical predictions, a few experiments have been conducted The

predictions of critical buckling loads and mode shapes in case of thin aluminium cylindrical
shells subjected to axial compression & shear and stainless steel vessels subjected to
external pressure (Fig 10) by INCA computer code are very good The buckling experiments
have been conducted on straight tube SG mock up to ascertain the acceptably of straight
tube design A few dynamic experiments on 1/30 scale model of main vessel with FSI have
shown encouraging results towards validation of INCA codes in predicting natural modal
behaviour India has participated in IAEA Co ordmated Research Programme on
Intercompansion of LMFBR Seismic Analysis Codes Towards this, an in-house code
CORE-SEIS has been developed Prediction capability of the code for Stage-ll problems is
found to be very good (Fig 11)

In collaboration with other R & D institutes in India sophisticated experiments on life
prediction of control plug mock up, seismic qualification tests of reactor components,
generation of floor response spectra with PSD approach, LBB analysis of low alloy steel for
SG, dynamic experiments on thin aluminium vessel filled with water towards understanding
the spatial variation of seismic loads during an earthquake are being earned out.

4.0 ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT

The main activities in the engineering development were towards setting up of Large
Component Test Rig (LCTR), sodium pumps and instrumentation

4.1 Experimental Hydraulics

Expenmental study was carried out in water on 3/5 th scale model of sodium inlet plenum
of SG to obtain a uniform flow at the inlet Flow vs pressure drop characteristics were
determined by water tests on capsule carrier subassembly for irradiation expenments in
FBTR Thermal stratification studies were carried out on 1/24th model of hot pool simulating
conditions after reactor scram These studies were conducted with Richardson similitude
using hot & cold water with aAT of about 40 K (Fig 12)

Natural frequency and damping measurements were completed on the mam vessel
thermal baffles made of aluminium on a 1/16th scale model and velocity distribution along
the wear shell has been quantified Fluid elastic instability analyses were also completed in
this model

4 2 Sodium Pumps

As regards to the hydraulics development of primary sodium pump, visual cavitation tests
were performed on the 1/3 scale model pump fitted with transparent (perspex) suction casing
and impeller front shroud Visual inception of cavitation was determined under powerful
stroboscopic lighting at the impeller running frequency The pump model has met the
required specification of cavitation free condition at the operating NPSH Acoustic
measurements were also carried out during the testing Further tests were carried out on a
model of the Non Return Valve of primary pump with different radial labyrinth gaps to study
their influence on water hammer A study was carried out to determine the total operating
envelope of primary pump with a view of using the same hydraulics for the secondary sodium
pump without significant penalty in efficiency
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4.3 LCTR

The construction of Engg. Hall-Ill and infrastructure facilities for LCTR have been
completed and the first test vessel lor the study of heat & mass transfer over sodium pool
has been installed. Stainless steel piping for the sodium loop involving over 800 radiographie
quality welds has been completed including its helium leak test. All electrical works related to
controlled trace heating and other power distribution as well as sodium instrumentation and
data acquisition systems are nearing complete. The safety report on Test Rig is being
reviewed by a Project Safety Review Committee towards obtaining safety clearance.

4.4 Instrumentation

An electromagnet was designed for sodium immersible service for the secondary CRDM.
The use of sodium ionisation detector to monitor sodium leak/fire from a high loop piping was
demonstrated in the LCTR loop-structure area which is provided with a simple aerosol
sampling system. Good detector response was obtained for sodium fires of a few grams of
sodium in the loop area.

A calibration facility for continuous type sodium level instrumentation was commissioned.
The sodium loop for corrosion and carbon mass transfer has been under modifications to
include new 316L-N test samples after a first run of 16,000 h in sodium.

5.0 METALLURGY

5.1 Creep Properties

Long term creep tests (greater than 15 years) on Type 316 stainless steel at 873 K have
shown excellent microstructural stability. At low stress levels the experimentally determined
rupture lives were larger than the values predicted by ASME-N47 by a factor of ten.

Creep rupture properties of Type 316 SS weld metal have been investigated in the
temperature range 823 to 923 K. Rupture lives of the weld metal were found to be lower
than those of the base metal under identical test conditions. The decrease is by a factor of
five to ten depending upon the actual test condition. The faster degradation in weld metal
properties as compared to base metal has been attributed to acceleration of sigma formation
kinetics in weld metal which in turn is due to the presence of metastable delta-ferrite phase.

An extensive study to characterise the premature failures in similar (2.25Cr-1Mo to
2.25Cr-1Mo) and dissimilar (2.25CMMo to Alloy 800 using Inconel 182 electrode) weldments
has been carried out at 773 and 823 K in the stress range 100-300 MPa. Analysis indicates
that the weldments have shown lower rupure life than that of the base metal and the
behaviour of dissimilar weldment showed a transition at stress level of about 150 MPa, above
which the failure location was in the intercritical HAZ and below which it shifted close to the
interface in the coarse grained HAZ.

5.2 High Temperature Low Cycle Fatigue Properties

Low cycle fatigue (LCF) behaviour of Type 316 LN base metal, 316LN/316 weldment and
316 all-weld metal has been studied at 773 and 873 K. The LCF life at 773 K for the base
metal was superior to that of all-weld metal which in turn was better than that of the
weldment. On the other hand, the LCF life of the all-weld metal at 873 K was better than
both the base metal and weldment. The above mentioned behaviour has been attributed to
crack deflection at the transformed delta/austenite interlaces which causes enhanced crack
growth resistance and hence an increase in the LCF life for the all-weld material at 873 K.

Creep-fatigue interaction studies on these materials at 873 K, with a total strain range of
1.2% and hold times ranging from 1 to 90 minutes showed that tensile holds were the most
damaging. Increase in the hold time resulted in a dramatic reduction in fatigue life.

LCF and creep-fatigue interaction behaviour of a thick-section 9Cr-1Mo tube plate forging
has been investigated in the temperature range of 723 to 793 K. The LCF life decreased
with increasing temperature and was found to be consistently lower than that of the thin
section bar material. This anomalous behaviour has been attributed to the presence of
coarse grains in the forging material. Tomkins crack growth model successfully predicted the
LCF resistance of the 9Cr-1Mo forging and fatigue design curves were generated following
the guidelines outlined in ASME Code Case N-47 and RCC-MR.

5.3 Weldablllty

Hot cracking tendencies of austenitic stainless steels viz. 316LN, 316L, D9 and three
heats of 304L were evaluated using the Varestraint test to assess weldability by autogenous
GTAW. The results showed high susceptibility to weld metal and HAZ cracking in materials
solidifying in the primary austenitic mode. Nitrogen bearing 316LN showed high cracking in
the fusion zone and weld metal HAZ. Susceptibility of 2.25Cr-lMo and 9CMMo ferritic steels
to hydrogen assisted cracking was also studied using the Varestraint test. The results
indicated that the minimum preheat temperature required to avoid cracking was 498 K for
9Cr-1Mo steel while it was only 423 K for 2.25Cr-1Mo steel.

Detailed studies have been carried out on the elevated temperature microstructurat
stability of austenitic stainless steel weld metals containing delta-ferrite and also on the
formation of soft zone in the weldments of 2.25CM Mo and 9Cr-1 Mo steels.

5.4 Metallurgical Examination

Based on a comprehensive data base generated, microstructural maps and phase
evolution diagrams have been constructed for Cr-Mo steels. The phase evolution diagrams,
developed for the first time, enable prediction of subsequent microstructural states in addition
to possibility of assessing the earlier thermal history of Cr-Mo steels.

Corrosion fatigue studies on type 316LN stainless steel in NaOH solution from 473 to 573
K were restarted after successfully coating the inner hastalloy lining of the autoclave with
nickel. Mixed oxide coated titanium electrodes were prepared for applications involving
electrolytic dissolution of unirradiated carbide (U.Pu) fuel and electrolytic reduction of U(VI)
to U(IV) ions. Accelerated testing of these electrodes for assessing their life time was
initiated in a simulated test solution seen in reprocessing plants. Weld metal region in the
weldment of 9Cr-1Mo steel has been found to oxidize at a much higher rate than the heat
affected zone (HAZ) as well as the base metal. On the contrary, in the case of the weldment
of 2.25Cr-1Mo steel, the HAZ oxidizes at the highest rate.

6.0 POST IRRADIATION EXAMINATION AND NOT

6.1 Post Irradiation Test Facility

This facility is intended to handle, among others, plutonium rich carbide fuel which
necessitates inert atmosphere to be maintained in the hot cells. In this facility, vertical and
horizontal transfer systems, X-Radiography system for fuel pin, fuel pin profilometer and inert
gas system, etc. have been included. The hot cells have been tested for leakage at -200 mm
water column. Leak points were identified by soap bubble test and they were all arrested by



rO usage of gaskets and seals A final leak rate better than the rate stipulated by safety
O> authority has been successfully demonstrated

6.2 In-ServIce Inspection (ISI) OF FBTR Components

A leak was observed during Jan 1993 in one of the endcaps of water sub-header of SG
module Prior to rectification of the leak, ultrasonic examination was carried out in the
leaking endcap to find out the nature of the defect Examination was also carried out on all
the other endcaps of various modules of the SG to find out their healthiness US examination
involved precise scanning along the limited space available using miniature normal beam
and angle beam transducers Testing revealed lour more endcaps as defective All the
defective endcaps were suitably repaired and the new welds were ultrasonically tested for
acceptance

During Jan 1993, ISI using US examination was carried on dissimilar pipe weld joints of
the SG No defect indication was noticed from any of the welds The data collected is used
as baseline data for future ISIs

6 3 Developmant of Leak Simulators for PFBR

Leak simulators are being developed for studying the behavior of leaks in PFBR SG Two
approches the one using spark erosion technique and the other by developing through and
through fatigue cracks representing micro holes akin to real life situations were adopted
Fatigue cracks were made using micro crack growth technique on 2 25 Cr-1Mo steel tubes
The leakage was found to be ~ 0 18 cc/s at 1 7 kg/sq cm Micro holes (110 - 150 microns in
size) were also made in Nickel and 225Cr-1Mo steel tubular samples using Nd Yag laser
technique Further studies are in progress to characterise the morphology of holes,
determination of leak rates etc

6.4 Microstructural Characterisation In Cr-Mo Ferrltlc Steels

Control of microstructure during manufacture and assessment of material degradation
during service are essential for quality assurance, life prediction and prevention of
catastrophic failures of components Magnetic parameters such as coercivity, reteotivity,
Magnetic Barkhausen Noise (MBN) and acoustic barkhausen noise have been used to
characterize the microstructural changes in 9Cr-1Mo and 2 25CMMo ferntic steels It has
been observed that a combination of these parameters can identify the dissolution of
martensite transforming into ferrite, precipitation and growth of different metastable carbides
such as M2C, M23C6, M6C etc during ageing US velocity measurements in 225Cr-1Mo
steel indicated that the long term stability of the microstructure could be assessed A
reduction m velocity dunng ISI would indicate dissolution of martensite to fernte and M23C6,
an indication for microstructural degradation and reduction in strength properties MBN
signal analysis has been used to assess the post weld heat treatment of the tube to tube
sheet joints of SG These studies established a possibility of MBN for control of post weld
heat treatment Procedures have been standardised for the microfocal radiography of tube to
tubesheet welds of evaporator and reheater Trial welds of 2 25 Cr 1 Mo and 9cr - 1 Mo
tube to tubesheet welds were radiographed

70 INSTRUMENTATION AND ELECTRONICS

Instrumentation and Electronics Group develops necessary instrumentation system for the
supervision and control of FBR and provides necessary computing facility for design of

PFBR Indigenous 'UNIPOWER" computer supervision and control system was installed in
FBTR The supervisory software was developed as per the IEEE and IEC 880 guidelines
The entire system is being validated as per the guidelines in IEEE 1012

Instruments for the measurement of hydrogen in sodium and cover gas were developed
Instrumentation system for fuel handling flasks were developed

Application Specific Integrated Circuits enable simpler design and ensure high reliability
Some of the ICs, viz Programmable Peripheral Interface, Pulse Coded Logic, Multiplexer
Controller and Alarm Annunciator are developed in collaboration with Indian Telephone
Industry

8.0 CHEMISTRY

8.1 Studies on Na-Fe-O System

Studies on Na-Fe-O system towards understanding sodium corrosion of iron based alloys
were undertaken Sodium rich portions of the Na-Fe-O system were studied in Differential
Scanning Calorimetnc (DSC) experiments with samples containing iron oxide in excess liquid
sodium in the temperature range of 293 to 873 K The study indicated that Na2O and Fe
coexist in liquid sodium without any interaction upto 623 K Above 623 K, they react to form
Na4Fe03 in liquid sodium and the kinetics of this reaction is very slow at this temperature
In sodium nch compositions, Na4FeO3 solid phase changes to a liquid phase at 760 ± 6 K,
which is immiscible with liquid sodium By combining the earlier experimental results, the
equilibrium phase diagram of Na Fe O system [588 to 923 K] was elucidated

8.2 H2 Monitoring In Argon Cover Gas & Sodium Circuits of FBTR

A cover gas H2 meter for argon cover gas was developed This meter has 8 m long coil
of 0 25 cm dia and 0 025 cm thick nickel tube maintained at -773 K and kept exposed to the
covergas A low and constant flow of purified argon is maintained through the nickel tube
The H2 in the cover gas diffused through the wall of nickel coil is carried away by argon to a
Thermal Conductivity Detector (TCD) This meter is of use in detecting steam/water leaks
during low power operation as well as during start up (473 K) The electrochemical H2 meter
was also developed for surveillance of H2 levels in secondary sodium circuit which uses
CaCI2 - CaH2 mixture as electrolyte Phase diagram of CaCI2 CaH2 system has been
established over the entire composition range (0 to 100% CaH2) by differential scanning
calonmetry The degree of electronic conductivity in the electrolyte is measured as a function
of H2 pressure using a DC polarisation technique

8 3 Sodium - Water Reaction

In order to evaluate the suitability of m sodium H2 meters for detecting steam leaks into
sodium at low temperatures (about 473 K) as obtained during reactor startup and low power
operations a series of steam injection experiments were carried out in sodium chemistry
loop (Fig 13) Quantities of steam corresponding to H2 level rises of 50, 75, and 100 ppb
were injected into sodium at 473, 508, 523 and 573 K The electrochemical hydrogen meter
gave good responses (ranging from 6 to 12mm) thus indicating that sufficient amount of
hydrogen gets into sodium in dissolved form even at such low temperatures A computer
code has been developed to find out H2 concentration at any point in secondary sodium loop
including cover gas
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As part of the studies on fuel-clad interactions, vaporization of Mn-Te alloys
corresponding to the Mn + MnTe two phase field was studied by high temperature mass
spectrometry The gaseous species, Mn(g) and Te(g), were identified in the equilibrium
vapour Threshold tellurium potentials required for the formation of metal-rich MTey phases
(M= Fe, Cr, Ni, Mo and Mn) on SS cladding were calculated and compared with those that
could prevail in the fuel clad interface of mixed-oxide (U, Pu, O2± x) fuelled fast reactors
The calculations showed that only a hyperstoichiometnc fuel will be able to raise the tellurium
potential to a level that favours tellurium attack of SS clad

8.5 Analytical Spectroscopy

Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) is extensively used for trace
analysis of various materials used in the fast reactor programme Laser sampling, ablation
and vapourisation methods for the ICP-MS are being developed It has been shown that the
laser based method can handle both solids and solutions

Laser ablation ICP MS technique has been developed for solid sampling In this method,
a laser beam is focussed onto the solid sample that is to be abalysed, and the plume that is
formed is swept into the ICP by a stream of argon The ICP then ionises the sample, which
is then detected by the mass spectrometer This type of sampling eliminates the need to
dissolve the sample which can be both time consuming and sometimes difficult
Dissolution can also introduce contamination For the Laser vaporisation ICP-MS, the laser
ablation cell has been modified and adapted it to handle solutions In this process, a graphite
wheel partially dipped in the test solution was rotated The film of solution that adhered to
the wheel then passed through a laser beam which caused the solution film to vaporize
The vapours then were swept into the plasma for analysis This is the first time that a laser
based method has been demonstrated as a solution sampling tool lor the ICP-MS This
method has many advantages over the conventional nebulizer in terms of requirement of
small quantity of solution (about 200^1) no collection of waste dram solution and possibility
of operation over a larger dynamic range

8 6 Out of Pile Simulation Studies

Experiments were conducted on the U-Pu mixed carbide fuel used in the FBTR with the
objective of studying the restructuring of the fuel at various levels of linear power and its
cracking behaviour in a thermal gradient by using the out-of-pile simulation experimental set
up The fuel pellets were subjected to various linear power levels ranging from 240 W/cm to
590 W/cm in order to find out the linear power at which the fuel clad gap closes and the fuel
centre line temperature would reach the melting point of the fuel during the process of
restructrumg It was found that the fuel clad gap was fully closed in a matter of a few hours at
a heat rating of around 375 W/cm However, even at a lower rating of around 300 W/cm, the
pellet seemed to have touched the clad The experiments were repeated at 320 W/cm and it
was found that the fuel clad gap was closed Restructuring occured in the fuel pellet with the
formation of large number of cracks at the periphery of the fuel pellets especially at the
higher ratings There was no sign of centre line melting even at 590 W/cm
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9.0 REPROCESSING

For the fast reator reprocessing plant, all civil works except the extension building have
been completed Fabrication drawings of thermo syphon evaporators, condensers, offgas
scrubbers and engineering flow sheets preparation are in progress. The design of ventilation
system of the plant is being reviewed by the safety committee

10.0 HEALTH & SAFETY

10.1 Activity Deposition Loop

The Activity Deposition Loop (ADL) has been set up for the purpose of (i) studying the
transport and deposition phenomena of corrosion products as well as fission products in
primary circuits of LMFBRs (ii) formulating suitable computational models for the transport
and deposition of these radionuclides and (iii) developing suitable traps for the radionuclides.
Works are further continued towards setting up of this facility.

10.2 Test Facility for Sodium Fires and Sodium Concrete Interaction Studies

This facility is being set up for the studies related to (i) Sodium combustion phenomena
for both pool and spray fires (ii) assessment of efficiency of extinguishment methods (iii)
evaluation of dry beds, wet scrubbers and passive systems for air- cleaning and (iv)
sodium-concrete interactions. Scoping studies in air cleaning were carried out in a set up
using 3 stages of dry beds using ceramic beads (1.7/3mm dia; 4.5/7 mm long) as well as
sand (less than 0.5 mm size). The height of bed in each stage was 35 mm. About 20 gms of
sodium was burnt and the observed value of sodium oxide aerosol removal were 15% for
ceramic beads and a 43% for sand. Design of a pilot plant scale model of nearly passive
aqueous scrubber is in progress.

10.3 Atmospheric Dispersion Studies

The meteorological data available from a Doppier SODAR was studied with special
relevance to dispersion aspects in a coastal site such as Kalpakkam. A simple sea breeze
circulation model was developed and tested against the SODAR data. Initial results obtained
while linking SODAR data with the model have been found to be encouraging.
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A REVIEW OF THE FAST REACTOR PROGRAM IN JAPAN

POWER REACTOR AND NUCLEAR FUEL
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Tokyo, Japan

Presented by M. Yamashita

Abstract

The main R&D results and trends of Japanese activities are summarized as follows: (1)
the experimental 140 MW(th) sodium cooled fast reactor "Joyo" pr vided abundant
experimental data and excellent operational records, attaining more than ,0 000 hours of
operation, since its first criticality in 1977; (2) the prototype 280 NTvV-:) fast reactor
"Monju" reached initial criticality on 5 April 1994; and (3) the Japan ,;.tomic Power
Company is promoting design studies and R&D for the demonstration fast Wctor (DFR)
with a power output of 600 MW(e) under contract with several leading Japanese
manufacturers.

1. General Review

1) In accordance with the Long-term Program for Development and Utilization of Nuv iear

Energy defined by the Japan Atomic Energy Commission (JAEC), Power Reactor a-,.-d

Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) is playing the key role in the development of

a plutonium utilization system by fast breeder reactor (FBR), which is superior to the

uranium utilization system by light water reactor, aiming to achieve future stable long-term

energy supply and energy security of Japan.

2) The experimental reactor Joyo, located in the O-arai Engineering Center(OEC) of PNC,

has provided abundant experimental data and excellent operational records attaining 50,000

hours operation in total by the end of FY 1993, since the first criticality in 1977.

3) On the prototype reactor Monju, 99.9% of construction work has already been

completed and the start-up tests are in progress aiming at the initial criticality in April 1994.
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4) As for the demonstration fast breeder reactor (DFBR) of Japan, the Japan Atomic Power

Company (JAPC) conducted conceptual design studies for the past several years, and

confirmed the feasibility of top entry loop type reactor concept, aiming at selection of the

basic specifications of DFBR Based on results of the design studies, the Federation of

Electric Power Companies (FEPC) decided m January 1994 to start construction of the

DFBR plant at the beginning of the 2000's FEPC also decided the basic specifications of

the DFBR plant

The related research and development (R&D) works are underway at several

organizations under the discussion and coordination of the Japanese FBR R&D Steering

Committee, which was established by JAPC, PNC, Japan Atomic Energy Research

Institute (JAERI) and Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI)

Progress of the design study and the related R&D are reported to the Subcommittee on

FBR Development Program of JAEC

5) Recent major emphases on the PNC's R&D are placed on the integrated feedback of all

existing R&D results and experiences to the development of DFBR

Furthermore, the overall functional and performance tests of Monju, is another important

key role to attain further excellency of FBR technology, with full efficient usage of the test

results

6) R&D on following tasks are also in progress for development of DFBR, for excellent

technology to attain FBR commercialization, and for technological breakthrough

(T) development of advanced fuels

@ development of advanced large core

(3) higher plant operating temperature

(3) simplified advanced piping and components

© development of rational confinement facilities

® development of seismic isolation structures

@ development of simplified system without secondary loops

(8) development of highly reliable decay-heat removal system

@ development of advanced operational and maintenance technology

® establishment of rational safety logic

7) In addition to the MOX fuel fabncation at the Plutonium Fuel Fabrication Facility for

Joyo, Fugen (ATR), and BWRs in Japan a new Plutonium Fuel Production Facility

(PFPF) was constructed at Tokai Works of PNC PFPF started production of initial core

fuel of Monju m October 1989 and completed in January 1994

8) On the FBR fuel recycling, adding to the experiences at the Tokai Reprocessing Plant

R&Ds are underway at three Engineering Demonstration Facilities (EDF L H, III) and

Chemical Processing Facility (CPF), integrating the results to the design of Recycling

Equipment Test Facility (RETF) and future FBR Fuel Recycling Pilot Plant The

construction of RETF is going to be initiated in 1994

9) Following the national program on waste management, PNC is also actively contributing

to the area of vitrification of high level liquid waste, geological disposal of it, and low level

transuranium beanng waste treatment, and promotion of construction of a storage

engineering center in Hokkaido

10) Aiming to the age of future FBR commercialization, further extensive and effective

collaboration with foreign institutions will also have to play an important role

2 Experimental Fast Reactor, Joyo

2 1 General Status

This report covers the activities of Joyo from April 1993 through March 1994 The

operating history of Joyo is illustrated in Fig 2 1
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Fig. 2.2 Core configuration of the 28th duty cycle
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Fig. 3.1 Monju Construction & Tests Schedule
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CO Oct. 1988 Installation of Reactor Vessel

Apr. 1991 Completion of Construction

May. 1991 Start of Function Tests

Dec. 1992 Start of Start-up Tests

April 1994 Initial Criticality

3.2 Present Status of Construction

Monju construction was 99.9 % completed as of the end of March 1994 including

design, components manufacturing, and construction works at site. Major components

such as the reactor vessel, IHXs, SGs, CRDs, main control consoles, and various tanks

were already installed.

Major civil works were also completed.

Construction of the buildings was completed.

Sodium deliveries started in March 1991, and transfer of 1700 tons of sodium was

completed in November 1991.

Equipment installation was completed in April 1991.

3.3 Function Tests

The schedule in Fig. 3.2 shows the general outline of function tests.

Function tests were carried out from May 1991 to December 1992.

Function tests were conducted to confirm the function and performance of the plant

systems, following various tests and inspections during fabrication and installation of the

components in Monju.

The tests are divided into three phases:

1) Testing the fuel handling system and control rod drive mechanism in air at room

temperature prior to sodium charging.

2) Tests in argon gas before loading sodium into the systems. Argon is used for

preheating and heatup.
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1993 1994
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Fig 3 3 Main schedule of MONJU start-up tests
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CO Table 3-1 Principal Monju Plant Design Characteristics

Reactor Type
Thermal Power
Gross Electrical Power
Core

Fuel
Pu Enrichment

Equivalent Diameter
hught
Volume

(Pu fissile)
bubal Core
Equilibrium Core

Fuel Inventory Core(U+Pu metal)
Blanket (U metal)

Average Bum-up
Cladding Material
Cladding Outside Diameter/Thickness
Permissible Cladding Temperature

(middle of thickness)
Power Density
Blanket Thickness

Breeding Ratio
Reactor inlet/outlet Sodium Temperature
Secondary Sodium Temperature

(MX inlet/outlet)
Reactor Vessel (height/diameter)
Number of Loops
Pump Position

(Primary and Secondary Loop)
Type of Steam Generator
Steam Pressure (Turbine Inlet)
Steam Temperature (Turbine Inlet)
Refueling System

Refueling Interval

Sodium cooled FBR, loop type
714 MW
280 MW
Approx ISO cm
93cm
2340 hts

(Inner core/outer core)
15/20%
16/21%
59 ton
17 5 ton
Approx. 80,000 MWD/T
SUS316
6 5/0 47 mm
675 'C

275KW/1«
Upper 30 cm
Lower 35 cm
Radial 30 cm
Approx 1 2
397/529 *C

325/505 *C
18/7m
3
Cold Leg

Helical Coil, once thorough Unit Type
127 kg/cm2 g
483 'C
Single Rotating Plug with Fixed Arm
FHM
Approx 6 Months

First cnticahty is scheduled for April 1994 After that, reactor physics, nuclear

heating, power up and load tests will be performed

4 DFBR and PNC's Design Study

4 1 Overview

The Japan Atomic Energy Commission (JAEC) issued Japanese "Long term

Program for Development and Utilization of Nuclear Energy" in June 1987 In the

program, it was concluded that the research and development for demonstration FBRs

(DFBRs) should be done with the cooperation of governmental and pnvate sectors and

that utilities should play the major role m design, construction and operation of the

DFBR aiming at the commercialization in the year from 2020 to 2030 through

construction of several FBRs with a step by step improvement of technologies and

economics

The start of construction of DFBR 1 is expected in the late 1990 s in the program

4 2 Design Study of DFBR

The Japan Atomic Power Company (JAPC) has conducted for the past several years

conceptual design studies of the Demonstration Fast Breeder Reactor (DFBR) in

accordance with the basic policy of the federation of Electric Power Companies (FEPC)

and has confirmed the feasibility of top entry loop type reactor

Based on the result of these design studies FEPC decided in January 1994 to start

the construction of the DFBR plant at the beginning of 2000 s taking into consideration

the development of new technologies and the operating results of the prototype Monju

reactor FEPC also decided that the basic specifications are as follows

Reactor type Top entr> loop type

Power level 660 000 kW ( 1 600 000 kWt)

A number of advanced technologies are expected to be employed for the DFBR plant

such as a new matenal (SUS316FR an improved austemtic stainless steel) a new type
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of fuel handling machine, and a seismic-isolation technique for the simplification of the

plant and for the reduction of the plant cost

Based on the specifications described above, the JAPC will start a three-year

optimization study of the DFBR from April 1994 in order to construct a safer and more

efficient nuclear power plant

4 3 PNC's Design Study

PNC has defined 10 key technical issues to be attained for commercialization of

FBRs In 1988, PNC started plant design study applying key technologies such as

reactor vessel head access concept and performed plant construction cost evaluation

PNC conducted design study on a 600MWe size plant for 1990 - 1991 In 1992,

JAPC and PNC discussed on the mutual design results to improve the demonstration

reactor design study

Design study on a 1300MWe size plant is underway at PNC In this study,

applicability of the reactor vessel head access concept to a larger scale plant, and spent

fuel dry storage concepts to rationalize an EVST are investigated

PNC is also studying mixed nitride fueled cores from a aspect of enhancing passive

safety

5 Reactor Physics

5 1 Calculation Method Development

In order to treat Hex Z geometry m FBR cores accurately, a transport code has been

successfully developed based on an improved nodal discrete ordinale (Sn) method As

an effort to reduce the computation time and to enhance the convergency of the code

several acceleration techniques were applied to the code As a result, the Chebyshev

acceleration method was found most effective and reduced the computation time by 30%

for a prototype FBR core calculation

The multiband method, which divides an energy group into total cross section

bands, has the potential to evaluate the resonance-shielding of heavy nuchdes more

precisely The application of the multiband method to an FBR core resulted in 0 2%Ak

difference of the multiplication factor with the conventional self-shielding factor method

5 2 Cross Section Adjustment

For FBR cores, it is very important to improve the prediction accuracy of the burnup

charactenstlcs such as burnup reactivity loss, number density change of nuchdes and

breeding ratio In this context, the SAGEP-BURN code system has been developed

which is able to calculate the cross-section sensitivity of the burnup charactenstlcs, based

on a generalized perturbation theory including depletion and refueling model of FBR

cores The code system was applied to a design core of large FBR and the resulted

sensitivity values were compared with those by a conventional sensitivity-calculation

method without depletion effect As a conclusion, the burnup effect is found very

significant in the prediction accuracy of some FBR core charactenstlcs

Besides the core design study, the code system will be used in various ways like the

analysis of the experimental reactor Joyo

5 3 Critical Experiment

A cntical expenment for mtnde fuel FBR core is in progress at Fast Cntical

Assembly (FCA) in Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute as a cooperative study with

PNC The first stage of the expenment will complete on June 1994, and the analytical

results are expected to be precious data for the reactor physics study of FBR core with

new fuel matenals

5 4 Shielding Experiment and Analysis

Japanese-American Shielding Program for Experimental Research (JASPER) post

expenment analysis has been continued The Flux Monitor Expenment and the Special

Matenals Expenment were analyzed in order to estimate neutron penetration
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characteristics through neutron guide, and shielding characteristics of zirconium hydride,

respectively Analysis results of the other 6 experiments including the Radial Shield

Attenuation Experiment were utilized m the Demonstration FBR shielding design review,

which has been conducted in the joint study of PNC and the Japan Atomic Power

Company (JAPC) 3-dimensional discrete ordinale code TORT was tested in the analysis

of a non-symmetric configuration and showed good performance in estimating the

distorted flux distribution Further analysis for the detailed evaluation is being planned

6 Systems and Components

6 1 Reactor Shutdown System

Research on the self-actuated reactor shutdown system (SASS) is in progress A

system performance test on SASS by use of an actual reactor such as Joyo is under

planning based on various partial model test results in air and in sodium

6 2 In-service Inspection Test Equipment

IS1 test equipments have been developed for a reactor vessel, primary pipes, and

steam generator tubes for Monju New techniques such as an electromagnetic acoustic

transducer (EMAT), a non-couplant type ultrasonic transducer, are used After a good

result of performance tests by use of the Mock-up test ngs, they were applied for Monju

to obtain pre-service inspection data

6 3 Steam Generator

PNC proceeds a conceptual design study for a future FBR plant having a steam

generator in the primary heat transport system Thus the studies on a double-wall tube

(DWT) steam generator have been in progress to evaluate the leak detectabihty structural

integrity, and thermal hydraulic performance on the DWT steam generator Hence a

IMW double-wall tube steam generator model has been operated since 1991 So far a

good thermal hydraulic performance is validated and empmcal formulas have been

obtained in each flow regimes of steam and sodium

6 4 Process Instrumentation

The Installation of the Flow Controlled Irradiation Facility (FLORA) is planned and

the FLORA electromagnetic pump has to be developed Therefore, a half and a quarter

length models were tested in outpile sodium loop and m air, respectively, to obtain the

basic characteristics on performance and durability under high temperature On the other

hand, for the development of a magnetic flux concentration type EMP, an m-sodium

performance test is under planning at OEC

Fuels and Materials

7 1 Fuel Fabrication

The PFPF (Plutonium Fuel Production Facility) equipped with automated and

remote handling fuel production systems started fabricating Joyo and Monju fuels from

October 1988

7 2 Fuel Pin Performance

Fuel pin performance codes for transient state and fuel failure state have been

improved since 1984 with the data of operational reliability tests in EBR-II, etc The

modeling of cesium migration has been developed since 1986 to evaluate the fuel

performance of an axial heterogeneous core fuel A three dimensional FEM code is in

development for an analysis of defected fuel pin behavior

Development of fuel performance code for nitnde fuel is in progress

7 3 Core Materials

PNC316 stainless steel (Monju core material) irradiated over 2 5X1023 n/cm2 (E>0 1

MeV) showed excellent swelling resistance by less than 1 0% volume swelling under the

Monju irradiation condition Out-of reactor mechanical property and sodium corrosion

tests ot advanced austemtic stainless steels have been completed Irradiation tests for the

candidate steels were completed in FFTF and have been conducted in Joyo
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Two types of ferntic steel were developed since 1984 One is a high strength

femtic/martensnic steel which is considered as a good material suitable for a wrapper

tube and the other is an oxide dispersion strengthened femtic steel (ODS) The tubing

technology for ODS cladding has progressed by hot working process

Sodium environmental tests of core materials including hard facing materials for fuel

assembly pads, out-of-reactor tests to evaluate bundle to duct interaction for large

assembly were also conducted

7.4 Irradiation Experiments

1) Joyo

Fuel pin irradiation test is in progress with advanced austenitic cladding fuel

pins and high strength femtic cladding fuel pins Large diameter fuel pins and

axially heterogeneous fuel pins are included in the test

The fuel subassembly with CEA cladding tubes has also been irradiated since

1988 Several irradiation tests for a large diameter fuel pin have started The second

power-to-melt test was conducted

2) Foreign Reactors

Phase-I program of PNC/DOE collaborative operational reliability testing of

FBR fuel in EBR-ÏÏ was completed and Phase n program is in progress

The irradiation of fuel subassembhes was completed for PNC316 and advanced

austenitic stainless steel

7 5 Development of Advanced Fuels

Study of advanced fuels (nitride metal, carbide) has been conducted in a view poml

of technological feasibility

Mixed carbide fuel pins were irradiated since 1983 using the thermal reactors JRR 2

andJMTRofJAERl

Carbide and mtnde fuel pins ha\e been fabricated for an irradiation lest in Joyo

7 6 Post Irradiation Examination

Construction of PIE facility is in progress to begin the examination of Monju fuel

subassembly and so on from 1996

8 Structural Design and Materials

8 1 Development of Structural Design Method

1 ) FINAS nonlinear structural analysis program

Effort to enhance the capability of the general purpose nonlinear structural

analysis program FINAS is continued, particularly with respect to temperature-

dependent inelastic constitutive models for cyclic plasticity and adoptive mesh

generation FINAS is currently used by many engineers at about 40 sites including

fabncators and universities The latest version, V12 0, which has more advanced

and flexible capabilities in terms of inelastic constitutive models, user defined

elements, material data library, dynamic condensation and surface contact analysis,

was released in January 1993

2) Improvement of Elevated Temperature Structural Design Guide

The following rules are investigated to improve and extend the current Elevated

Temperature Structural Design Guide

i) Creep-fatigue design methods based on elastic analysis

A new creep-fatigue design method, which is based on the concept of a

generalized elastic follow up model, is being developed The elastic follow

up characteristics for various structures are investigated to be tabulated for

the design use

11) Design rules for weldment

A new design approach, taking into account the metallurgical and

geometrical discontinuities inherent in weldment, is being pursued
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m) Strain limit criteria

A ratchettmg cntena for multiaxial stress states, which are not provided

explicitly in the design guide, was developed.

8 2 Structural Test and Evaluation

Structural tests are being performed to improve strength prediction methods, to

evaluate the adequacy of elevated temperature design rules, and also to venfy advanced

nonlinear structural analysis methods

1 ) TTiermal creep-fatigue test with small sodium loops (SPTT and STST)

Structural discontinuity model tests to investigate crack initiation and

propagation behavior and their evaluation were completed by 1993 Test with a

tapered cylindrical model under low stress conditions are in progress

2) Thermal transient tests in large sodium loop (TTS)

A test with a welded vessel model was finished and a test with a vessel with

fillets model is now under way A new test model, made of type 316 stainless steel

is under fabrication

3) Plastic buckling tests (SCFT)

A series of buckling tests on cylindrical shells subjected to shear loads were

completed and a new design formula was developed for this type of buckling

4) Inelastic behavior tests (BHAT)

Inelastic behavior tests of simple three-bar structure were conducted to venfy

advanced inelastic constitutive methods

8 3 Seismic Test and Analysis

1) A conceptual study on the vertical seismic isolation system for FBR components is

underway A senes of shaking table tests and analytical works are included to assess

the feasibility of the system

2) Seismic analysis method development and venfication on FBR core is underway in the

framework of "IAEA/IWGFR Coordinated Research Program on Intercompanson of

LMFBR Seismic Analysis Codes".

: 4 Fracture Mechanics and Structural Integrity Assessment

Both deterministic and probabilistic fracture mechanics methodologies are being

developed for the integrity assessment of flawed or cracked structures

Computer codes being developed at PNC include CANIS-J for calculation of

fracture mechanics parameters, CANIS-G for simplified crack propagation analysis and

CANIS P for probabilistic fracture mechanics analysis Crack propagation tests of a

cylinder with circumferential and axial flaws were conducted by the Air-cooling Thermal

Transient Test Facility (ATTF) Tests with a cylinder with an axial temperature gradient

started at the same facility

5 Structural Material Tests and Evaluation

Structural material tests in air, in sodium, in water/steam, and under post-irradiation

condition have been conducted to revise the Monju Matenal Strength Standard and to

prepare a new version for DFBR

The test program in air and in sodium environment is called "Capella" program and

the step 1 program (1985 1987) and the step-2 program (1988-1990) were already

completed The step-3 program (1991-1993) are currently underway The step-4 (1994-

1996) program will be started in 1994 with emphasis on long-term extrapolation

The post neutron irradiation tests are underway within the scope of neutron

irradiation program Spica '

1 ) Tests in Air

The present Capella step 3 program includes following subjects

Improvement of Monju design method on creep-fatigue life strength of

weldment inelastic constitutive equations considering the application of
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new materials (modified 9Cr-lMo steel and FBR grade 316 stainless

steel)

Application of elevated temperature fracture mechanics

Development of the material strength standard for modified 9Cr-lMo steel

and FBR grade 316 stainless steel

A tentative 1989' version of the Material Strength Standard (MSS)

including the rules for modified 9Cr-lMo steel and FBR grade 316

stainless steel(316FR), and damage mechanism of creep-fatigue failure

was examined in detail A new 1993' version of MSS was prepared for

IHX design of Joyo MK-III in 1993 A new concept creep-fatigue failure

criterion was developed using secondary creep basis ductility exhaustion

2) Test m Sodium and Water/steam

A new series of sodium environmental effect tests, according to the Capella

program were earned out on modified 9Cr-lMo steel and FBR grade 316 stainless

steel (316FR) Corrosion and mass transfer, carbon transfer tests have been already

finished Mechanical strength (tensile, creep, fatigue, creep fatigue) tests on 316FR

(nitrogen controlled) in sodium are still continued in the program to evaluate the

carbon and nitrogen transfer effects

3) Tests in Irradiation Environments

Surveillance tests for the Class 1 components of Joyo have been conducted to

confirm the integrity of the reactor by evaluating irradiation effects of the same

materials

The test data were used for the planning of Joyo operating program

Tests for the Class 1 components of Monju to evaluate irradiation effects on the

mechanical properties up to the end of design life and to evaluate irradiation effects

on the Material Strength Standard for Monju are also m progress

Both forged and rolled SUS304 steels were irradiated in Joyo using SMIR

(Structural Materials Irradiation Rig)

Another test for DFBR has been already conducted to clear the relationship

between creep rupture strength and metallurgical variables such as chemical

composition, gram size and production process Now new R&D program Spica

step 2 was started with emphasis on 316 FR

4) Data Processing System

Material test data are compiled using specific data coding sheets, and the data

inputs to the computer data processing system SMAT are still continued

Entry data in the SMAT are currently more than 12,000 data points on 11

different kinds of mechanical tests (including tensile, low cycle fatigue, creep) for

10 kinds of FBR structural steels

9 Safety

9 1 Safety Evaluation for Normal and Abnormal Events

Safety evaluation studies have been conducted for confirming the physical

phenomena and integrity of the reactor fuel elements and the structures in primary system

during the normal operation, scram transients and the early stage of postulated

accidents Recently major emphasis has been placed on an evaluation of passive safety

features such as decay heat removal by natural circulation

The potential to remove decay heal by natural circulation is one of the important

safety features of LMFBRs To enhance the decav heat removal capability under the case

of loss of all electrical power experimental studies on natural convection in a reactor

vessel are in progress using sodium as a working fluid

An integral sodium experiment has been carried out with a partial core model

comprised of seven subassembhes, inter wrapper gaps an upper plenum and a dipped



cooler A senes of tests are underway focussmg on inter assembly flow redistribution

and heat transfer, inter wrapper flow, and core plenum interaction under decay heat

removal by natural circulation

In addition efforts on safety analysis code development and validation continue for

the subchannel analysis code ASFRE the three dimensional thrmohydrauhc analysis

code AQUA and the plant system dynamics analysis code SSC Furthermore new

computer codes SPLASH-ALE for fluid dynamics analysis using finite element method

and DINUS-3 for direct numerical simulation are in progress A new blockage model

was implemented in ASFRE to evaluate the effect of porous blockage m a sunassembly

Basic experiments are in progress to validate the model The validation study of SSC is

in progress using plant performance data SSC will be utilized for the natural circulation

test analysis of the actual plant Thermal stnpmg expenments using water and sodium

were analyzed to check the performance of DINUS-3. DINUS-3 is applicable to the

thermal stnpmg evaluation at the core exits of LMFBRs As for the development of

SPLASH-ALE, the performance of the code was checked by solving basic problems

SPLASH-ALE can deal with the fluid dynamics with complex and movable boundaries

such as free surface and flexible wall

9 2 Degraded Core Research

The degraded core research addresses the fuel subassembly failure propagation in

local fault accidents and the m-vessel physical processes of FBR core disruptive

accidents

The local fault study includes the SCARABEE in pile test program The

experimental analysis is in progress with the SCION code that models a melt behavior in

an intact pin bundle In the future, we will focus more on an intra-subassembly

propagation behavior to establish a successful termination scenario

The out of pile expenments using the MELT-H facility are in progress A senes of

expenments to investigate the erosion behavior of the solid plate by the high temperature

liquid jet was completed A new senes of expenments to study the thermal interactions

between a molten material jet and water is in progress From Woods metal-water

expenments, several distinct modes of interaction were observed Neccessary conditions

for energetic interactions were identified In the next step, it is planned to perform similar

expenments with sodium, To investigate the boiling pool phenomena, a new facility

named "POOL ' was constructed The POOL facility consists of a microwave oven to

simulate volumetnc heating Preliminary and calibration expenments are underway

The CABRI-2 m pile expenmental program, jointly conducted with the European

panners, was completed, and a joint synthesis work of the expenmental data is in

progress The CABR1 FAST program with higher burnup and annular fuel is underway

The whole core accident analysis code development and applications continued for the

initiating phase using SAS3D, PAPAS-2S and SAS4A, and for the core disruption

phase using SIMMER The results and knowledge from the in pile expenments are

incorporated into model improvement of the SAS4A code The first version of the

SIMMER-III code was completed, which encompasses all the fluid-dynamics models

Presently, the code development and assessment program is jointly performed with KfK

and CEA

Based on the past expenmental and analytical studies, a program planning work is in

progress to elucidate long-term research needs especially of a large-scale in-pile

expenmental facility

9 3 Plant Accident Research

FBR plant accident research consists of two major activities One is a study on a

non-radiological sodium fire caused by sodium leakage from the intermediate heat

transport system (IHTS), and the other is a study on the radiological source term, with

emphasis being placed on quantifying vanous mitigation factors of fission product (FP)

release and transport from failed fuels to the environment The latter study also includes



an integrity assessment study of the reactor containment with respect to FP leakage

during a severe accident

In the sodium fire study a three-dimensional code, SOLFAS, is under development

to analyze the thermochemical processes of sodium fire and aerosol behavior Sodium

fire experiments have been continuously performed for the vandation study of SOLFAS

In the source term study, several experiments using FP simulants are in progress in

order to investigate the physical and chemical forms of FPs and the attenuation factor of

FP bubble in liquid sodium system after FPs being released from fuel A new

experimental rig is constructed to investigate FP release behavior from high-temperature

fuel materials Irradiated fuels of Joyo will be used for this study in near future A new

computer code TRACER is under development to analyze the m-vessel radionuchde

tmsport TRACER can predict the radionuchde behavior within a reactor vessel as well

as that in primary heat transport systems For the containment analysis, CONTAIN-

LMR has continuously been improved A series of hydrogen combustion tests is under

way, which is intended to quantify combustion conditions m a sodium aerosol

atmosphere

9 4 Steam Generator Safety Research

Current steam generator (SG) safety researches consist of two major activities, i e

the improvement of the evaluation method for large demonstration plant SGs and the

development of analytical models for future commercial LMFBRs which will use a

double wall tube SG in a primary heat transport system instead of a conventional one m

an intermediate heat transport system For the former item, overheating failure

mechanism of heat transfer tubes are investigated using 3-D structural analysis code A

series of simulation test has started using the Tube Rupture Simulation Test (TRUST)

rig The test result is to be analyzed by the 3 D code For the latter one, an analytical

model, HYBAC, of hydrogen bubble behavior has been developed

9 5 Research on Probabilistic Safety Assessment

PNC has been performing the research on Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA)

for nearly ten years as part of the R&D of a fast reactor

The purpose of this research is to construct probabilistic safety models for a typical

loop-type FBR plant so that an overall safety assessment can be performed It is

expected that ( 1 ) a systematic evaluation on the plant safety is conducted based on the

quantitative analysis, (2) the insights on measures to enhance system reliability and

safety are provided, (3) the operation and maintenance procedures are established based

on a nsk based consideration, and (4) useful information is given to the development of

basic policy on safety design and evaluation of a large LMFBR

PNC has been improving the systems analysis code network which is able to

perform a level-1 PSA Recent efforts have focused on improvement m a phased mission

analysis program based on Monte Cairo method, development of dynamic event

sequence analysis technique dealing with human intervention, and development of a

Living PSA System(LIPSAS) The prototype version of LIPSAS has been completed

and installed at the site of Monju plant to examine the applicability of the system to safety

management of a real plant Furthermore, PNC has been developing a new software

system which is able to quantify the consequence of core damage quickly with the expert

system which models accident phenomena based on the expenence of full scope PSA

Efforts are being made to develop LMFBR component reliability data based on

CREDO(Centralized Reliability Data Organization), a cooperative project between PNC

and the USDOE, which ended in 1992 PNC also has been developing a new CREDO

data base system on a engineering work station which uses a commercial relational data

base system As a part of the data analysis the quantification of failure rate were earned

out for valves and mechanical pumps Additionally risk-related data on energy

production systems such as fossil fueled power plants and nuclear power plants have

been collected and preliminary estimation of health risk were made for Japanese

alternative power sources
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Level-1 and 2 tasks with respect to internal events were completed Current efforts

are focusing on evaluation of external e\ents and a preliminary PSA application to large

LMFBR plant

In seismic PSA several event trees were developed to delineate seismic event

sequences Then the seismic-induced core damage frequency was quantified based on

the fragility data and the developed event tree and fault tree models The result indicates

that the model plant of an LMFBR is provided with an appropriate safety mergin for

large earthquakes Space dependent failures(external impact on the structures and

components) such as coolant effluents and general fires were evaluated and they were

found to be less contributor to core damage m comparison with the internal events In

addition scoping study on plant-shutdown PSA is under way

Preliminary application of PSA to a large LMFBR is under way to provide basic

information in developing safety design and evaluation policy The fifteen initiating event

categories were identified and the associated event trees were developed The reactor

shutdown system and decay heat removal system were modeled based on fault trees and

phased-mission analysis approach Also the study on classification of safety function

importance for an LMFBR is ongoing Reliability goal of PS(preventmg system) and

MS(rrutigatmg system) has been examined based on the insights obtained from the PSA

application

Level-2 PSA tasks (consequence analysis) are under way The current effort

includes an analysis of dominant core damage sequences such as an unprotected loss-of

flow (ULOF) accident in a large LMFBR For the m-vessel physical process, a

preliminary analysis with SAS3D and SIMMER II is continued to identify genenc core

behaviors especially from the viewpoint of energetics potential For the ex-vessel

physical process parametric analysis of key event sequences in a containment is

continued to comprehend the sensitivity of phenomenological and design-related

parameters such as containment volume, design pressure, leakage rate, amount of ejected

sodium, etc

10. Fuel Cycle

10 1 Mox Fuel Fabrication

1) Construction and Fuel Fabrication

R&D on fabrication of uranium-plutonium mixed oxide (MOX) fuel has been

earned out since 1965 at the Plutonium Fuel Development Facility (PFDF) in Tokai

works of PNC

The Plutonium Fuel Fabrication Facility (PFFF), which started operation in

1972, has two fuel fabncation lines for Advanced Thermal Reactor (ATR) (10 ton

MOX/year) and FBR (1 ton MOX/year) It has supplied the fuel necessary for the

operation of ATR Fugen and FBR Joyo

In parallel with the construction of Monju, construction of the Plutonium Fuel

Production Facility (PFPF) (FBR line, 5 ton MOX/year) started in July 1982 It

was designed to develop fuel fabncation technologies as well as to fabncate fuels

for Monju and Joyo The construction was completed in October 1987 After

testing operation, production of Joyo fuel started in October 1988 as the first

production campaign at PFPF Production of the initial core fuel of Monju started in

October 1989 and was completed in January 1994 at PFPF

The PFPF is currently fabncatmg fuels for Joyo

Also in 1994 PNC started construction of a new line (10 ton MOX/year) al

PFPF so as to produce fuels for ATR Fugen, because of PFPF ATR line's

becoming superannuated

PNC is planning to construct another ATR line al PFPF so as to produce fuels

for the ATR demonstration reactor
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The present Japanese suppliers of uranium fuel and PNC will also cooperate to

make increased use of PFPF to manufacture MOX fuel, for large scale

demonstration of plutonium use in LWRs in Japan

About 130 tons of MOX fuel have been fabricated by the end of March 1994

2) R&D on MOX Fuel Fabrication

Remotely controlled operation technology is one of the most important key

element to achieve a large scale production of MOX fuel

PFPF equipments including material transfer system are designed and

manufactured so as to realize the fully automated operation

Through the operation of PFPF FBR line so far, PNC has been accumulating

expenence for it

10 2 Plutonium and Uranium Conversion

PNC developed a co-conversion technology utilizing the microwave heating direct

demtration process (MH method) which converts plutonium nitrate and uranyl nitrate

solution to MOX powder Compared with the conventional method, it is a simple

process and generates less liquid waste

The Plutonium Conversion Development Facility (PCDF) (conversion capacity 10

kg MOX/d), designed for demonstration of the co-conversion technology by MH

method, was completed in February 1983 By the end of March 1994, it produced about

9 1 ton of MOX powder containing about 3 7 ton of plutonium The converted MOX

powder were transported to PFFF and PFPF in addition to about 1 8 ton of MOX

powder processed a( another small scale facility and are being used for fabrication ot

MOX fuel for Fugen Joyo and Monju

Since recovered uranium through reprocessing of spent fuel has generally higher

U2^5 concentration compared to natural uranium our country has decided to try to use it

as LWR fuel by re-enriching and mixing it with other ennched uranium and by mixing

with plutonium as fuels for ATR, etc

Reconstruction of pilot scale recovered uranium conversion facility is now under

way to establish the continuous production technology

11 FBR Fuel Recycling

In the area of FBR fuel reprocessing, PNC has developed process and equipment with

remote handling technique, through large scale cold mock-up tests at the three Engineering

Demonstration Facilities (EDFs) and laboratory scale hot tests at the Chemical Processing

Facility (CPF) in Tokai Works, on the basis of accumulated expenence in the Tokai

reprocessing plant for LWR fuels

The construction of Recycle Equipment Test Facility (RETF), where advanced process

and equipment tests in engineering scale under hot conditions are conducted in order to

enhance the technology and economical efficiency, is going to be initiated in 1994

Allmost all of R&D activities are oriented towards the RETF project

11 1 Process Research and Development

1) Head End process

In order to remove the hexagonal wrapper tube efficiently poor to fuel

chopping, a disassembly system with CÛ2 laser has been developed and tested A

reference cutting scenario has been established through tests with dummy fuel

assemblies A prototype test equipment of geometrically safe continuous rotary

dissolover was fabricated and tested

2) Chemical Separation Process

Major effort of solvent extraction contactor development i>> paid on centntugal

contactor The design of the prototype contactor tor RETF has been completed

successfully



In order to eliminate the generation of secondary salt-bearing waste in the purex

process, studies and tests on solvent cleanup with salt-free reagents and electro

reoxidation process for Pu have been continued

3) Common Technology

To establish remote maintenance concept with rack system, key technologies

such as bilateral servo manipulator (BSM), roll-in type rack, remote connector

bank, and remote sampling system have been developed

Materials of process equipment and advanced analytical system are also under

development

4) Hot Tests at CPF

Irradiated fuel from Joyo, Phénix, and DFR with burnup up to 94000 MWD/T

have been used for hot tests at CPF

Through these hot tests, information of dissolution characteristics dependent on

many factors and nuclldes behavior in the sohant extraction process have been

obtained In addition, PNC has developed the Np co-extraction process with U and

Pu to enhance non-proliferation aspect

11 2 Plant Design of Recycling Facilities

1 ) Recycle Equipment Test Facility (RETF)

Verification of high availability and economical prospects of FBR fuel recycling

are essential for deployment of FBR and its fuel cycle In order to accomplish them

at tuture pilot plant hot engineering demonstrations of important process and

equipment are necessary m advance From this viewpoint PNC has planned the

RETF project to prov ide a test bed for advanced and process

RETF leatures t large remote cell which accommodates both head end and

chemical process equipment test areas Most of the chemical processes will be

mounted on the racks installed along either cell wall The maintenance of these

chemical process equipment as well mechanical components will be conducted by

using overhead crane and bilateral servo-manipulator (BSM)

RETF is scheduled to start hot tests in the late 2000

It is expected that important data and experience for designing of future FBR

fuel reprocessing plants will be compiled through the RETF operation

2) FBR Fuel Recycling Pilot Plant

PNC has a plan to construct the FBR Fuel Recycling Pilot Plant to verify the

whole plant system and it will be the first step for achiving the cost requirement



STATUS OF SODIUM COOLED FAST REACTOR
-DEVELOPMENT IN THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

Yu. BUKSHA
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering,
Obninsk, Russian Federation

Abstract

The main trends of R&D for the new generation of advanced fast reactors are
summarized as follows: (1) development of reactor emergency shutdown devices and decay
heat removal systems based on passive principles; (2) development of irradiated fuel
reprocessing technology from the standpoint of deeper extraction of minor actinides to
arrange for thek transmutation; and (3) development of new cores for burning weapon-grade
plutononium. The next type of fast reactor, which is under construction at two sites in
Russia, is the BN-800 reactor with a power output of 800 MW(e).

Table I. Characteristics of NPPs in operation.

on

I. THE STATUS OF NUCLEAR POWER IN 1993

On the 27-th of June, 1994, it will be 40 years since the
day of commissioning of the first in the world NPP. Despite its
small, from the present day point of view , capacity of 30 MWth
it has demonstrated -during four decades a possibility of
reliable power generation with the use of heavy-nuclei fission
reactors. Since that time NPPs have got world-wide
distribution, and commissioning of the first NPP, as well as of
the first reactor in 1942 in Chicago is of unquestionable
importance.

As of January 1994, 29 commercial power units were operating
in Russia in 9 nuclear power plants with a total
installed capacity of 21268 MW. This figure includes 13 units
with WWER (6 WWER - 400 units and 7 WWER - 1000 units), 15
units with uranium - graphite channel-type reactors (among them
11 RBMK units), and l unit with a fast reactor (BN-600).
In 1993 the 4-th unit of the Balakovo NPP was commissioned.
The main data of all NPPs are presented in Table 1. The NPPs
generated 119, 185 billion kW-h.(99.63% relative to 1992).

NN NPP Name Unit N Reactor Capacity
type MW(e)

Gross

1 . Beloyarcky
2. Bilibino

3. Balakovo

4. Kalinin

5. Kola

6. Kursk

7. Leningrad
(Sosnovyj
Bor)

8 . NOVOVO
ronezh

9. Smolensk

3
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
1
2
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
3
4
5
1
2
3

BN-600
EGP-6
EGP-6
EGP-6
EGP-6
WWER- 1000
WWER-1000
WWER-1000
WWER-1000
WWER-1000
WWER-440
WWER-440
WWER-440
WWER-440
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000
WWER-440
WWER-440
WWER-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000

600
12
12
12
12

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
440
440
440
440
1000*
1000*
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
440
440
1000
1000
1000
1000

Grid Safety Designed
Connec- level time decom-
tion missioning

1980
1974
1974
1975
1976
1985
1987
1988
1984
1986
1973
1974
1981
1984
1976
1978
1983
1985
1973
1975
1979
1981
1971
1972
1980
1982
1985
1990

11
1
1
1
1

111
111
111
11
11
1
1

11
11
1
1

11
11
1
1

11
11
1
1

11
11
11

111

2010
2004
2004
2005
2006
2015
2017
2018
2014
2016
2003
2004
2011
2014
2006
2008
2013
2015
2003
2005
2009
2011
2001
2002
2010
2012
2015
2020

* At present capacity is limited
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The mean coefficient of utilization of installed capacity

was 67.2% which is in line with worldwide nuclear power
performance.

The largest coefficient was 81.05% at Smolensk NPP.
The greatest electric capacity was produced at the Kursk NPP

- 223,96 billion kW-h.
During 1993 there were 154 events at the 28 units in

operation (Table 11); of these 105 at WWER units and 49 at RBMK
units.

Table II. Events at the units in operation.

Level 1993 1992
1

Events I 3
1 2

1 1
1

2

1

26

0

3

29

Below scale 125 167

Total number of events 154 199

Table III. Classification events for reactor types.

Reactor Plant
Type

WWER-440

WWER-1000

RBMK-1000

BN-600

Level

1 2 3

11 - '2

7 1 -

7 -

1 - -

Total by INES

—————————————————
13

8

7

1

From 27 unplanned shut-downs 17 happened at WWR units and 10
ones at RBMK units.

The number of unplanned outages involving the triggering of
emergency protection systems was 1.0 incidents per one unit at
an average.

As to the international estimate of the events, only 29 of
the above 154 incidents in power units operation (Table 111)
can be classified by the lAEA-INES.

An example of a serious incident in NPP operation classified
as level 3 is the shut-down of 4 power units of the Kola NPP
because of a power system incident as a result of a hurricane
on February 2, 1993.

II. FAST REACTOR OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE.

2.1. The BN-600 nuclear power plant

Operating histogram of the BN-600 reactor for 1993 is
shown in Fig.l.

As a whole, operation was successful. During this year there
have been two shut-downs of the reactor for planned maintenance
work and core refueling. The second shut-down has been a week
before the planned one due to sodium leak.

There have been no loop outages.
During this period the load factor was 80.3.
Radioactive inert gas release into the stack of the BN-600

reactor during this year was 222 Ci.
In Table IV main BN-600 reactor characteristics for the last

five years and from the start of operation are presented.
One of main safety characteristics is sodium leakage's and

subsequent fires. In Table V sodium leak statistics and
classification are presented.

There were no water-into-sodium leaks in steam generators
were in 1993.
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Table IV. Main BN-600 reactor characteristics for the last 5
years and from the start of operation.

Characteristic Units 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 From the
start of
operation
up to
Jan.1,1994

Electric power
output 106 kWh 3988 3464 3670 4402 3915 49309
Load factor % 75.89 65.91 69.83 84 80.3 68.52
The number of
unit shut-downs 3 3 2 2 2 7 1
The number of
loop outages 1 7 4 2 0 5 7

Table V. Classification of sodium leak development causes.

Failure
causes

Types of equipment Total Over circuit

equip.valves pipes No/% I circuit II circuit

Manufactur ing
defects
Design faults
Repair faults
Operational
causes
Ultimate -
lifetime
No/%

2 1 3 6/21 2
5 5/18 3

8 1 9/32

1 1 - 2/7 1

6 - 6/22
3/10 16/58 9/32 28/100 6/22

6
22/78
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2.1.1. Radioactive sodium leakage

In October 1993 there has been a sodium leakage from a pipe
of the primary circuit auxiliary systems.

The auxiliary systems are connected with the reactor vessel
by pipes of a relatively small diameter (up to 200 mm). They
are enclosed in the guard jacket. Two series-connected cut-off
valves and the pipe section between them are also enclosed in a
guard jacket. Auxiliary system pipelines are mainly of 80 and
40 mm in diameter.

Technological rooms for the auxiliary systems are concrete
boxes. The box walls are of a large thickness (up to 1.5-2m)
that is determined by radiation shielding requirements. On the
inside they are lined with steel. A thermal-insulation layer is
placed between lining and concrete.

Valves, T-joints and weld joints are mainly arranged in the
radioactive sodium piping corridor. In it main technological
switchings are carried out and it is in this room where a
sodium leak occurred on October 7, 1993.

Radioactive Sodium Leak and Fire Detection Systems.

At the BN-600 the radioactive sodium leak detection is
carried out by the two following systems:
- the electric heaters monitoring system (Fig.2).

Sodium heating in the BN-600 systems is done with the use of
resistance heaters (nichrome wire in cordierite insulating
beads). The heaters are mounted directly on the wall of a pipe
or a vessel containing sodium. In case of a main heater failure
a reserve one is mounted adjacent to it. Then thermal
insulation is mounted. At an occurrence of a defect the leaking
sodium sets up an electric contact between the heater and pipe
wall that is registered by special systems. This system
produces a signal for the operator. A short circuiting is
registered despite the heater being in operation or not.
Simultaneous circuiting of the main and reserve heaters with a
high confidence point to a sodium leak.
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- Radioactive sodium aerosol detection system (Fig.3).
Gaseous atmosphere (air) samples are continuously taken from

each room with radioactive sodium. Air is pumped with the help
of a small fan through the aerosol filter. Filter radioactivity
is continuously measured by the radiometer. At accumulation on
the filter of radioactive aerosols formed in the monitored room
as a result of sodium leakage and burning the radiometer
produces a signal for the operator.

Before this event the BN-600 reactor unit was operated under
normal operating conditions at the rated power. The auxiliary
systems were connected with the reactor vessel. One of the cold
traps was operated under normal operating conditions.

On October 6 in the evening a signal of a failure of an
electric heater placed on the sodium outlet pipeline from this
cold trap appeared (Fig.4). Resistance values of this heater
(equal to zero) and of the adjacent reserve one (equal to 500
Mohm) were measured.

In about an hour the reserve heater gave a signal. Its
resistance became equal to zero. But the radiometer did not
show any excess above the background of the accumulator-filter
radioactivity in the sodium-piping corridor room. Inspection of
radioactivity of the room exhaust ventilation pipelines with
the use of portable radiometers also did not show any departure
from the background.

A signal from the accumulation filter appeared only early in
the morning on October 7. However, there was no radioactivity
increase at the room ventilation outlet. These facts were
indicative of a small size of a defect. Personnel in accordance
with instructions proceeded to localization of the failed joint
by means of closing the corresponding sodium valves. The forced
ventilation system was shut off and the exhaust ventilation
system was switched over to the fire-fighting system (Fig. 5).

It should be noted that it was the third event of sodium
leakage in this room. The amount of leaked sodium in the two
previous cases did not exceed 200-300 cm . The leaks were
localized by closing sodium valves after which the normal
operation of the BN-600 uriit was not disturbed.
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In about two hours after the signal from the accumulation
filter the radiometers mounted on the discharge stack
registered an increase of the exhaust air radioactivity.
Signals of a failure of electric-heating zones on neighboring
sections appeared. All primary-sodium purification system was
disconnected from the reactor vessel.

As radioactivity release through the stack continued, and
about in a week the beginning of the scheduled routine
maintenance was planned, the plant authorities decided to shut
down the unit and that was done.

The radioactivity release took place at about the same rate
during ~ 2.5 hours. Then the rate decreased and in the evening
on October 7 the radioactivity release ceased. The release was
due only to sodium-24 radionuclide. The radiation monitoring
points located in the neighborhood of the Beloyarsk NPP did not
recorded any radioactivity increase.

In the meantime the reading values of temperature monitoring
instrumentation in the room decreased. This indicated the
cessation of sodium burning processes. The scheduled routine
maintenance of the unit was been.

The commission set up for the investigation of the causes of
the incident, consisting of specialists from various
organizations, classified this event as level 1 by INES.

In about a week after sodium-24 radionuclide decay the
emergency room was inspected. The quantity of leaked sodium was
on the order of 1000 kg .

During the incident the plant personnel was acting strictly
in accordance with the operating procedures. All systems
designed for sodium leak detection and fire mitigation worked
well. Main design decisions were confirmed.

Investigations of the failed pipeline section revealed that
the leak occurred on the T-joint between the outlet of the
filter-trap heat exchanger on the cold sodium side and the
bypass line of the heat exchanger on the hot sodium side.

The cause of the leakage was the formation of two cracks (30
mm and 35 mm) in the neighborhood zone of the weld joint
on the lower generatrics of the T-joint sleeve on the coolant

outlet side. The character of the cracks is indicative of a
failure inherent at the occurrence of multicycle
fatigue stresses.

The crack appearance on the T-joint was caused by in
tightness of the closed valve of the heat exchanger by-pass,
that resulted in mixing in the T-joint of cold (130°C) and hot
(270°C) sodium, and by inadequate compensation of the pipeline
which for this filter trap had an individual "rigid"
configuration.

During the summer planned shut-down of the reactor the
failed section will be replaced by a new one, and the
temperature compensation system of the pipeline from this
filter trap will be changed as well.

2.1.1. Operating experience with the core

After the 26-th run the BN-600 reactor core has been changed
over to the third charge with a maximum fuel burn-up of 10%
h.a., the maximum dose being 75 dpa. The core has been charged
with fuel subassemblies the fuel pins of which have an
increased height of the fuel column (1030 mm instead of 1000
mm) due to a decreased height of the lower axial blanket.
Maximum values of linear power rating and cladding temperatures
remained close to the former ones (475 W/cm and 695 C,
respectively). The fuel subassembly duct material is 30-450
Type ferritic-martensitic steel (13Cr-2Mo-Nb-P-B), the fuel pin
cladding material is the cold worked austenitic steel
(16Cr-15Ni-2Mo-2Mn-Ti-P-B) .

The experience of the BN-600 operation in the power system
is of great importance in evaluating the status and prospects
for fast reactor development. So far this reactor is confirming
a high safety of the operation.

To confirm the standard fuel subassembly performance up to
higher burn-up values a number of technical decisions were made
in standard fuel subassemblies was to be extended. By the end
of 1993, irradiation of 23 fuel subassemblies was completed to
a maximum burn-up more than 10% h.a., in 10 subassemblies of



ülro them burn-up of 11-11.6% h.a. being reached. The maximum dose
in this case was 93.7 dpa.

In the BN-600 core the tests of experimental fuel
subassemblies with mixed oxide fuel fabricated using pellet and
vibratory compacted fuel technologies are carried out. By the
end of 1993 irradiation of 4 fuel subassemblies with MOX pellet
fuel to a maximum burn-up of 10-10.3% h.a. and of 6 fuel
subassemblies with MOX vibratory compacted fuel to a maximum
burn-up of 9-10% h.a. was completed.

2.2. The BOR-60 experimental nuclear power plant

In 1993 the BOR-60 plant was operated at 50-52 MW. The first
loop of the reactor was provided with the reverse-type steam
generator RSG1 and air exchanger, another one - with the
reverse-type steam generator RSG-2.

The results of plant operation in 1993 are presented in
Table VI. In this table also are given the main results of
BOR-60 operation from the commissioning up to 1994.

A large number of irradiation tests of fuel and structural
materials of nuclear and thermonuclear reactors are carried out
in the core and radial blanket and irradiation's of
electroceramics and electric insulation materials - in vertical
channels.

The core charge mainly consisted of fuel subassemblies (S/A)
containing ceramic (UO2, UPuO2) fuel and metallic (UPu, UZr)
fuel.

Most S/As with ceramic fuel had pins with vibratory
compacted fuel.

One S/A with MOX vibratory compacted fuel reached a burn up
of 26% h.a. and fluence of 2.6 * 1023 n/cm2. In this S/A
ferritic-martensitic steel En-450 (13Cr-2Mo-Nb-P-B) is used for
fuel pins cladding and ducts.

Two s/A containing UZr sodium bonded fuel pins reached a
burn-up of 7.4% h.a. One S/A containing UPu fuel pins reached a
burn-up of 7.3% h.a.

Table VI. Results of BOR-60 plant operation.

Characteristic II III IV 1993 From
year commissioning

up to 1994

Operation time,
h

Availability
factor

Maximum power
level, MW(th)

2010 1090 2093 1013 6206 144120

0.93 0.5 0.94 0.5

52 50 50 50

0.7

52

Power generation:
thermal, MWh 93823 38137 90919 40873 263753 5670752
electricity, MWh 14229 7020 19174 6527 46980 815484

Steam generators
operation time, h
RSG1 2002 1085 2055 1000 6142 63460
RSG2 2002 1085 2055 1000 6142 16574

Heat output for
consumers, GKal 27264 7010 3849 9384 47507 104307

By late 90-ties the lifetime of the reactor will be
completed. As it is still far until the solution of all
physical and technological problems in the fast reactors area,
it is necessary to create a new experimental reactor or to
update the BOR-60 reactor.

An analysis has shown that the most optimum way to solve
the problem is to update the reactor plant with minimum capital
investments: mounting of a new reactor (BOR-60M) in the empty
box positioned adjacent to the BOR-60 reactor vault and
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connecting it to the operating systems of the plant. This
reactor should comply with all the requirements of new
regulations, including those on safety problems. Thus, in a new
reactor an independent loop for decay heat removal through an
air heat exchanger is provided. Sodium is to be supplied to
and removed out of the reactor from the above.

The BOR-60M will have increased experimental capabilities,
including independent channels (loops) where instrumented
experimental devices can be placed.

The BOR-60M reactor plant will allow:
- To carry out work on commercial validation of fuel
subassembly performance at high and superhigh burn-ups with
promising fuel types: nitride, U-Pu-Zr, et al.
- To verify a possibility of solving the problems of

radioactive products utilization and of actinides transmutation.
- To extend technical possibilities for solving the

problems of BN-reactors safety (tests of full-scale fuel
subassemblies at instrumented loop devices under various
operating conditions, up to a loss off tightness and
melt-down). The scope of the above investigations will increase
by 4 times.
- To carry out testing of various perspective technologies
(sodium technology; sodium system equipment, in particular,
steam generators, etc.).
- To increase the reactor availability factor, to increase the

electric and heat capacity output for the heat supply purposes.
This will cover the operational expenditures for 70-75%.

3. R&D Program

3.1. Physical research at critical facilities

3.1.1. The BFS-2 critical facility

During 1993 at the critical facility the experiments on
full-scale simulation of the BN-800 reactor with a sodium
plenum were carried out. As a mock-up' the critical assembly
BFS-58 was used which most fully (under the BFS-58 facility

conditions) represented main features of the new BN-800 reactor
core design. The main object of experiments was to study the
sodium void effect of reactivity at removal of sodium from the
sodium plenum, the core, control rod sleeves. Besides the
sodium void effect of reactivity there were measured fission
reaction rate distributions for some isotopes over the critical
assembly height and radius and control rod efficiencies as
well.

The worst condition of the reactor from the viewpoint of the
sodium void effect that is reached by the end of the cycle
under stationary refueling conditions was simulated.

In distinction to previous assemblies, in this one the
low-enrichment zone was fully made of uranium-plutonium fuel
that ensured rather a representative volume in which the value
of the sodium void effect of reactivity is positive.

At the completion of the experiments the comparison of the
results obtained with the calculated ones was made.

The calculations were carried out using the following codes:
- RBR-8 - diffusion 26-group code in the R, Z geometry;
- MMKFK - 26-group code in the R, Y, Z geometry realizing the
Monte Carlo method at kinetique equation solution;

- RADAR - diffusion, 26-group code in the R, Z geometry.
This work is aimed at further validation of the BN-800

reactor core design with the sodium plenum.
The results of the first stage of experiments at the BFS-58

critical assembly are as follows:
1. The experiments on the sodium void effect of reactivity

(SVR) have shown the same trend of discrepancy between the
calculation and experiment as at the BFS-54 and BFS-56 critical
assemblies; the diffusion calculations overestimate the sodium
void efficiency predicting a more negative SVR value in it than
in experiments; in the core, on the other hand, the
calculations predict a more positive SVR value than in
experiments.

Quantitative estimates of these discrepancies are as follows:
- in the sodium plenum the calculated SVR value obtained by the
MMKFK code practically is in agreement with the experimental



Ui one; the diffusion calculations differ from experiment for a
"•̂  case of maximum voidage by a value of 0.1-0.2% Dk/k;

- in the core - the calculated SVR value for a case of maximum
voidage exceeds the corresponding experimental value by about 3
times; in absolute units this discrepancy is " 0.25% AK/K. One
should note good agreement between calculated values obtained
by various codes (diffusion theory and Monte Carlo method).

2. In addition to experiments on sodium removal from the
core and sodium plenum the experiments on sodium removal from
control rod sleeves were carried out. These experiments have
shown that in the critical assembly under consideration this
effect of reactivity has a negative sign and is well predicted
by calculation by the HMKFK code. Calculations by diffusion
codes, as it was expected, overestimate too much (by the
module) the value of the effect. The negative sign of the
effect, in distinction to the BN-800 reactor is related with
specific features of the critical assembly and, in particular,
with approximate simulation in fuel of fission products and
higher plutonium isotopes.

3. A qualitative estimate of the value of discrepancy
between calculation and experiment under the assumption of
simultaneous sodium voiding of the sodium plenum and the core
shows that in this case some compensation of the calculated
values takes place and, as a result, for the integral SVR (the
core + sodium plenum) the difference between calculation and
experiment is within 0.2-0.5% DK/K, the calculation exceeding
the experiment and the most part of this discrepancy being
connected with the SVR calculation in the core.

As a whole, the experiments conducted are sufficiently good
validation of main physical characteristics of the new BN-800
reactor core for its state at the end of the cycle when
compensation rods are withdrawn from the core. Insertion of
compensation rods into the core will significantly affect the
SVR value at local sodium draining near the rods and the
integral SVR value as a whole, as well as the heat release
distribution in the core. At further reactor simulation these
question should be given main consideration.

3.1.2. The COBRA critical facility

Recently at the critical facility COBRA two critical
assemblies (KBR-18 and 19) with uranium-thorium central
inserts were investigated. If the inserts of the first of these
assemblies contained only U-235 and thorium and neutron
spectrum in it was rather hard (the fraction of neutrons with
energies below 10 kev being about 0.8%) then in KBR-19
hydrogen, in form of polyethylene discs, was introduced into
the insert composition. That noticeably softened the neutron
spectrum in the insert and the above fraction of neutrons was
equal already to 9.5%. The aim of these experiments was to
check the accuracy of group cross-sections of thorium in the
nuclear constants library that is of certain interest at the
present stage of research in to thorium utilization in the
nuclear fuel cycle.

Tn 1993 the experiments were continued at the KBR-20
assembly containing even more hydrogen in the central zone that
resulted in substantial softening of spectrum (the fraction of
neutrons with E<10 kev was 25%).

The experimental cell of the KBR-20 central zone is made up
of enriched (90%) uranium oxide pellets 1.73 mm thick, of
metallic thorium pellets 10 mm thick and polyethylene discs 1.2
mm thick. Around the central zone and at its ends as well
the "buffer" zone is placed assembled of thorium and uranium
pellets but containing no hydrogen. The assembly criticality
was ensured by the "driver" zone surrounding the buffer
zone over the radius and containing pellets of enriched
uranium, steel and graphite- The assembly blanket is assembled
of depleted uranium oxide and surrounds all zones both over
the radius and height. The dimensions of the zones are
presented in Table Vll.

Results of work performed allow to draw the following
conclusions:

1. The group cross-sections of thorium within nuclear data
set the BNAB-90 used in the nuclear reactor calculations
adequately predict main neutron and physical characteristics of



Table VII. Characteristics of the KBR-20 assembly zones

Zone Subassemblies Thickness, cm Height, cm
number

Central zone
Buffer zone
Driver zone
Blanket

87
72
142

1099

24.98
8.79
12.7
42.1

56.5
82.7

102.7
168

C71
CJ1

breeding systems containing thorium. The predicted average
capture cross-sections of thorium agree with the measured ones
within 5-7%.

2. Sufficient efficiency of the codes for calculating
heterogeneous corrections for the functionals measured in a
medium containing relatively large amount of moderating
material.

3. Good results were obtained from the calculation by the
Monte Carlo method for the reaction rate distribution over the
elementary cell of medium and for the multiplication factor. It
is anticipated to carry out similar calculation taking into
account real thicknesses of indicators.

3.2. Weapon plutonium utilization in fast reactors

3.2.1. BN-600

Calculation studies of neutron and physical parameters of
the BN-600 reactor have been carried out to determine a safe
arrangement of the hybrid core charged with uranium and
plutonium Subassemblies of standard design. The dependence of
SVR on the number of plutonium fuel subassemblies in the core
has been obtained. At charging of weapon plutonium fueled
subassemblies at the core periphery up to complete filling of
the high enrichment zone (139 fuel subassemblies) the integral
SVR value at voiding of all core fuel subassemblies does not

exceed the beff value. A zero value of SVR occurs at charging
of ~ 40 weapon plutonium fueled subassemblies into the high
enrichment zone. Adequate flattening of the heat energy release
field in the hybrid zone and the required reactivity margin for
reactor operation at a rated power (1470 MWt) during 160 days
are provided by using two standard uranium enrichments, 17% and
21%, in the low and mean enrichment zones, respectively, and at
weapon plutonium content in the uranium-plutonium mixture in
the high enrichment zone subassemblies being equal to ~23%. Of
course, when developing a hybrid core design more detailed
consideration and refinement of the above characteristics will
be needed.

3.2.2. BN-800

Calculations performed have shown that the utilization of
weapon-grade plutonium in the BN-800 reactor though leading to
some -changes in physical characteristics of the reactor but
does not appreciably affect the adopted design operating
conditions of the reactor operation on the reactor-grade
plutonium. A significant decrease of initial fuel enrichments
when passing over to the weapon-grade plutonium at fuel
fabrication is realized by using the provided and developed
method of initial enrichment correction. Some decrease of the
breeding ratio (~0.07) in the core results in an increase of
the reactor reactivity loss during the inter-refueling
operation period ("13% relative) and, consequently, in an
increase of reactivity margin. However, these changes do not
violate the requirements of NSR RU AS-89 on safe operation of
the reactor. It is ensured due to some margin available in the
design-version control and safety rods efficiency, as well as
due to some increase ("4% relative) of their efficiency at
passing over to the weapon-grade plutonium. One of the most
important(from the viewpoint of safety) characteristics, the
sodium void effect of reactivity, becomes more negative at
passing over from the reactor-grade plutonium to the
weapon-grade one. Calculations have shown that the replacement



C7I of the reactor-grade plutonium with the "basic" isotopic
^ composition (plutonium-239, 240, 241 and 242 - 0.60/0.25/0.109

and 0.041, respectively) by the weapon-grade one reduces the
sodium void effect of reactivity by "0.3 AK/K.

3.2.3. Specialized fast reactor-plutonium burner

Calculations of main physical characteristics have been made
for the BN-800 Type reactor with the core fuel the base of
which is the weapon-grade plutonium in the inert matrix without
U-238. Concentrations of uranium-232, 233, 234, neptunium-237,
238, plutonium-238, 239, 240, 241, 242, americium-241, 242,
242m, 243, curium-232, 233, 234, 235, 236 in discharged fuel
after irradiation in the reactor during 420 eff. days have been
obtained. As a result the following fuel balance in the core is
obtained: during a year at a capacity factor of 0.8 ~ 650 kg
of plutonium is burned out, with ~ 840 kg of plutonium-239
being burned and ~ 160 kg of plutonium-240 and ~ 30 kg
of plutonium-241 being mainly accumulated. For the first time
thorium metal was considered in such a reactor radial blanket
that considerably decreased neutron escape from the core and,
respectively, improved energy release field flattening.
Moreover, a highly efficient isotope-uranium-233 is built up.
During a year, at a factor of 0.8 its production in 192 radial
blanket subassemblies is ~ 200 kg.

3.3. A concept of reactor-grade and weapon-grade plutonium
utilization

On the base of systematic research the following concept of
reactor-grade and weapon-grade plutonium utilization in
nuclear power of Russia has been developed. This concept
implies several stages of solving the problems of plutonium
utilization.

1. Reliable and safe storage of the reactor-grade
plutonium isolated and of weapon-grade plutonium released.

2. Initial utilization of weapon-grade plutonium-based fuel
in the BN-600 reactor with upgraded loading line and the core
for partial (a hybrid version) or full loading with
plutonium fuel subassemblies.

3. Utilization of plutonium, primarily of reactor-grade
one, for fabrication of fuel for the BN-800 reactors under
construction. At the open-cycle operation, 3-4 reactors during
20-30 years of operation can utilize all accumulated and being
accumulated reactor-grade plutonium at RT1 plant and all
weapon-grade plutonium in amount of up to 100 t.

4. Stabilization of plutonium quantity within the RF nuclear
power system is possible after 2010 only on condition of new
fast reactors construction being continued and of the closed
fuel cycle organization.

Mass-scale utilization of plutonium in thermal reactors can
lead to reduced rates of plutonium quantity growth in nuclear
power but is accompanied by considerable growth of radiotoxic
minor actinides.

It seems possible to utilize plutonium, primarily the
reactor-grade one, in all fast reactors under construction
and in some of new thermal reactors within the frames of
specially organized nuclear centres. The question of technical
and economic expediency of plutonium utilization in the
WWER-type reactors calls for further research.

5. The reduction of plutonium and minor actinides quantity
in RF nuclear power will be passable only at the development
and active introduction into nuclear power of specialized fast
reactors-plutoniura burners using an inert matrix, including
the thorium one.

6. The development of the uranium-thorium cycle will allow
in future to reduce substantially the quantity of plutonium
within the system and to increase the safety of thermal and
fast reactors at their passing over to uranium-thorium fuel.

Thus the problem of energy conversion of the weapon-grade
plutonium can provide the initial pulse for the new turn in the
nuclear power development, including fast reactors and their
fuel cycle, and already in the nearest future on the base of
available potential of the industry.



3.4. Thermohydraulic Research

Studies on fast reactor thermohydraulics were conducted to
validate safe operation of the cores under abnormal and
accidental reactor operating conditions, and the following
results were obtained.

1. At the experimental investigation of liquid metal
(sodium-potassium alloy) boiling processes in an annular
channel and in a seven-pin mock-up assembly of fast reactor
some physical mechanisms of vapor phase appearance and
dynamics, of coolant and heat-transfer surface temperature
behavior in the process of boiling were revealed.

An experimental assembly of seven dummy fuel pins (d=8mm,
s/d=1.19) successfully operated under coolant boiling
conditions at natural convection during 30 min (reduced heat
fluxes) when no additional dangerous phenomena (hydraulic
shocks, abrupt circulation (reversals, etc.) were observed. At
higher heat fluxes the process of boiling becomes less stable,
the coolant flow rate periodically decreases to zero and then
increases, oscillations of temperatures of the heat transfer
surface, fluid, of the "wall-fluid" temperature difference are
observed.

2. From the investigations of hydrodynamics and temperature
fields in the mock-up assembly of dummy fuel pins (s/d=1.17)
with helical wire wraps under conditions of lateral blockage
the local thermohydraulic characteristics were obtained. These
characteristics are of great importance for the calculation
codes development.

Particular results are as follows:
- local mechanisms of flow velocity variation along the length
of the section ahead of the blockage (0.5-1.4 blockage
diameter) and behind the blockage ("0.5 blockage diameter);
the values of the stagnant zone behind the blockage were ~0.5
blockage diameter for the central blockage and "1.8 blockage
diameter for the lateral blockage;
- a substantial (by an order of magnitude) increase of fuel-pin

£P surface temperature non-uniformities occurs as compared with
"vl fuel subassemblies without blockages, as well as local

temperature splashes of fuel pin surface temperatures in the
region of blockage;
- a non-uniform temperature profile at the subassembly outlet
has been revealed: the temperature maximum is displaced from
the assembly centre towards the periphery pins "closed" by
blockage the minimum being in the unblocked zone; an increase
of the Pe number results in a decrease of fluid temperature
non-uniformity.

3.5. Safety Research

Investigations of safety problems are conducted constantly
and in various directions. The only some of them are
presented.

3.5.1. Simulation of fast reactor accidents at pulsed
graphite reactor (IGR).

Some experiments have been carried out at IGR. These
experiments simulated transient overpower accidents.

A typical set-up of experiments is given in Fig. 6.
Fragments of fuel pins (length was 120-180 mm), thermocouples
for temperature measurements in fuel pins (FP) central channel,
on its surface and in the coolant as well as gauges for
measurements of pressure were placed in a sealed ampoule filled
with coolant.

In December 1992 three series of experiments were performed
at IGR with irradiation of FPs by intense neutron pulse

16 2(fluence 10 n/cm , T =0.7s) in the reactor central channel.
First series studied behavior of FPs made of UO in stagnant

sodium at its initial temperature of 500°C. Test container had
two sealed ampoules filled with sodium. Each ampoule contained
two FPs with enrichment of 2% and 10%.

The second series studied behavior of two FPs of uranium
mononitride (2%-and-10% enriched, respectively) in static lead
coolant.

The third series of the experiments investigated behavior of
a BN-800 fuel assembly model, having six FRs (2%-6% - and 10% -
enriched) under conditions of sodium circulation at a rate of
~2 m/s during ~ 3s.
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In experimental series specific energy releases in FPs
varied from 20 Kj/gU-235 to 30 Kj/gU-235. Data of one
experiment are presented in Fig.7 (the third series).

At present an analysis of experimental data is going on.

3.5.2. Self-actuated shutdown systems

The development of self-actuated shutdown systems is aimed
to create mainly three types of devices based on passive
principles: a device actuated by reactor coolant flow rate
reduction; a temperature sensitive device based on Curie point
magnet; a temperature sensitive device based on shape memory
alloy.

Two devices with hydraulically supported rods confined
completely within a fuel subassembly (absolutely passive ones)
are tested in the BR-10 reactor from 1988. This year
experimental testing will be over and they will be incorporated
into the standard safety system. The time of their insertion
into the core as 1.2 sec and 0.7 sec, respectively. Efficiency
of these rods is 0.15% AK/K and 0.14% AK/K, respectively.

During three years a few modifications of prototype device
for the BN-800 reactor were being tested in a hydraulic rig.
This device includes a standard sleeve and assembly of
absorption rods. The device design has such hydraulic
characteristics that ensure rods to stay in the lowered
position at nominal sodium flow rate, and holding them in the
upper position after their withdrawal by the gripper and
disengagement of it, when sodium flow rates are 60% of the
nominal one.

The main requirements to temperature sensitive devices are
the temperature of activation of 650-670 C, time response not
more than 10 sec. To meet these requirements and to exclude any
mechanical interaction between the core and upper structures
the absorption rods will be positioned inside a standard fuel
subassembly with a short fuel bundle.

Currently testing of various devices based on Curie point
magnet and on shape memory alloy is under way.

3.6. Enhanced safety nuclear plants

The development of new-generation reactors characterized by
their enhanced safety and economic efficiency is continued. The
conceptual designs of the BMN-170 and BMN-12 reactor plants
have been developed.

3.6.1. Nuclear power units with the BMN-170 modular reactor.
The nuclear power unit is based on 400MW(th) fast nuclear

reactor BMN-170 with sodium coolant.
On the basis of the BMN-170 reactor plant 170, 340 and 500

MW(e) power units may be created.
Design decisions of the BMN-170 reactor have comprehensive

scientific substantiation and are based on 40-year experience
of scientific and experimental works in the framework of fast
nuclear reactor program in Russia they rely on the modern
concept of new generation reactors with inherent safety.

In power units with BMN-170 reactors the equipment items are
used which are produced by the industry of CIS countries and
have successfully operating analogs.

Power units with BMN-170 reactors are universal power source
of the new generation for economically effective production of
electricity, industrial steam of any parameters, fresh water
and district heating as well (Fig. 8, 9).

-With one the BMN-170 reactor can provide for an
industrial town of some 50000 population with electricity, heat
and potable water (using desalinating plants of the DOU-100
type).

For large NPPs of the new generation a 500 MW(e) power unit
is proposed which comprises three modular fast reactors BMN-170
and steam turbines of T-135/165 type (Table Vlll, IX).

Multipurpose power units and nuclear power plants of wide
power range capable to provide for different industrial
consumers with all kinds of energy can be developed basing on
the BMN-170 reactor. Main design characteristics of BMN-170
reactor are shown in Table X.
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Table VIII Main technical
data of the 500 MW(e) power
unit

Number of the reactors 3
Electric power, MW 500
Gross efficiency, % 36
Load factor, % 85
Lifetime, years 60
Seismic stability,
by MSK scale (magnitude) 8
Construction time, years 5

Table IX Technical characte-
ristics of T-135/165 turbine
plant

Generator output, MW(e)
nominal 135
maximum 165
Initial steam parameters
pressure, MPa 14 0
temperature, C 500

Heating load, GJ/hr
nominal 460
maximum 586
Steam auxiliary
consumption, t/hr 320-390
Extracted steam
pressure, MPa 1 17-2 06

500 HW(e) POWER UNIT

Engineering principles and decisions
The 500 MW(e) power unit consists of 3 modular unified
reactors, which can be prefabricated and delivered to a NPP
site as a single assembly
The power unit includes the serially produced highly
effective steam turbine plant and related equipment unified
with conventional power plants
BMN-170 reactor plants have three-circuit flow scheme for
heat transfer, what gives a guarantee of pure steam
production and excludes entering radioactivity into
steam-water circuit and contamination of a heating network
Integral lay-out of the reactor with arrangement of all
equipment items and systems with radioactive sodium in a
single vessel was adopted (Fig 10) This feature together
with safety systems simplification, provides maximum
compactness and safety of the reactor itself and the plant
as a whole

Table X Main design characteristics REACTOR

400

7300

Thermal power, MW
Primary sodium
flowrate, t/hr
Primary sodium
temperature, C
- at core inlet 395
- at core outlet 550

Pressure in the reactors gas
plenum, MPa 0 04
Secondary sodium
temperature, °C
- at steam generator inlet 530
- at steam generator outlet 350
Sodium radioactivity, Bq/1
- in primary circuit < 3 7*10
- in secondary circuit 3 4*104
Fuel PuO2 +UO
Fuel mass in the
core, tons 4 65
Core lifetime, years 4
Refueling interval, years 1
Breeding ratio 11 13
Quantity of nuclear fuel in
steady-state mode of
operation, kg
- loaded at refueling 246
- unloaded at refueling 240
Sodium void reactivity
effect, % 0 15
Specific metal mass of the
reactor, t/MW(th) 1 68
Equipment lifetime, years 60

© Diagnd
® Core

Intermediate heat exchanger
©Mam vessel

©Guard vessel
O Cold filter-trap

® CPS column
4J Reactor coolant pump

Fig 10 Reactor block



O)to - Enhanced stability of the power unit to extreme external
impacts (aircraft crash, shock wave) is provided by location
of the reactor and its safety systems in protected rooms of
the reactor compartment below the grade.

- Enhanced seismic stability of the unit is provided owing to
shock-absorbing supports utilization for the reactor
equipment and safety systems. The reactor plant remains
operable at earthquake of magnitude 7 (to MSK-64 scale) and
safety is ensured at magnitude 8 earthquake.
BN-500 power unit is being developed relying on the

equipment used in operating NPPs with fast reactors which
prototypes have been fabricated by the industry.

Inherent safety features of fast reactors have been
maximally developed and supplemented in the BMN-170 reactor.
Possibility of uncontrolled reactor power rising accompanied by
coolant temperature increase (zero or negative void reactivity
effect) is completely excluded. Reactivity margin for fuel
burnup is reduced.

Features for the reactor shutdown and decay heat
removal, based on passive principle of operation have been
additionally introduced. They help to keep the reactor in a
safe state, independently of supporting systems operability and
personnel actions.

For guaranteed shutdown of the reactor additional rods are
provided, which are inserted into the core under gravity in
case of sudden loss of flow or emergency rising its
temperature. This system provides the reactor shutdown
independently of the emergency protection automatic system
actuation.

Passive decay heat removal system provides heat removal from
the core to ambient air at accidents with complete loss of feed
water supply to steam generators.

In this case decay heat is removed by air cooling of the
reactor vessel due to natural circulation. This system is
permanently operated and does not need to be actuated.

At the ultimate accident with complete loss of electric
supply and failure to actuation of all means for the reactor

shutdown long-term decay heat removal from the reactor without
coolant boiling and fuel melting is provided.

Power units with BMN-170 reactors have some positive
properties, allowing to decrease their capital cost and to
increase economic efficiency of power production.

They are :
- possibility of serial fabrication of standardized modular
reactors BMN-170 at the factory and delivery them in a
readymade form to the site, what decreases labor content of
mounting works at a NPP site, construction time and expenses,
including payment of rates for invested capital;

- realization of self-protection principles and use of passive
systems for decay heat removal from the reactor allow to
decrease the number of both auxiliary and safety systems and
reduce the power unit equipment nomenclature;

- use of standardized equipment of steam-turbine plant,
condensate-feed water system, fabricated in accordance with
the rules of conventional heat power engineering;

- high thermodynamic efficiency of steam cycle;
- possibility of different heat consumers connection to the
power unit additionally increases its thermal and total
economic efficiency;

- increase of the reactor plant and power unit lifetime up to
60 years.
Possibility of the reactor unit standardization simplifies

licensing procedure. For this type of the reactors R&D program
for its equipment development may be limited by the first
reactor plant and for the following ones a standard license is
to be supposed.

Relatively small unit power of the plant with BMN-170
reactors allows to construct and put them into operation in
sequence by line construction scheme for NPP of any power.
Power units with BMN-170 reactors are characterized by
decreased investment risk and shorter times from a start of
capital 'investments to finished product manufacturing.



Table XI. Main design charcteristics Table XII. Fuel subassembly operating characteristics

Name Value

1. Thermal capacity, HW
2. Electric capacity, MW
3. Efficiency (brutto), %
4. Plant service life, year
5. Primary circuit parameters:

sodium flow rate, kg/s
sodium temperature at intermediate
heat exchanger inlet, °C
sodium temperature at core inlet, °C
pressure in reactor gas space, MPa

6. Secondary circuit parameters:
sodium flow rate, kg/s
sodium temperature at steam generator
inlet, °C
sodium temperature at steam generator
outlet, °C

7. Reheating
8. Third circuit parameters:

steam temperature at steam
generator outlet, °C
steam pressure at steam generator
outlet, MPA
feedwater temperature at steam
generator inlet, °C

48
12
25
30

290

480
330
0.05

207

460

280
steam

435

160

GO

3.6.2. Nuclear power units with the BMN-12 modular reactor

The BMN-12 is developed for small power NPPs on the base of
shaft-type structures with the infrastructure of the Ministry
of Defense.

A special shaft structure with the available systems and
equipment by its engineering characteristics and geometrical

1
2
3

Characteristic

. Core life time, eff .years

. Maximum burn-up, % h.a.

. Maximum damaging dose, dpa

Fuel
S/A

24
14.9
118

Blanket
S/A

24
3.8
0.4

4. Maximum neutron fluence,
o -\ ?10 n/cm

at E > 0.1 Mev 2.6
at E > 0 3.9

5. Maximum linear power,
kW/m 20.3

6. Maximum (with account of
parameters1 uncertainty)
temperature of fuel pin
claddings, °C 650

7. Maximum sodium velocity
in fuel pin bundle, m/s 2.0

8. Hydraulic resistance of
S/A, kPa 40

2.0
3.5

7.3

650

1.0

40

dimensions allows to accommodate the NPP reactor meeting all
requirements placed upon the reactor building, and as to its
protection against any external impacts it exceeds by several
orders of magnitude the requirements placed upon NPPs by
national and international regulations.

The anticipated use of intercontinental ballistic missile
launching shafts allows, at the realization of the strategic
offensive armament reduction program, to direct great material
and technical means and scientific and engineering achievements
invested into the above projects at their creation in the
interests of our country's economics.

In Table XI, XII technical characteristics of the raptor
plant and characteristics of core operation are given.



O) The BMN-12 parameters have been assumed based on the
°*̂  following requirements:

- plant equipment should have high reliability to ensure its
operation at the rated power level with the minimum number of
failures and shutdowns for maintenance and repair during the
whole operation lifetime;
- a high level of operation safety should be assured in
compliance with the requirements placed upon new-generation
reactor plants.

Based on this, it is expedient within the outlines of the
plant to adopt more moderate parameters as the rated ones
compared with those reached at the BN-600, to ensure increased
operating life of equipment and of the core.

A REVIEW OF THE UNITED KINGDOM
FAST REACTOR PROGRAMME 1993-1994

J. BRAMMAN
AEA Technology,
Risley, Warrington, United Kingdom

Abstract

This report covers operations of the Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR) and its associated fuel
reprocessing plant at Dounreay up to 31 March 1'994, the final day of operation of the
reactor. The period was distinguished by the achievement of the highest annual load factor
(56.5% for the year from April 1993 to March 1994) in the reactor's 20 year history with
a load factor of 93% and the most productive continuous turbine run (18160 MWd) as the
records for its final run.

1. BACKGROUND TO THE REVIEW

Total energy consumption in the UK in 1993 was 351.8 million tonnes of coal or coal
equivalent (207 million tonnes of oil or oil equivalent), an increase of a little over 1 % on
1992. This was made up as follows: petroleum 34.1%, coal 24.8%, natural gas 28.8%,
nuclear electricity 9.3%, free-flow hydroelectricity (i.e. excluding generation from pumped
storage systems) 0.9% and imported electricity 2.2%. There is currently considerable
investment in wind farms in the UK but total output is still too low for first decimal place
percentage expression.

Nuclear electricity accounted for 25.3% of the total electricity consumption (from public
supply systems) of 304 TWh. The nuclear component is about 2.1% higher than in 1992.

This further increase in the nuclear component of the nation's electricity supply is, once
again, a consequence of the efforts of the (government owned) nuclear utilities, Nuclear
Electric and Scottish Nuclear, to improve the performance of their stations, with a
consequent benefit for economic competitivity. An analysis of world-wide performance of
nuclear stations in 1993, published by 'Nucleonics Week' in February 1994, showed gas-
cooled reactors (the only type currently operated by, and with one exception solely operated
by, the UK utilities) to have had an average capacity factor of 62.6%, which is virtually the
same as that of PHWRs. In 1991 and 1992 the average capacity factors for gas-cooled
reactors were 52.8% and 56.8% respectively. The tabulations also show Nuclear Electric's
660 MWe Hinkley Point B-l Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor (AGR) to have been 30th in the
world ranking of performance (covering 420 reactors) with a capacity factor of 93.2%.
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The most noteworthy feature of the AGR's performance is the improvement of output of the
Dungeness-B station of Nuclear Electric. The 660 MWe reactors of this station have for
some years been restricted to operation at a maximum output of 400 MWe because of a
restriction on outlet coolant temperature to 590°C (instead of the designed 675°C). This was
a consequence of concern about the integrity of sleeve-valves ('gags') which control the
coolant flows in each of the 408 fuel channels of a reactor of this design. Now, the
introduction of a micro-processor based monitoring system, developed by AEA Technology
under the trade-name ISAT (and as developed some years ago in PFR) has allowed the
development of a Single Channel Trip System for the reactors. This has permitted the
restriction on coolant outlet temperature (and power) to be removed and the Dungeness-B
station is now operating to specification.

Further improvements in AGR performance will result from an agreement by the Health and
Safety Executive (the UK licensor) to allow the interval between statutory inspections for
AGRs to be increased (following individual approval on a case-by-case basis) from two to
three years. Approval for this for the Hartlepool station was given in the autumn of 1993.

Pressure testing of the Sizewell B PWR was completed in January 1994. The commissioning
schedule is targeted on commercial operation in December. This will be two months ahead
of the construction schedule and 76 months after first pouring of concrete on the site. It is
hoped that this schedule will allow for the public consultation on the station's proposed
radioactive discharges called for by the government's Pollution Inspectorate on 15 April
1994. This follows a High Court ruling in March when final approval was given for the
start-up of British Nuclear Fuels' Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant, THORP, at Sellafield -
of which more later - which requires •: the need for new nuclear plants to be justified when
the HSE authorises their discharges. (The actual position with Sizewell B is that its
authorised discharge level will be smaller than the - unauthorised - discharges of the coal-
fired stations it replaces!)

In the meantime, Nuclear Electric has indicated that it has made preliminary representations
to the HSE (Nuclear Instillations Inspectorate) about upgrading the thermal power of
Sizewell B from 3411 MWt to 3581 MWt following a similar uprating of US Union
Electric's Callaway PWR (which is the basis for the Sizewell B design) in 1988. This will
raise electrical output from 1260 MWe to about 1320 MWe. Nuclear Electric has also
expressed a wish to build a new twin PWR, Sizewell C, but a decision on this is likely to
be delayed until the outcome of the UK Government's review of the nuclear industry,
planned to take place later this year, is known.

It was announced by Nuclear Electric in July that the Trawsfynydd Magnox station (2 x 236
MWe), closed in February 1991 for investigations of possible radiation embrittlement of the
steel pressure vessels, will not be restarted. Tests showed the vessels of this station to be
more seriously affected by embrittlement than those of the other Magnox stations. Options
of annealing the vessels or of raising the inlet coolant temperature to limit the rate of further
embrittlement were adjudged not to be cost effective in view of the short remaining life of
the station. At the time of the shutdown, the two reactors of the Trawsfynydd station had
lifetime load factors of 57.9% and 64.2%.

For BNFL, the major events of the review period were the series of approvals leading to the
start-up in January 1994 of THORP. The activities of anti-nuclear protest groups, abetted
by "independent" academics, had delayed this by over a year - at a cost of around £2M (U.S.
$ 3.2M) per week - with challenges to BNFL's case at the 1977 Public Inquiry which
approved construction, particularly on issues of need, safety, plutonium proliferation and
economics.

Even the Government's final approval for start-up, announced in December, did not pass
without challenge. Greenpeace and Lancashire County Council sought a High Court
injunction to stop operations. This was unsuccessful, the High Court ruling that the
Government and BNFL had acted legally. However, it was ruled that the need for all new
nuclear plants must be justified when their discharges are authorised. It was agreed that
BNFL had, in fact, done this for THORP, and because of the High Court provenance of the
ruling, it will now be a mandatory requirement for all future plants.

In the latter part of 1993 it was announced that the United Kingdom Atomic Energy
Authority was to be re-organised, with effect from 1 April 1994, into two major units.
These will be a Government Division (operating as UKAEA) owning the nuclear sites and
with responsibility for discharging the AEA's responsibilities for the decommissioning of
nuclear facilities and for radwaste management, and a Commercial Division (operating as
AEA Technology) providing technical services on a commercial basis to other UK nuclear
organisations - including Government Division - and to external customers. It is envisaged
that the Commercial Division will in due course be privatised (putatively as AEA Technology
pic) while the Government Division will remain in government ownership. This is seen by
many commentators as a potential model for the eventual privatisation of other parts of the
UK nuclear industry, most particularly Nuclear Electric and Scottish Nuclear. Both of these
organisations are operating on a fully commercial basis and are seeking a future in the private
sector.

It is expected that UK Nirex Ltd. will shortly seek approval to build a 650 metre deep rock
characterization laboratory to the east of BNFL's Sellafield site, as a prelude to the
construction there of a repository for low and medium level radwaste. The target date for
completion of construction of the repository is now 2010 at the earliest. In July 1993, the
HSE announced that its Advisory Committee on Safety of Nuclear Installations' (ACSNI's)
Study Group on Accumulation of Radioactive Wastes was concerned at the build-up of
medium level waste on UK nuclear sites. It is unlikely, however, that this will hasten
Nirex's plans for the final repository, and interim control measures at the sites themselves
will be adopted.

With final clearance for THORP operation, it is expected that the Government will now
proceed with its planned review of the UK nuclear programme. The terms of reference of
the review are still to be announced.

In June 1993, the National Radiological Protection Board advised adoption of an annual dose
limit for nuclear workers for 20 mSv, without exception and without averaging. For the
public, a limit of ImSv/year, again without averaging, with a constraint for any single source
of 0.3 mSv in a year, was recommended as guidance for the design of new nuclear facilities.



O In April 1994, on the eighth anniversary of the Chernobyl accident, it was announced that
O 600 upland farms in the UK, 112 of them in Cumbria and 340 in Wales, are still subject to

the "restricted status" imposed following heavy rainfall one week after the incident. These
farms are mainly involved in sheep rearing for the meat trade. (Around 250,000 sheep are
currently being reared-on the Welsh farms involved)'., The restrictions require monitoring
of all animals before they can be removed from the farms and compensation of £1.30 (US
$2) is paid to the farmer for every animal which is subject to restrictions on movement. So
far, the Government has paid more than £10.5M (US $17M) in compensation to farmers.
A research project being conducted at the University of Leeds has indicated that the rate of
biological rejection of caesium from the bodies of affected sheep can be significantly
enhanced by introduction of a feed based on citric acid mycelium, a by-product of the soft
drinks industry. Unfortunately, other research studies have indicated that only radioactive
decay will reduce the contamination of the affected land.

As in previous years, the technical part of the UK report covers only the operations of PFR
and its associated fuel reprocessing plant. UK R&D contributions to activities conducted in
association with the AEA's European fast reactor partners are covered in another report to
the 27th Annual Meeting of the Liternational Working Group on Fast Reactors.

2. OPERATIONS OF THE PROTOTYPE FAST REACTOR

2.1 SUMMARY

Operations of PFR ended at midnight on 31 March 1994, as a consequence of the UK
Government's 1988 decision to discontinue support funding. However, the 20 year
operational life ended with distinction with the achievement of the highest ever annual load
factor and the most productive continuous run of the turboaltemator. A programme of
closure experiments, principally focused on sodium/water reaction studies for steam
generators, will be carried out in parallel with the plant decommissioning programme.

2.2 NOTES ON REACTOR OPERATING EXPERIENCE UP TO 31 MARCH 1994

PFR began its final phase of operation on 30 December 1992 (Run 29) following an 18
month shutdown for work to recover from the pump lubricating oil spillage into the primary
sodium circuit which had occurred on 29 June 1991. The power was raised to 20 MWt on
3 January 1993 and then in steps to 140 MWt on 21 January, at which stage the turbo-
alternator could be run up to speed. Electrical generation began again on 22 January. An
electrical output of 112 MWe was achieved on 24 January and, following a long series of
checks necessary following the long shutdown, an output of 230 MWe was achieved on 11
March.

Run 29 ended on 11 July. Since the start-up on 30 December 1992, the station had operated
for 119.5 efpd (equivalent full-power days), generating 25706 MWd gross with a load factor
of 53%. Loss of availability during the run was due to a 14 day scheduled shut-down in
May to allow checks on the reactor core support structure using the charge machine, and to
a string of minor incidents which led to short shutdowns with some intervening periods of
low power operation.

The causes of the shutdowns were associated with low water and sodium flows in the steam
generators, two steam leaks, some malfunctions of the steam plant control systems, low seal
oil pressure in one of the primary pumps and to the failure of the shear bolts on one of the
primary pumps. The only significant period of unplanned shutdown resulted from a trip
when the absorber rods were being exercised to check their free movement; examination
showed a need for cleaning of the hold-up magnet faces, requiring seven-days of remedial
work.

Reload 29 lasted until 15 September. This was for largely routine refuelling and maintenance
work, and the inspection of weldments on the superheater and reheater vessels. As a result
of these inspections repairs to some welds had to be carried out.

Start-up activities for Run 30 (calibration of the absorber rods, investigation of problems with
the auxiliary boiler feed pump and a need to isolate one of the coolant circuits following a
leak on a bursting disc) delayed the resumption of electricity generation until 3 October. A
power of 143 MWe was achieved on 6 October (power being limited by two circuit operation
while the bursting disc was replaced), but three-circuit operation with an output of 220 MWe
was resumed on 18 October. The station was off-line for 19 hours on 20 October because
of a problem with a feedwater supply valve, but an' output of 240 MWe was reached on 22
October. The feedwater valve gave problems again on 3/4 November; 240 MWe output was
resumed on 6 November. There was a trip on 12 November due to a problem with one of
the secondary sodium pumps requiring 5 days of remedial work. Full power output (240
MWe) was resumed on 19 November. There was a trip on 26 December initiated by an
under-sodium hydrogen detector in one of the steam generators (subsequently proved to be
spurious). The decision was taken to end Run 30 and bring forward the planned shutdown
due in early January.

In Run 30, 14955 MWd of electricity (gross) were generated with a load factor of 58%.

The shutdown was necessary to carry out core fuel movements to ensure sufficient reactivity
for the reactor to operate at full power until the end of March and to again check the position
of the core support structure using the charge machine. PFR was started up for the last time
(Run 31) on 14 January 1994. An output o.f 240 MWe was achieved on 16 January and
operation continued at this level until the final shutdown on 31 March.

In Run 31, 18160 MWd of electricity (gross) was generated with a load factor of 93%.

So, in its final weeks of operation PFR achieved its highest ever load factor for a single run.
The continuous turboalternator output of 18160 MWd beat the previous record of 13570
MWd set in March 1991.

The total electricity generation in the last year of operation (April 1993 to March 1994) was
51545 MWd. (with a load factor of 56.5%): the previous best was 48170 MWd (with a load
factor of 52.8%) achieved in 1989/90.
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The closure of PFR was marked by a commemoration of 20 years of operation at a
ceremony, attended by the staff of PFR, past and present, representatives of the UK nuclear
industry and international guests from France, Germany, Japan, Russia and the United States,
held at Dounreay on 30 March 1994.

For the final record, Table 1 shows the PFR Generation Statistics for each year of operation
and Table 2 gives the statistics for each run.

3. PFR FUEL REPROCESSING

A new campaign of reprocessing of fuel discharged from PFR began m April 1993. Up to
31 March 1994, 4 8 tonnes (heavy metal) from 19 dnver sub-assemblies, 144 mixer breeder
pins and 10 radial breeder assemblies had been recovered. Of this, about 1 5 tonnes (heavy
metal) with 0.246 tonnes of plutanium was recovered from the dnver fuel Overall, this is
the largest amount reprocessed in any twelve month period since reprocessing of PER fuel
began in 1980

4. INTERNATIONAL LINKS

Information exchanges and cooperative work programmes under the UKAEA's agreements
with Japanese, Russian and US fast reactor organisations are now conducted in association
with the UKAEA's European fast reactor R&D partners.

As in previous years, the UKAEA provided the UK delegate to the 26th Annual Meeting of
the IAEA International Working Group on Fast Reactors held in Vienna in May 1993. UK
representatives were also provided for the IAEA/IWGFR's Specialists' Meeting on "The
Influence of Low-Dose Irradiation on the Design Criteria for Fixed Internals in Fast
Reactors" (Gif-sur-Yvette, December 1993), the IAEA Consultancy to Update the Agency's
Report on LMFR Plan Parameters (Vienna, November 1993), and the IAEA Consultancy on
the Technology of Liquid Metal Cooled Detenrunistically-Safe Reactors (Vienna, December
1993)

STATUS OF LIQUID METAL REACTOR DEVELOPMENT
IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

W CHERNOCK, K E HORTON
Office of Nuclear Energy,
United States Department of Energy,
Washington, D C ,
United States of America

Abstract

During the fiscal year 1995 budget discussions, the US Administration made a senous
review of the Actirude Recycle Technology Programme, including the Integral Fast Reactor
(IFR) concept and Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor (ALMR) design and development
programmes The review concluded that continuation of these programmes would be
inconsistent with the Administration's views concerning the use of plutonium for civil power
production and its position on advanced reactor research and development Therefore, the
US Department of Energy (DOE) has recommended cessation of development efforts related
to the ALMR and the IFR concept, including its attendant metal fuel and pyroprocessing fuel
cycle, in fiscal year 1995

1. OVERVIEW

This paper describes the status of the U S fast reactor program since the last International Atomic Energy
Agency's (IAEA) International Working Group on Fast Reactors (TWGFR) meeting in May 1993

The Clinton Administration's nonproliferation policy, issued September 27, 1993, seeks to discourage
the civil use of plutonium worldwide It is also the Administration's position that, due to budgetary
considerations, reactor research and development should be limited to technologies with a potential for
near-term commercial applications (e g , Advanced Light Water Reactor designs)

During the Fiscal Year 1995 budget discussions, the Administration made a serious review of the Actmide
Recycle technology program, including the IFR and ALMR design and development programs The
review concluded that continuation of these programs would be inconsistent with the Administration's
views concerning the use of plutonium for civil power production and its position on advanced reactor
research and development Therefore, the U S Department of Energy (DOE) has recommended cessation
of development efforts related to the Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor (ALMR) and the Integral Fast
Reactor (IFR) concept, including its attendant metal fuel and pyroprocessing fuel cycle, in Fiscal Year
1995 In response to the Administration's directives, DOE is giving priority to the development and
design certification of advanced large and mid sized light water reactors
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Since mid-1990, the Governor of the State of Washington, in cooperation with the state congressional
delegation and with the endorsement of the U S Department of Energy (DOE), has sponsored an
evaluation of alternative missions for the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) that might justify its continued
funding and operation This effort was unsuccessful, and, on April 1, 1992, the FFTF was placed in a
hot standby condition, while further mission evaluations were conducted In January 1993, DOE informed
the U S Congress that no significant mission for the FFTF had been identified and, thus, the Department
planned to initiate a five-year process to place the facility in a cold standby condition

In February 1993, Secretary of Energy Hazel O'Leary advised the Congress that implementation of the
cold standby decision would be deferred, pending an assessment by an independent review team to
determine the degree to which the FFTF could be made self-supporting by operating it as a multi-mission
facility The independent review team's report concluded, however, that there was no combination of
compatible FFTF missions that offered a reasonable probability of making me facility more financially
independent in the foreseeable future For this reason, the report recommended shutdown of the FFTF,
provided DOE's remaining test reactors were capable of meeting its various future mission requirements,
including the supply of urgently needed medical radioisotopes

In response to the results of this independent review, DOE subsequently concluded that the FFTF was
not required to support its future missions In December 1993, the Department announced commencement
of a plan to place the FFTF in a radiologically and industrially safe shutdown condition, with the goal
of reaching this condition m approximately five years -subject to funding availability Detailed planning
to reach this condition has begun
At the Energy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC), testing of the double-walled tube steam generator
under the U S /Japan Atomic Power Company contract was completed in October 1993 Shutdown of
DOE Office of Nuclear Energy operations at ETEC was initiated October 1, 1993

Consistent with Administration's position, the Experimental Breeder Reactor-n (EBR-JJ) is scheduled for
shutdown starting in October 1994 Other facilities to be closed and placed in a safe shutdown condition
include the Fuel Cycle Facility (FCF), the Transient Reactor Test Facility (TREAT), the Hot Fuel
Examination Facility (HFEF), and the Fuel Manufacturing Facility (FMF)

2.0 ALMR PLANT DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, AND LICENSING

2.1 Introduction

The Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor (ALMR) program was conceived by the Department of Energy, in
partnership with the U S nuclear industry and national laboratories in the mid-1980s The program was
reauthorized by the Energy Policy Act of 1992 The ALMR concept described in this paper reflects the
present status of development under the 1993 program guidelines and does not include the results of
ongoing studies to optimize the core configuration for actimde transmutation

2.2 ALMR Program Objectives and Mission

The ALMR, in combination with the Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) concept, is a very flexible reactor
system with passive safety features It has the ability to fulfill multiple missions, including capabilities
such as (1) providing long term energy security, (2) utilizing the substantial energy potential associated
with spent light water reactor (LWR) fuel, (3) achieving a significant reduction in the repository volume
and storage time associated with processed waste, and if required, (4) burning excess plutonium to
produce power and denature the plutonium These various missions can be achieved with the same basic
design concept, but would require specific optimizations

DOE established detailed objectives for the development of a competitive advanced reactor system,
including improved safety margins, enhanced plant hcensability, simplified plant operations, and
economic competitiveness with other nuclear and nonnuclear electric generation sources Through a
competitive process, DOE selected an ALMR program team that included wide participation by U S
industries (Westmghouse, Bechtel, Bums and Roe, United Engineers and Constructors, Foster Wheeler,
and Babcock and Wilcox), as well as national laboratories, universities, and international contributors
Early in the program, the program team decided to develop a standardized design that could be licensed,
certified, and constructed at most available U S sites The ALMR design goals are summarized below

U.S. Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor Design Goals

Enhanced Safety

• Passive reactor shutdown
• Passive decay heat removal
• Seismic isolation
• Cooled steel containment

Improved Ltcensabutty

• Standardization
• Prototype demonstration

Competitive Economics

• Modular construction
• Series production
• Simplicity
• Market flexibility

Important Missions

• Long-term U S energy security
» Actinide/waste reduction
• Excess plutonium burning

2.3 Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor Design Description

2 3 1 ALMR Plant

The reference ALMR (MOD B)1 commercial plant utilizes six below-grade 840 MWt reactor modules
arranged in three identical 622 MWe power blocks for an overall plant net electrical rating of 1866 MWe
A power block includes two identical reactor modules, each with its own steam generator, that jointly
supply steam to a single turbine generator (see Figures 1 and 2) The ALMR's modular design offers
flexibility to utilities m meeting the need for incremental load growth by providing options for installing
only one or two of the power blocks with a generating capacity of 622 or 1244 MWe

The ALMR plant is controlled by an automated digital control system that is supervised from a single
control center The individual power blocks (one turbine each) are functionally independent of each other
and are operated separately to provide power to the main bus The two reactors in each power block
generally will operate together as a unit for power generation and load following However, they can be
operated separately This capability applies mainly to refueling or maintenance operations in which one
reactor is temporarily shut down, while the other continues to operate and supply steam to the power
block turbine The plant control system (PCS) adjusts the position of the control rods in each reactor to
follow load demands and for startup and shutdown Remote shutdown capability and post-accident
monitoring equipment are provided at the reactor modules and in the reactor service building, as well as
at the control center Plant performance data are summarized in Table 1

MOD B differs from the MOD A design reported on in previous years MOD A utiUzed nine reactor modules
arranged in three identical 496 MWe power blocks for an overall net clcctnea! rating of 1488 MWe
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Figure 1
ALMR POWER PLANT (3 POWER BLOCKS) -1866 MWe

Table 1
ALMR PERFORMANCE DATA

Number of Reactors/Power Block
Number of Power Blocks
Thermal Reactor Power
Electrical Power for 1, 2, 3 Power Blocks
Net Station Efficiency
Plant Capacity Factor
Steam Conditions (Superheat)
Primary Sodium Inlet/Outlet Temperature
Secondary Sodium Inlet/Outlet Temperature

Two
One/Two/Three
840 MWt
622/1244/1866 MWe
37 percent
85 percent
14.8 MPa at 452 degrees C
360 degrees C/500 degrees C
327 degrees C/477 degrees C

Fuel
Average Fuel Bumup
Average Fuel Linear Power, BOL/EOL

- Refueling Interval
- Breeding/Conversion Ratio Range

for Breakeven Core/Moderate Burner

Metal (Uranium/0.23 Plutonium/0.1 Zirconium)
106MWoVkg
6.1/5.5 kW/ft
23 months

1.06/0.7

Containment Leak Rate Dome
Seismic Isolation

- Licensing requirement/design
basis for SSE

- Horizontal/vertical frequency
- Lateral SSE displacement/gap

<1 percent (10 psig, 70 degrees C)

0.3/0.5 g
0.7/21 Hz
7.5/28 In.

STEAM GENERATOR
RVACS INLET &
EXHAUST STACK

IHTS EM PUMP (2)
1HTS ISOLATION
VALVES

SODIUM
DUMP
TANK

Figure 2
REACTOR & STEAM GENERATOR FACILITY GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

2.3.2 Nuclear Steam Supply System

Each reactor is coupled to a dedicated steam generator by a single nonradioactive secondary sodium loop.
Steam lines from the two steam generators in each power block are manifolded together to supply a single
turbine. An advantage of this arrangement is that, if one becomes inoperative, the other parallel power
system will continue to supply steam to the turbine. This minimizes the impact on availability, reduces
the need for a spinning reserve, and promotes high plant availability, which is presently predicted to
exceed 85 percent.

In general, large monolithic plants with multiple (N) heat transfer loops do not offer this flexibility, but
may allow for N-l loop operations.

Figure 3 shows the schematic of the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS). The NSSS includes the reactor
module, the primary sodium system and its associated auxiliary equipment, the steam generator system,
and the secondary, nonradioactive, intermediate heat transport system (IHTS) that circulates elevated
temperature sodium (480 degrees C) from intermediate heat exchangers (IHX) in the reactor to the steam
generator.

Sodium flow in ihe IHTS is provided by two 28,000 gpm electromagnetic pumps located in the steam
generator building. The pump design is similar to that developed for the primary sodium pumps The
relative elevations of the reactor module and the steam generator are such that, during reactor shutdown
conditions, the IHTS will naturally circulate sodium at a flow rate sufficient to remove decay heat from
the reactor
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Nuclear Steam Supply System

The reactor module and the steam generator reside on a common, seismically isolated platform. With this
arrangement, the seismic loading is minimized, and short, flexible sodium piping can be used.

The 1HTS includes a sodium leak detection system to provide early warning of any sodium leaks. Steel
leak jackets on the IHTS piping, sodium catch pans and fire suppression decks in the IHTS pipe tunnel
and steam generator silo, and a rapid IHTS drain system are provided to minimize the consequences of
fires from a sodium leak. The portion of the IHTS piping in the head access area (HAA) above the
reactor module is encased in guard piping to protect the reactor closure or HAA equipment from contact
with sodium.

2.3.3 Reactor

The reactor module (Figure 4) is about 9.6 meters in diameter (31 ft., 1 in.) and 19.6 meters high (64
ft., 3 in.). The vessels, head closure, and permanent internal structures are fabricated in a factory and
shipped as an assembled unit to the site. The shipping weight is about 1500 tons. Removable internal
equipment is shipped separately and installed through the top head. The reactor vessel and all components
are constructed of austenitic stainless steel (304SS and 316SS). The relatively tall, slender reactor
geometry enhances the uniformity and stability of internal sodium flow distributions and natural
circulation for shutdown heat removal.

Figure 3
THE NUCLEAR STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM
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ALMR REACTOR MODULE - MOD B

There are two 420 MWt IHXs in the reactor to transfer heat from the primary sodium to the intermediate
heat transport system. These are located above the reactor core in an annular region between the support
cylinder and the reactor vessel wall. The IHX is designed to withstand, without breaching, the 7 MPa
(1000 psi) steam pressure that could possibly be approached in the highly unlikely event of a severe
sodium/water reaction.

Primary sodium is circulated in the reactor by four electromagnetic (EM) pumps. These pumps are
self-cooled by the pumped sodium. This results in higher temperatures for the electrical insulation
material than for an arrangement with an external gas cooling system. However, suitable ceramic and
MICA-based materials have been developed and qualified for a life expectancy in excess of 30 years. The
self-cooled EM pump simplifies the head penetration, requiring only a pass-through for the power and
instrumentation lines.

Each EM pump is controlled by a solid-state power supply. Pump coastdown flow consistent with core
power reductions or shutdown is provided by a synchronous converter that motors on the system during
normal operation and also makes corrections for the system to counteract the inductive load of the EM
pump. If loss of normal power occurs, the stored kinetic energy in the synchronous machine is utilized
for pump coastdown. Substantial progress has been made in the development of the self-cooled EM pump,
including life and irradiation testing of high temperature electrical insulation candidates at Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL), fabrication of several full-scale, 1/4 length segments of the pump stator by
General Electric, and testing of these devices at full temperature by ANL. Additional tests are under
preparation for prototypic flow and temperature tests of a stator segment from a double stator pump at
the Energy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC), in collaboration with Japan Atomic Power
Corporation (JAPC)

A pantograph-type, in-vessel transfer machine (IVTM) is used to transfer fuel and other core components
between the corej storage racks, and the transfer station, where they are inserted or removed from the
reactor by a shielded transfer cask. During operation, the IVTM is stored m-vessel in a retracted position
near the transfer station. Refueling machines of this type have been applied in the United Kingdom's
Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR), Italy's PEC, and Japan's MONJU. The conceptual design of the ALMR
transfer machine was provided by ANSALDO (Italy), and utilizes available technology.
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234 Core Design

One of the major attributes of a liquid metal-cooled fast reactor is the flexibility to adjust the core
configuration within the reactor envelope to provide a range of fuel consumption/production rates at a
given power level, depending on the selected design mission However, for a specific mission, the fuel
and fuel cycle qualification effort is substantial Consistent with the objective of this paper, only the light
water reactor actmide recycle mission is addressed As a representative configuration, a burner core with
a conversion ratio of 0 72 was selected

In a typical burner core design, the net consumption of transuranics can be achieved by minimizing the
uranium inventory (e g , eliminating blanket assemblies) and by reducing the core height (pancaking the
core shape) to further reduce fissile material and to reduce the neutron capture probability by increasing
leakage To retain a high level of passive safety protection, the decrease of the core height is constrained
The selected nuclear performance limits were (1) a burnup reactivity swing limited to $10, (2) a peak
fuel burnup limited to 150 MWd/kg, (3) the peak neutron fast fluence limited to 4 0 x 1023 n/cm2, and
a transuranic enrichment limited to 30 wt percent of the ternary alloy (the range of the current metallic
fuels database) A characteristic core design is shown in Figure 5

Table 2
CORE NEUTRONIC CHARACTERISTICS

Core Height
Core Diameter (cm)
No of Fuel Assemblies
No of Blanket Assemblies
Conversion Ratio
Cycle Length (months)
Bumup Reactivity Swing (S)
Peak Linear Power (W/cm)
Sodium Void Worth ($)
TRU Enrichment (wt% in U TRU Zr)
TRU Inventory (kg/core)
TRU Consumption Rate

kg/year/core
% inventory/year

Burner Core

66
358
192

072
12
90
340
-250
1/23
2554

832
33

The minimal core height is 66 cm, with a diameter of 358 cm, and includes a total ot 192 fuel assemblies
(Table 2) The small sodium void worth could be reduced by further pancaking the core, which would
come at the expense of increases in the burnup reactivity loss Initial evaluations of postulated accident
sequences indicated attractive safety characteristics for the burner core, comparable to a conventional
(breakeven) core design Since the reactivity insertion from withdrawal of control rods is larger tor the
pancaked core, smaller incremental movements (rod stop adjustments) are required

The actmide consumption rate for the burner core is 3 3 percent of the inventory per year Calculations
showed that the small burner destroyed approximately 315 kg ot minor actimdes (MA) and 2400 kg ot
transuranics (TRU) per core over 60 years
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More than 60 percent of the total TRU introduced to the burner ALMR is consumed during the reactor
lifetime, as well as more than 60 percent of the MA introduced In addition to the net consumption of
TRU in the burner ALMR design, an additional benefit is gained from the storage ot the working TRU
inventory in the metal fuel cycle for the system lifetime Evaluations ot core designs with different core
heights indicate that shorter cores both load and consume more TRU than the taller cores over the plant
lifetime (due to the larger required makeup in the shorter cores) However, the larger tores require larger
inventory at startup

The crossover point where the additional makeup required by the shorter core is greater than the larger
amount of TRU loaded into the taller core is reached at approximately 20 years The lower conversion
ratio of the shorter cores also leads to greater consumption amounts during the plant lifetime However,
in the case of a large burner (shorter core, larger diameter), the core requires larger makeup and
consumes more TRU per year

2.4 ALMR Safety Features

2 4 1 Approach

The ALMR was designed to provide high reliability for the key safety functions, including reactor
shutdown, shutdown heat removal, and containment These functions can be achieved by passive means
without operator action The key processes underlying these functions are governed by thermal expansion,
temperature effects on neutron absorption, natural circulation of the sodium coolant, natural air circulation
on the outer containment surface, and thermal radiation heat transfer, which becomes very effective at
elevated temperatures The ALMR design integrates all these effects into an efficient passive safety
system, which allows the accommodation ot anticipated transients without reactor scram, such as loss ot
primary coolant flow without scram or loss of heat removal by the intermediate transport system without
scram, with benign consequences to the reactor core Basically, the core can survive these severe
scenarios with no damage

These passive safety features are provided as a backup in case the highly reliable active systems tail to
perform their functions They provide an additional, operator-independent level ot defense against
accident propagation

242 Passive Reactivity Shutdown

The plant control system (PCS) causes the reactor to follow load demand, and normally will maintain the
core outlet sodium temperature within specified limits If an emergency event develops too rapidly tor
the PCS to control it, then the safety grade reactor protection system (RPS), located at the reactor
module, will independently respond by causing a reactor scram (rapid insertion ot the nine control rods)
The RPS includes substantial internal diversity and redundancy and is expected to be highly reliable with
an estimated failure probability of less than Iff6 per demand A testing program is planned to contirm
the response characteristics

As a further safety backup, the core is designed to provide strong, inherent negative reactivity feedback
with rising temperature This feature, combined with the Reactor Vessel Auxiliary Cooling System
(RVACS) heat removal capability, makes the ALMR capable ot sately withstanding severe undercooling
or over-power accidents without reactor scram, including (1) loss of all cooling by the IHTS trom a full
power condition (see Figure 6) and (2) withdrawal ot all control rods trom a fu l l power condition
(Figure 7) For both these events which envelop in their severity several other extremely low probability
accidents, the system brings itself m a totally passive manner to a stable equilibrium state at a core outlet

sodium temperature that is below the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code long-term
structural design limit of 704 degrees C (1300 degrees F), or more than 290 degrees C (525 degrees F)
below the sodium boiling point This condition can be safely accommodated until corrective action can
be taken to bring the reactor to cold, subcntical shutdown Based on results ot on-going metal tuel tests
at ANL, it is expected that damage to the fuel during these transients will be minor and no breach ot
fuel pin claddings will occur

A landmark series ot experiments was successfully completed in ANL-Idaho's Experimental Breeder
Reactor-II (EBR-II) to demonstrate the capability of a metal fueled reactor to accommodate severe
accidents without scram with very benign consequences, i e , no failure ot fuel assemblies or core
structures In earlier designs, such event sequences were considered as potential, extremely low
probability initiating events leading to core disruption

Similar tests were performed in the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) with an oxide fuel configuration To
enhance the negative reactivity feedback at elevated temperatures, gas expansion modules (OEMs) were
added at the core periphery to compensate for the large positive Doppler feedback associated with the
decreasing fuel temperature of oxide cores during fission shutdown The gas expansion modules have a
vapor space which will expand with loss of core inlet pressure to increase the core neutron leakage

243 Shutdown Heat Removal

Normal reactor shutdown heat removal is through a single dedicated Intermediate Heat Transport System
(IHTS) A passive, reliable safety-grade backup to the IHTS is provided by the reactor vessel auxiliary
cooling system (RVACS) (see Figure 8) In the rare event that the IHTS becomes unusable during power
operation (for example, as in a sodium dump), the reactor will scram and the RVACS will automatically
increase the naturally circulating air flow around the containment vessel with rising wall temperatures
The temperatures will rise until equilibrium between reactor heat generation and RVACS cooling is
established The core bulk outlet sodium temperature was predicted to peak at about 590 degrees C (1094
degrees F) after about 30 hours, with a substantial margin to structural limits and over 360 degrees C
(650 degrees F) margin to boiling

RVACS is expected to be extremely tolerant to off-normal events, such as unlikely flow blockages and
surface fouling, due to several factors (1) redundancy ot the air flow passages, (2) predominantly thermal
radiation heat transfer, increases exponentially with rising temperatures, (3) natural air convection, and
(4) substantial performance margins to structural temperature limits

For example, an unlikely blockage of 90 percent of the air ducting would still result in peak temperatures
below the ASME Level D structural l imit set for the design An even more extreme case involving
complete blockage of the air passages, which is essentially impossible apart from a short period of
sabotage, could be accommodated without exceeding ASME level D limits for over ten hours, which
should provide sufficient time to remedy the situation

A major testing program to characterize the RVACS performance has been completed Full-scale segment
tests ot the heated air riser adjacent to the containment vessel were performed at ANL, and the thermal
emissivity of both unexposed and aged samples ot the reactor vessel and containment vessel materials was
determined at Purdue University Earlier system tests with the air-cooling system of the FFTF Interim
Decay Storage Tank provided data for a configuration similar to RVACS The data from these tests have
been correlated and are reflected conservatively in the RVACS performance predictions
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The leak tightness of the head closure will be constantly monitored and maintained to assure that the
maximum leakage rate will be less than 0 1 percent of the contained cover gas per day Calculations show
that, with this leak rate, even for a very severe low probability accident in which all of the fuel pins are
assumed to be breached, the release of radioactivity will be well within the requirements of the Code ot
Federal Regulations (10CFR100)

The 127 mm (5 in ) argon filled gap between the reactor vessel and the containment vessel is monitored
continuously by pressure and sodium lonization detectors for early warning of any leak in either vessel
In addition, the weld regions will be inspected periodically with ultrasonic devices If a leak m the reactor
vessel should occur, the containment vessel will retain the primary sodium The two vessels are sized
such that the reactor core, the spent fuel stored m-vessel, and the inlets to the intermediate heat
exchangers will always remain covered by sodium to cool the core assemblies

Extremely unlikely accidents that could challenge the containment have been evaluated on a probabilistic
basis These assessments indicate that the risk of a breach of the primary containment is extremely small,
mainly due to the significant thermal and structural margins in the design, the invulnerability ot the
RVACS, the high reliability of the reactor protection system, and the inherent negative reactivity feedback
characteristics of the metal core

In addition, the reactor silo and the refueling enclosure above the vessel head access area will be
optimized for mitigation of radioactive releases in the extremely unlikely case ot a containment leak
Backup approaches have been identified

245 Sodium/Water Reaction and Sodium Fire Protection

Sodium is a reactive material in air and water, and special measures were taken to prevent réactions rrom
occurring In the unlikely event of such a reaction, additional measures were taken to prevent failure
progression and to limit consequences Significant expertise has been accumulated in the U S on sodium
technology, and the major systems, including EBR-II, FFTF, and the major sodium components test
facilities have operated flawlessly The fact that the recent experience with U S systems is better than
that at comparable international facilities is attributable to the significant investment in the development
of adequate structural materials, design rules, and procedures in the U S

The steam generator system includes leak detectors to provide early warning ot any tube leak, a highly
reliable isolation and blowdown system to rapidly remove the high pressure steam/water from the steam
generator to limit sodium-water reaction damage after a tube leak, and an automatic (130 psi rupture disc)
sodium side pressure relief system of huge capacity to protect the IHTS and intermediate heat exchangers
(IHX) from excessive pressures in the unlikely event of concurrent tube leaks Additionally, both the IHX
and the IHTS piping have been designed, using ASME Level D (faulted) damage criteria to withstand
the full 7 MPa (1000 psi) steam pressure for at least one hour The pressure relief system is sized to
accommodate failure of all the steam generator tubes without exceeding the IHX and IHTS Level D
design limit These protective features, coupled with a highly reliable steam generator, provide excellent
investment protection and a high assurance that the IHX, an element of the containment boundary, will
not be breached in the unlikely event of a steam generator sodium/water reaction

To avoid sodium fires inside containment, all vessels and piping are double walled, with an inerted gap
and leak monitoring capability In general, sodium fire protection has matured considerably Historically,
the frequency of sodium leaks for various international LMRs has been in the range of 0 5 to 2 5
events/year, resulting in zero to seven sodium fires In the U S the EBR II and FFTF performance
records are better

2.4 6 Seismic Isolation

Horizontal seismic isolation has been adopted for the ALMR design to simplify the reactor and nuclear
island design and the in-service inspection program, and to enhance design margins for beyond-design
basis earthquakes An added economic and licensing benefit of seismic isolation is the ability to achieve
reactor design standardization for site locations with different seismic conditions and soil properties

The seismic isolation system decouples the reactor, its safety equipment, and the intermediate heat
transport system (including the steam generator) from potentially damaging ground motion by
transforming high energy, high frequency seismic inputs into lower frequency response cycles with
significantly reduced accelerations This approach is well suited for the low pressure liquid metal reactor
system, which has flexible components with relatively small wall thicknesses The isolated system
responds to horizontal ground motion essentially as a rigid body, with little amplification of the ground
acceleration This limits the mertial loads and increases the structural margins for critical components and
structures Also reduced are relative displacements between components This is helpful for limiting the
potential for seismic interference between the control drives and their guide elements, and for minimizing
the forcing function for seismic core compaction

The ALMR nuclear island is supported from a common, seismically isolated plattorm, with a horizontal
isolation frequency of 0 7 Hz and a maximum displacement of 7 5 inches during a safe shutdown
earthquake (SSE) with 0 3g Zero Period Acceleration (ZPA) ground acceleration The design earthquake
was specified to envelop the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC) Regulatory Guide 1 60 spectra
The selected criteria are expected to apply to over 80 percent of potential nuclear sites in the U S ,
excluding California Options for siting in seismic zones with higher ground accelerations were
investigated and found acceptable The seismically isolated ALMR system has the capability ot
accommodating a 0 5g ZPA earthquake

The isolation arrangement is shown in Figure 10 Sixty-six seismic isolators with access and space tor
in-service inspection and replacement, if necessary, are included Each isolator is a composite ot
laminated steel plates and high damping rubber layers encased in rubber

There is a substantial experience base for this isolator design Performance testing of the isolator bearings
has been underway at the University of California (Berkeley) Seismic Engineering Laboratory since 1984
A powerful testing machine with a horizontal dynamic load capability of 150t and a vertical capability
of 750t was built at the Energy Technology Engineering Center Tests performed with half size bearings
demonstrated a significant margin to failure (three to seven times the expected SSE displacement)

A seismic bearing qualification program has been implemented This includes (1) static and dynamic
performance tests of bearings, (2) the evaluation of aging effects and environmental effects, such as
temperature, gamma radiation, and ozone, and (3) seismic isolation system shake table tests to evaluate
performance characteristics and margins

The vertically stiff reactor assembly places the vertical natural frequencies of critical structures well above
the dominant ground motion frequencies, thereby providing sufficient vertical seismic margins without
isolation

In cooperation with Italy's Agency for New Technologies, Energy, and Environment (ENEA), a proposal
for seismic isolation design guidelines for seismically isolated nuclear power plants was developed
Extension of this work is intended to establish a framework of design rules accepted by the American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) and the NRC
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as were the long response time and low risk of core damage under severe plant conditions and the
reduced dependence on, and vulnerability to, human actions and errors

3. INTEGRAL FAST REACTOR CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

The Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) is a concept based on the integrated development of a power reactor and
its entire fuel cycle It is the first nuclear power concept to consider efficient resource utilization,
proliferation resistance, public safety, and protection of the environment (in particular, nuclear waste
considerations) in the design Development of this concept is intended to produce a straightforward,
highly adaptable means of utilizing plutonium in a closed fuel cycle without the need to separate the
plutonium

The goals of IFR technology development in the U S ALMR program were to confirm metal fuel
performance capabilities and to (1) establish the basis for manufacturing specifications, (2) establish and
demonstrate a reference pyroprocessing method for recycle of metal fuel, (3) evaluate the practicality and
benefits of actimde burning as part of an overall waste management strategy, (4) demonstrate rel table and
transparent safeguards and accountancy techniques for the entire fuel cycle, (5) assess passive reactor
safety characteristics, and (6) demonstrate fuel cycle economics There is sufficient evidence to indicate
that, when utilized in conjunction with advanced ALMR designs, metal fuel has the potential for very
favorable economics, passive safety performance, and outstanding safeguards transparency

The IFR fuel cycle is being designed to burn essentially all of the long-life actimdes present in reactor
spent fuel The fuel cycle is extremely adaptable After initial fueling, the IFR can accept depleted
uranium as an adequate feed, or, if desired, consume scrap actimdes separated from light water reactors
(LWRs) or from other sources, including excess stocks of separated plutonium By using seed plutonium
as a catalyst, the system can effectively burn depleted uranium These objectives have been successfully
achieved Continued development of this technology could be taken as a U S endorsement of the civilian
use of plutonium, therefore the Administration has recommended to the Congress that this research be
terminated
The IFR concept encompasses three major components which are currently at various stages of
development (1) the ALMR, characterized by liquid metal (sodium) cooling, a pool-type reactor
configuration, and metallic fuel, (2) a fuel recycle capability based on high temperature, proliferation-
resistant metals purification technology (pyrometallurgy) and electrorefming, and (3) a comprehensive
waste processing technology that separately addresses gaseous, metallic, and other fission products The
waste processing technologies were to be designed to leave only trace amounts of transuranics, which
would be alloyed with nonrecovered metal fission products for disposal

3.1 Integral Fast Reactor Technology Development

DOE's IFR technology development program includes three elements

• Fuel Performance Testing and Demonstration, including fabrication, irradiation testing, performance
evaluation, and modeling of metal fuel to demonstrate its performance under normal conditions and
provide a basis for manufacturing specification

• Core Design R&D, including evaluation of major reactor design aspect design for metal fuelled cores
and their influence on passive safety response, and on performance and economics

• Safety Tests and Analysis, including demonstration of IFR and metal fuel response to off normal and
accident situations through testing in EBR II and TREAT

3 1 1 Fuel Performance Testing and Demonstration

The primary objectives of metal fuel performance demonstration are to demonstrate, through irradiation
of individual test assemblies and whole core loadings, the economic and safety performance potential of
metallic fuels, and to develop a technology data base, as required, to support advanced reactor design and
licensing processes The demonstration includes the fabrication of fresh fuel and components for
irradiation in the EBR-II

The basic physical properties of the ternary alloy IFR fuel and the fuel/cladding interactions over a broad
range of compositions and operating conditions are being established Out-of reactor experiments are
underway to establish the compatibility of the metal fuel with advanced cladding materials, to characterize
the distribution of the alloy elements within the fuel, to measure the thermal and physical properties of
the fuel, and to validate calculational methods of modeling the fuel behavior

The irradiation test program includes a comprehensive range of design and operating parameters The
U-Pu-Zr fuel composition has varied from 0 percent Pu to 28 percent Pu, with zirconium variations from
2 percent to 14 percent Three cladding materials have been used, including the two austemtic materials
316 and D9, and the ferntic/martensitic alloys HT9 and HT9M The plenum-to fuel volume ratio, smear
density, linear power, and fuel/cladding temperatures have cover a wide range The maximum burnup
achieved to date is 19 9 atom percent and, in general, the steady-state irradiation performance of the IFR
fuel has been excellent

The factor which limits the thermal performance of IFR fuel is the potential for clad wastage trom
interacting with fuel over an extended period at extreme conditions in a slowly cooling accident At
sufficient temperatures, a eutectic type interaction between Pu and the Fe in the clad can thin the clad and
also facilitate migration of fission products into the clad No credible accidents have been identified that
lead to rapidly progressing fuel/clad interaction Inductively heated furnaces, the Full Behavior Test
Apparatus, and the Whole Pin Furnace are used to determine the limiting time and temperatures with
respect to clad wastage and to validate calculational models

3.1.2 IFR Reactor Core Design Research and Development

The reference ALMR powerplant described in Section 2 is a particularly well-developed adaptation ot
the IFR reactor technology As noted, it incorporates a number of specific innovations and advances and
is solidly based on liquid metal fast breeder reactor experience in the U S , France, and U K It also
benefits from experience obtained in the former Soviet Union and from technology development in Japan,
Italy, Germany, and many other countries In addition, the IFR metal fuel benefits from years ot
experience with metallic fuel in the EBR-II, and incorporates fundamental advances in fuels technology

3 1.3 Safety Tests and Analysis

The overall objective of the IFR safety analysis task is to develop understanding of the phenomenology
which controls the safety performance of the IFR metallic fuel, to provide the experimental data to
validate the unique safety features of the IFR, and to fully characterize the safety features associated with
the IFR concept Primary activities were

• Analyses of reactor operational transients, anticipated-transient-without scram (ATWS) events and
local faults to establish margins of safety for metal-fueled IFRs

• Out of reactor tests on both umrradiated and irradiated fuel to establish key fuel behavior data under
upset conditions
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Figure 12
THE IFR ELECTROREFINER UNDERGOING FINAL FUNCTIONAL TESTS AT ARGONNE

NATIONAL LABORATORY WEST PRIOR TO PLACEMENT INTO THE FUEL CYCLE FACILITY

Figure 13
THE IFR CATHODE PROCESSOR (TO PURIFY 10 kg INGOTS OF FUEL FOR RECYCLE)

UNDERGOING FINAL TESTS AT ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY WEST
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3.2.1 Pvroprocess Development

This process is illustrated in Figure 11. The first step in the electrorefming process for separation and
recovery of actinides consists of the batch dissolution of chopped fuel element segments. With the
electrorefming cell operating at a temperature of 500 degrees C, an oxidant such as CdCl2 is added to
convert most of the actinides, the sodium from the fuel element thermal bond, and active fission product
metals to their chlorides. Various alternate oxidants have been evaluated to reduce the processing and
recycle (and inevitable losses to a waste stream) of cadmium, a "hazardous" material. These chlorides
are dissolved in the electrorefmer electrolyte, which is a mixture of LiCI and KCI. The remaining fuel
is then anodically dissolved. A potential is then applied between the electrorefming cell anode and a solid
cathode suspended in the electrolyte salt. Uranium is electrotransported to the cathode and adheres as a
dendritic deposit. The electronegative fission products (noble metals, transition metals, and some rare
earths) remain in the electrolyte salt. When an appropriate concentration of plutonium is achieved in the
electrolyte, special liquid cadmium cathodes are installed in the electrolyte and the plutonium and
remaining actinides, including an approximately equal amount of uranium, are deposited on the cadmium
cathode. The electrorefiner apparatus is pictured in Figure 12.

A liquid cadmium cathode is utilized in the IFR pyroprocess for the recovery of plutonium and other
minor actinides because of the much higher deposition rates available for these materials in liquid
cadmium, as compared to the deposition rates on solid mandrel cathodes placed in the salt phase.

Recent work on the liquid cadmium cathode concept has focused on development of the "pounder"
cathode, a rotating plunger device that compresses the salt/cadmium interface. Results obtained to date
with the pounder cathode indicate that it enables production of a metal ingot that is free of dendrites and
salt. The pounder cathode is capable of a high loading of heavy metal and operates at virtually 100
percent collection efficiency.

The cathode deposits are removed from the electrorefiner cell at the completion of the deposition process.
Any occluded salt and cadmium are separated from the actinides and recycled by retorting, and the
uranium and U-Pu-TRU products are consolidated by melting (Figure 13). The consolidated fuel material
ingots are then transferred to the injection casting system for fabrication of fuel rods.

3.2.2 Fuel Cycle Technology Demonstration

The objective of this program element is to verify the operability of the pyrometallurgical and fabrication
systems on a production scale, and to quantify the economic potential of the IFR metal fuel cycle.
Comprehensive demonstration of all aspects of the fuel cycle technology under simulated commercial
conditions had been scheduled to be carried out in the refurbished FCF at the ANL-Idaho site between
1994 and 1996, using spent IFR fuel discharged from the EBR-II reactor. This facility is designed to
provide complete fuel service to support EBR-n operation. Modifications to the FCF (formerly the Hot
Fuel Examination Facility-South) to include installation of full-scale IFR pyroprocessing unit operations
and component check-out have been completed. The pyroprocessing demonstration was planned on a scale
and at a throughput rate that would facilitate reliable economic evaluation of the process. Once in full hot
operation, about 60 to 90 EBR-II fuel subassemblies could have been processed per year. Unit operations
would have ranged from initial fuel subassembly breakdown to final waste treatment and packaging for
disposal. During this time, the EBR-II complex was to have been in full operation as an IFR prototype,
with fuel at goal burnup levels and fuel being recycled (i.e. processed and refabricated) to the reactor in
a closed fuel cycle.

Limited operation of this facility will be required as part of the shutdown of the EBR-II reactor and the
close-out of the IFR research program. Considerable material is in process, including all of the EBR-II

fuel and blanket material. The FCF facilities will be adapted to stabilize material for interim storage and
may be used later for preparation of waste forms for final disposal. Naturally, all of the intermediate
waste products which result from these processing operations will need to be prepared for disposal.
Fortunately, much of the waste form development performed as part of the IFR program is applicable
and can be used in this mission.

3.2.3 Light Water Reactor Actinide Recovery

The success in pyrometallurgical recycle, in particular the extremely low loss of transuranics to the waste
stream, has led to the suggestion that the same general concept could be used as a means of minimizing
the actinide burden on the high-level nuclear waste repository. Basic work to date has been done on the
assumption that the separated transuranics could be disposed of as fuel in an IFR. This symbiotic fuel
cycle would not only have minimized the repository burden, but would have provided a means of rapidly
eliminating excess stores of separated plutonium, eventually leading to the elimination of all excess stores
of both separated and unseparated plutonium. By operating the IFR reactor in a burner mode (by
designing to minimize the space available for external blankets) and using transuranics recovered from
spent LWR fuel as make-up, a combined cycle with uranium as the only feed and recovered excess
uranium set aside as the only output (other than electricity and fission products) can easily be assembled.
Figure 14 illustrates the impact this could have had on world stocks of plutonium.
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THE EFFECT OF RECYCLE ON WORLD PLUTONIUM INVENTORIES
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The particular case shown in Figure 14 is based on the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development-Nuclear Energy Agency/International Atomic Energy Agency (OECD-NEA/1AEA)
projections of nuclear power extended linearly to 2045, and constant thereafter. For simplicity, all once-
through operation is assumed to be comparable to a 33,000 MWD/MTHM LWR. Thermal recycle is one-
cycle only. Fast reactors assume total recycle of all transuranics (as with the IFR). Fast reactors are
slowly introduced from 2010 to 2020, with all new construction after 2020 being fast reactors. The fast
reactor plutonium regeneration rate is adjusted such that, after 2045, there is no excess world plutonium;
it is being used for active power generation. While this case is idealized, it illustrates the concept of using
plutonium management to limit world plutonium inventories to avoid inactive storage and to eliminate
discharge of significant quantities of plutonium to wastes.

Several conceptual processes have been under development at Argonne National Laboratory for recovery
of actinide elements from LWR spent fuel. High temperature processes ( - 800 degrees C) based on work
performed at ANL during the 1960s and 1970s are being evaluated. In these processes, the LWR oxide
spent fuel is reduced by reaction with calcium metal in a two-phase (liquid metal and molten salt) system.
The CaO formed during the reduction process is soluble in the molten salt (CaC^-CaFJ, and the salt
is recycled by electrochemically reducing the CaO to calcium metal. Oxygen is evolved as CO and CO2
at a carbon anode. The actinide elements are extracted from the liquid metal phase and transferred to the
IFR fuel cycle for further purification. The separated fission products will be prepared for final disposal
as described in Section 3.3 below.

An alternative method which uses lithium is now the preferred process. The process operates at 550
degrees C, a much easier engineering undertaking. Both processes have been shown to be effective in
reducing LWR spent oxide fuel to a metallic form, but, in addition to the difference in operating
temperature, there are differences in the course of the fission products. In either case, all of the
transuranics (including Am, Np, and Cm) and all noble metals are reduced, yielding a product that is
fully transparent to safeguarding and significantly self-protecting. In the calcium process, a large part of
the rare earths also accompany the transuranics, providing an even higher degree of self-protection. These
two processes were selected for their ease of recycle and introduction into the IFR fuel cycle with
minimum waste.

Consideration has also been given, again incidental to IFR technology development, to the use of
pyrometallurgical processing technologies such as these as a means of treating other fuels and nuclear
wastes which may not be suitable for direct disposal. In this instance, for fuels containing a substantial
fissile content, there is advantage to retaining fission products for self-protection. The above products
remain fully self-protecting during the lifetime of the retained noble metal and rare earth fission products
(several years to a few decades), which is ample time for any realistic IFR-type fuel cycle. To extend
self-protection to many decades, the process should also retain Cs and Sr.

Small-scale experiments are being conducted to develop unit operations for these processes. Containment
vessel materials are being developed for use in the process steps, and testing is being conducted to
determine their performance in the high temperature, corrosive environment. Experiments are also being
done to develop methods for recycle of the reductants to minimize waste streams. Processes developed
hi the small-scale experiments are being upgraded to "engineering-scale" (~20-kg batch size) for
demonstration. The equipment and containment gloveboxes necessary to perform these demonstrations
are being designed and fabricated.

3.3 Waste Processing Technology

Metallic fission products in the cadmium pool at the bottom of the electrorefiner are separated by drawing
off the bulk of the cadmium and then retorting and recovering the cadmium for recycle to the

electrorefiner. Any insoluble oxides or carbides (e.g., ZrQ are removed from the liquid cadmium by
filtration. The metallic fission products and insolubles, together with the cladding, are then immobilized
in a metal matrix using a material such as copper (other candidate matrix materials are also under
investigation), thereby creating a stable waste form for geologic disposal.

The electrolyte salt is periodically withdrawn and treated to recover trace uranium and TRU elements by
direct chemical reduction. A test apparatus has demonstrated highly effective extraction efficiency for
uranium, transuranics, and rare earths for a pyrocontractor operating with molten cadmium and chloride
salts at 500 degrees C. The treated salt, a non-TRU waste material, is then immobilized by infiltration
through a zeolite column where the fission product cations are sorted by a highly effective ion exchange
reaction. Salt molecules are also sorted by occlusion into a solid monolithic sodalite form, which produces
a waste form which appears to be suitable for geologic disposal. Initial leach tests show more effective
fission product retention for this sodalite form than for borosilicate glass.

Flowsheet variations are being tested with a laboratory-scale electrorefining apparatus, and results are
being compared against calculations based on an electrochemical model of the overall process.
Agreement has been obtained between the measured and calculated composition of the salt and metal
phases. An engineering-scale version of the electrorefiner, capable of handling cathode deposits of 10 kg,
is being used for process development and system optimization.

The IFR waste treatment process flowsheet includes a salt-stripping step in which the TRU-free salt from
the salt extraction step is treated with Li(Cd) to remove all residual uranium and rare earth fission
products. Testing of the prototype salt-stripper vessel has begun.

4. ALMR TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

The objective of this program was to verify the performance, reliability, and safety of the ALMR design.
The concept utilizes the wealth of safety and sodium components technology developed for U.S. reactors,
including the EBR-D, FERMI reactor, Southeast Fast Oxide Reactor, Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF), and
Clinch River Breeder Reactor Project. Supplementary development programs were initiated in selected
areas where innovations were introduced to further enhance reactor and plant safety, performance
characteristics, reliability, and availability. Extensive use is made of the U.S. national laboratories and
engineering test centers to establish the required data base.

Concurrent with the design development effort, technology development was scheduled to progress
through several phases, including feasibility tests, key features tests, components tests, and systems tests
to eventual safety testing of a prototype reactor module. Throughout each test phase, high emphasis has
been given to assuring the structural integrity of components, to characterizing the reliability of safety
components, and to establishing design margins and margins beyond the design basis, as required in
support of licensing reviews.

The program included demonstration of: (1) the design adequacy of sodium components such as the
self-cooled electromagnetic pump, control drives, ultimate shutdown system, in-vessel fuel transfer
machine, and steam generator; (2) advanced instrumentation and controls concepts; (3) advanced
technologies such as seismic isolation, life extension of structural materials, and thermal-hydraulics
simulation testing; and (4) technologies for safety systems including the reactor vessel auxiliary cooling
system, passive reactor shutdown features and containment design, backup, and ceramic fuel (oxide)
development.



00 A self cooled electromagnetic pump is included in the ALMR design, consistent with the hermetic sealing
4^ of the reactor during operation The development program objective was to sufficiently assure the goals

of a 30-year lifetime and a performance capability of delivering 11,500 gpm at 115 psi using reactor
sodium for waste heat removal This development was considered the next logical step in the development
of sodium pumps The expected reduction m maintenance work was estimated to provide a two percent
improvement in plant availability on a plant-wide basis

To accommodate the elevated temperatures associated with the use of reactor sodium as the heat sink,
electrical insulation materials have been developed which show excellent long-term insulation capability
Oven tests conducted with bar samples and coil show a consistent low leakage current A series of stator
segment tests are being performed at Argonne National Laboratory to verify the design adequacy of the
stator segment, to evaluate fabrication techniques, and to establish the design performance in terms of
mechanical performance of the cod restraint system In the second testing phase, an improved coil
constraint design was demonstrated to adequately accommodate the total number of expected reactor
startup and shutdown cycles In the Phase in test, the inner stator iron will be replaced by a second
concentric coil (double-stator design) which will reduce the maximum coil temperature and enhance pump
reliability and mechanical performance

One ALMR control system design task is to develop the functional requirements for the Plant Wide
Integrated Environment Distributed On Workstations (Plant-Window) System The Plant-Window System
(PWS) is a distributed computing environment tailored to nuclear powerplant operations The PWS
resides on workstation platforms distributed throughout an ALMR Its purpose is to facilitate the access
and functional integration of data and applications Access integration gives plant personnel ready access
to the plant systems and data needed to accomplish control, monitoring, and analysis activities Functional
integration allows applications and computer systems to cooperate in performing tasks for the utility user
The PWS serves as a common interface to plant instrumentation and control fl&C) systems and data
networks and provides needed functional applications and software services to support the activities of
operations, maintenance, and engineering personnel The PWS will provide a consistent, flexible
environment for operations, maintenance, and engineering activities in the plant The PWS will provide
a common computer environment in which to utilize analytic, diagnostic, and decision-aid tools and will
act as an interface to the monitoring, control, and protection systems in the plant

Another ALMR control system design task is to develop a control and communications architecture
simulation capability to provide a software based approach to test the ALMR control system architecture
designs before implementation The implementation of a plant architecture can be very costly Therefore,
it is important that the architecture implemented will support the plant's needs under all conditions This
simulator will allow potential architecture designs to be modeled These models can then be tested under
a variety of plant and information flow conditions to assure that a vehicle for testing modifications to the
architecture and new systems being implemented This capability will discover architecture problems and
facilitate fixing them before costly implementation expenditures

Seismic isolation is included in the ALMR to decouple the reactor and its safety equipment from
potentially damaging ground motions Flexible isolation elements with high vertical and low horizontal
stiffness are used between the building basement and the superstructure to transform high energy seismic
input motions into harmonic response cycles with significantly reduced accelerations This approach is
well suited for the low pressure liquid metal reactor system, which has thin-walled components and
structures Some of these components are flexible m horizontal direction, and reduced accelerations lead
to reduced stresses and displacements or enhanced safety margins The technology program objective is
to demonstrate that the seismic isolation elements perform during earthquakes as designed, with a high
reliability throughout their 60-year design life

A testing program of variously sized seismic isolation bearings indicated that a consistently high
horizontal displacement capability can be achieved, and that the bearings have substantial margins for
accommodating earthquakes beyond the safe shutdown earthquake Seismic isolation technology is
relatively new to nuclear powerplants and has been only used in special, limited applications The general
technology is well understood, however, and the application of seismic isolation to buildings with
sensitive contents is rapidly expanding

The transport of heat from the reactor sodium systems to the conventional steam systems is a critical
process in the system Several types of sodium-heated steam generators have been developed and tested
in the U S program, including the helical cod steam generator, the hockey-stick on J tube, and the
double-walled tube steam generator The ALMR program has selected the helical coil steam generator
for the reference design because of the expected capital cost and reliability advantages The objectives
of the development program are to develop and qualify the steam generator for a cost target of $75/KWe,
a high reliability (failure rate of « 10~3 per unit year), and a long lifetime (60 years) The initial phase
of performance testing a 76 MW helical coil steam generator unit was successfully completed at the
Energy Technology Engineering Center, and post-test estimation, which includes water and sodium side
inspections and the cutting and plugging of a tube section, is in progress

Research and development efforts were also directed at determining the performance of major auxiliary
systems, including fuel handling, in-service inspection, sodium leak detection, and remote maintenance
Sufficient test and design verification data are needed so that these systems can be clearly specified and
accurately costed Research and development was directed at those critical features that differ significantly
from FFTF or EBR-n operating systems and offer potential for significant future cost savings, improved
reliability, and/or increases in plant availability

Development of oxide fuel cycle technologies has continued m the Consolidated Fuel Reprocessing
Program (CFRP) at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) The technologies developed have
spanned a full range of reprocessing functions from receipt, handling, and storage of spent fuel assemblies
to waste treatment and packaging Both mechanical (fuel disassembly and shearing) and chemical
processes have been developed

Some fuel cycle facility technologies developed through the CFRP are currently being transferred to
Japan's Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) for application in the Recycle
Equipment Test Facility (RETF) This is being done through a jointly-funded collaborative agreement
between the DOE and the PNC Additionally, both France and Great Britain have interest m specific
elements of the technology through other international exchange agreements They both have interest,
however, the agreements are not currently in force

One of the early DOE objectives for the CFRP was to develop advanced technology which would
substantially increase the overall availability (on-line time) of reprocessing facilities Increased
availability would allow annual throughput criteria to be met with smaller, less costly, hot-cell facilities
and processes This led to development of new technologies for remote operations, remote maintenance
systems, remotely operable and maintainable m-cell equipment, in-cell equipment reliability,
space efficient in-cell equipment arrangements, hot-cell layouts, and facility layouts

Many of these technologies are generally applicable to large hot cell facility operations and can be applied
beneficially regardless of the basis used for processing operations Areas of technology which are
generally applicable are
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Mechanical head-end operations (remote fuel handling, storage, disassembly, and shearing)
Design of in-cell equipment for remote maintenance
In-cell equipment layout/arrangement
In-cell remote maintenance systems
In-cell viewing systems
In-cell microwave signal transmission
In-cell process instrumentation/controls
In-cell inert atmosphere ventilation system control
Waste treatment, packaging, and assay
Radiation-resistant components/equipment
Improved safeguards utilizing process instrumentation
Reliability, availability, and maintainability
Centrifugal contactor design and operating parameters
Remote sampling systems
Flow sheet optimization
Fluidic transfer devices
Continuous rotary dissolution system

ORNL has pioneered and developed the concept of totally remote operation and maintenance of
mechanical and chemical process equipment in large hot-cell facilities This technology has been
demonstrated and tested in cold facilities and has been a key element m conceptual design studies
involving evaluation of liquid metal reactor fuel cycles and in the design of the RETF in Japan

Many of the concepts jointly developed by the CFRP and PNC are being incorporated into the reference
design of the RETF Hot testing of these concepts under prototypical conditions will provide the basis
for a proven reprocessing facility with low capital and operating costs, minimal personnel exposure,
unproved effluent control, and increased safety and safeguardability Major DOE-developed
components/systems currently under cold testing and evaluation include a laser disassembly machine, a
robotic sampling system, a rotary dissolver, and centrifugal contactors for separations

ORNL developed a remote maintenance system based on a mobile, highly dexterous, remotely
maintainable, servomampulator and television viewing This system, the Advanced Integrated
Maintenance System (AIMS), is well tested, demonstrated, and in use today to support activities within
the DOE and other Federal agencies The AIMS technology, as well as that of supporting systems, can
be applied to IFR fuel processing facilities Since the original objective of this technology was to improve
in-cell maintenance, and thus plant availability, this same benefit also applies to the IFR

5. TEST FACILITIES

The major facilities advancing the ALMR effort are located at three sites within the United States

• Argonne National Laboratory-West, Idaho Falls, Idaho
• Westmghouse Hanford Company, Richland, Washington
• Energy Technology Engineering Center, Santa Susana, California

In addition to these facilities, the program utilizes other facilities for advanced reactor research and
development One of the more prominent of these facilities is the Integrated Equipment Test (IET) facility
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) The IET provides a key capability in fuel reprocessing
technology and is used in a number of international collaborative efforts

5.1 Argonne National Laboratory-West

The Argonne National Laboratory-West (ANL-W) site is the technology center for the U S metal fuel
development program, for reactor operations, for metal fuel reprocessing and refabrication, and for waste
treatment demonstrations verifying the closed metal fuel cycle The facilities are described below

5 1 1 Experimental Breeder Reactor-11

The Experimental Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-Il), a metal-fueled liquid metal reactor (LMR) powerplant,
has been in continuous operation since 1964 Plant capacity factors typically exceed 70 percent and have
approached 80 percent, even though the reactor supports an extensive testing program while
simultaneously producing electricity as a complete LMR powerplant The following key characteristics
common to LMRs make reliable, extended-life operation feasible low pressure sodium coolant, limited
thermal stress, limited corrosion of components, and simplicity of layout m both the primary and
secondary sodium systems
EBR-ÏÏ has operated for 30 years, the longest for any LMR powerplant in the world Given the scope
of what has been developed and demonstrated over those years, it is arguably the most successful test
reactor operation ever Tests have been carried out on virtually every fast reactor fuel type, and the
reactor itself has been extensively characterized The most dramatic safety tests were conducted April 3,
1986, when it was demonstrated that an LMR with metallic fuel could safely accommodate loss of flow
or loss of heat-sink without scram The EBR-D is presently operating as the IFR prototype, demonstrating
important innovations in safety, plant design, fuel design, and actuude recycle The ability to passively
accommodate anticipated transients without scram has resulted in significant benefits related to
simplification of the reactor plant, primarily through less reliance on emergency power and by virtue of
not requiring the secondary sodium or steam systems to be safety-grade These advantages have been
quantified in a Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) conducted for the EBR-n that demonstrated
considerable safety advantages over other reactor concepts The uramum-plutoruum-zircomum alloy metal
fuel is fundamental to the superior safety and operating characteristics of the reactor
As the EBR-n facility was approaching 20 years of operation in the early 1980s, ANL began a process
of identifying and evaluating aging, reliability, and life-extension issues and developing plans for assuring
reliable extended-life operation The critical components list is shown in Table 3

Table 3
ALMR CRITICAL COMPONENTS LIST

Nonreplaceable/Nonrepairable

Safety Rod Drive System
Reactor Grid-Plenum Assembly
Rotating Plugs/Seals
Primary System Instrumentation
Primary Tank
Reactor Vessel Neutron Shield

Replaceable/Repairable

Control Rod Drive System
Fuel Handbag System

- Core gnpper
- Holddown
- Reactor cover-lift mechanism
- Fuel storage basket
- Fuel transfer arm

Primary Sodium Pumps
Intermediate Heat Exchanger (IHX)
Reactor Building Polar Crane



00 From the results of assessments, analyses, and tests, indications were that the reasonable expected
O) technical lifetime estimate for EBR-n was well beyond 30 years and possibly 50 years or more before

approaching any aging limits The plant-life extension program was refocused to build on the original
results of the plant engineering and operational assessment

The EBR-n's long, successful operating history provides an important source of information on the
long-term reliability of LMRs Major programs being conducted in the EBR-H include metal fuel
irradiation testing and demonstration of the inherently safe response of a metal-fueled, pool-type LMR
EBR-n also serves as an important test bed for key features of innovative LMR designs, such as flexible
pipe joints and materials and improvements in instrument and control systems Other major tests being
conducted include those to determine the efforts of running beyond cladding breach, and the response of
oxide fuel to operational transients m a joint U S /Japanese program

The As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) approach to radiation exposure combined with other
EBR-n attributes has resulted in collective man-rem exposures two orders of magnitude less than for
commercially owned and operated light water reactors

512 Zero Power Physics Reactor

The Zero Power Physics Reactor (ZPPR) is an experimental critical facility in which different reactor
core designs can be mocked-up, operated at a low power, and characterized according to the physics
properties of the core and surrounding regions The ZPPR provides experimental physics data for the
design of fast reactor demonstration plants and large fast reactor central-station powerplants Operational
and design parameters such as critical mass, control rod worth, power-generation distribution,
breeding-blanket effectiveness, and neutron flux on support structures are measured for configurations
that exactly duplicate the neutromcs of the proposed design Also measured and confirmed are
safety-related parameters fundamental to the demonstration of a safe design, such as the Doppler
coefficient and the sodium-void coefficient

5 1 3 Transient Reactor Test Facility

The Transient Reactor Test Facility (TREAT) reactor is an air-cooled, thermal, heterogeneous reactor
used to simulate postulated reactor transients and transient undercooling events The primary mission of
the TREAT reactor is to conduct safety-related tests in support of the Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor
program Tests include overpower transient tests on fuels to determine fuel dynamic behavior during
reactor excursions, overpower transient tests to investigate fuel-coolant interaction phenomena,
steady state power tests with loss-of-flow to investigate coolant expulsion and related phenomena, and
combinations of loss-of-flow and transient-overpower tests TREAT also provides neutron radiography
services for experimental fuel irradiation programs and other experiments The impending cancellation
of the ALMR and IFR programs will result in the TREAT reactor's closure and placement in a safe
shutdown condition

514 Hot Fuel Examination Facility

The Hot Fuel Examination Facility (HFEF) consists of an air-atmosphere and an argon atmosphere hot
cell, which provides capabilities for remote assembly and disassembly of irradiated subassembhes and
loops and for examination of fuel elements and material specimens The HFEF examination capabilities
include precision gamma-scanning profilometry and other dimensional measures, weight determinations,
metallography, photographic and visual observations, eddy current and ultrasonic nondestructive testing,
and neutron radiography The impending cancellation of the ALMR and IFR programs will result in the
HFEF's closure and placement in a safe shutdown condition

5 1 5 Fuel Cycle Facility

The Fuel Cycle Facility (FCF, previously designated the HFEF-South) has been modified, including
installation of a safety grade ventilation system, for demonstration of the IFR fuel processing and waste
treatment Equipment is currently being installed to process EBR-n blanket and driver fuel into an
acceptable form for disposal in a geologic repository As with the HFEF, the FCF will be placed in a
safe shutdown condition if the ALMR and IFR programs are cancelled

5.2 Westmghouse Hanford Company

The Westmghouse Hanford Company (WHQ facility at Hanford has served as an irradiation testing
center for LMRs, fusion, isotope production, space and defense power systems, and cooperative
international programs

521 Fast Flux Test Facility

The Fast Flux Test Facility (hFl'h) operated in conformance and compliance with DOE requirements
throughout its lifetime It is the newest reactor within the DOE complex and was completed over ten
years of basically flawless operation, thereby confirming the design assumptions and material performance
of mixed oxide fuel, sodium reactor systems, and the overall safety and operational reliability of the
modern ALMR Advanced core materials have also been developed and tested at the FFTF Most notable
among these is the femtic steel alloy HT9, which was irradiated to ultra-high neutron fluence levels with
little or no neutron induced swelling The hKlh has generated significant quantities of radioisotopes for
medical application and has conducted materials experiments for development of fusion reactors A
special test zone in the FFTF core allowed continuous monitoring of tntium production occurring in
fusion reactor blanket materials under a variety of irradiation and thermal conditions

The FFTF completed its final operating cycle in March 1992, accumulating a total of 2278 Effective Full
Power Days since the beginning of operation in 1980 During this time only one fuel pin from all of the
standard driver fuel assemblies has developed a leak, this assembly was well beyond its design exposure
Irradiation of the reconstituted Fusion Materials Open Test Assembly experiment was initiated in May
1991 and functioned as designed until reactor shutdown in March 1992 The program has been continued
with irradiation of specimens in umnstrumented assemblies in the EBR-H and the High Flux Isotope
Reactor (HFIR)

Nine Core Demonstration Experiment (CDE) fuel assemblies, including lead tests, continued irradiation
until the reactor was shut down in March 1992 A lead test assembly reached a world's highest fuel
assembly burnup of 238 MWd/kgM The highest burnup CDE assembly reached a burnup of 221
MWd/kgM Post irradiation examination of a hot channel lead test will be completed by Japan's PNC

Detailed planning for taking the FFTF to a radiologically and industrially safe condition is now
proceeding Plans call for the fuel to be removed from the reactor, washed, and stored at the site on an
interim basis The sodium will be drained from the plant and stored at the site Plans are being developed
for a possible facility to react the sodium into a stable form

522 Fuel Materials Examination Facility

The Fuel Materials Examination Facility (FMEF) was originally designed and built to provide
examination capability for irradiated fuels and materials The facility was modified to provide a capability
for ALMR fuel fabrication and plutonium (or higher actmide) storage The facility has never been fully
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zdlvated, although it meets the latest design, safety, environmental compliance, and safeguards
requirements. Efforts are being made by WHC, at the direction of DOE, to define a mission for the
FMEF.

5.2.3 High Temperature Sodium Facility

The High Temperature Sodium Facility (HTSF) performed component tests to support the FFTF design
and construction activities. The HTSF was selected by the ALMR program as the facility in which to
conduct key feature tests essential to completion of preliminary design activities. Although planning work
has been done, reduction of the funding and scope of the ALMR program has prevented completion of
this work. DOE is presently planning to shut down the HTSF.

53 Energy Technology Engineering Center

The Energy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC) provides testing capabilities for developmental
hardware, software, and instrumentation in nonnuclear environments.

5.3.1 The Sodium Component Test Installation

The Sodium Component Test Installation (SCTI) is a 75 MWt test facility that is used primarily for steam
generator tests. The sodium heat transport system contains two natural gas-fired sodium heaters, an
8000 gpm main circulating pump, and supporting services for steady state and transient test operations.
SCTI includes a steam and feedwater system which permits once-through or recirculating operation of
test steam generators or tests of other high temperature, high pressure steam and water systems. The
principal operating mode entails delivery of steam to the turbine of the Power Pak »generating system
for production of 27 MW of electricity for distribution to the Southern California Edison power grid. The
SCTI can be operated independently of Power Pak, particularly for the performance of severe transient
tests. These transients would not be prudent to perform in a nuclear facility, but are safely performed in
the SCTI, which has been designed for this purpose. The facility currently utilizes three separate test
positions for steam generators.

5.3.2 The Sodium Pump Test Facility

The Sodium Pump Test Facility (SPTF) was designed primarily for large sodium pump testing and
concurrent testing of large sodium flowmeters. The facility has a flow capacity of 100,000 gpm at a
developed head of 210 psig and a temperature of 1100 degrees Fahrenheit. The system has a turndown
capacity to less than 100 gpm. Electric power is available for motor drives up to 15,000 hp. The system
includes two test stands for large pumps and is designed to produce strong upramp or downramp thermal
transients during pump operation.

5.3.3 The Transient Test Facility

The Transient Test Facility (TTF) is used to simulate the effects of process fluid transient temperatures
and seismic and steady state mechanical loadings on plant components and piping systems. Simulations
for hot water, liquid metal, slurries, and molten salts can be achieved by directing hot or cold
high-velocity inert gas through thermally preconditioned test articles. TTF also contains a large hydraulic
loading structure mounted on a massive, steel-reinforced concrete base, which permits simultaneous
mechanical and thermal stress testing of components up to 32 by 40 by 25 feet. The TTF complex also
includes the Fragility Test System (FTS) and the Seismic Isolation Test Fixture (SITF). The FTS uses
TTF's 500,000 Ib. seismic mass, which is set in bedrock, as a base for high-level seismic failure
(fragility) testing of piping systems and components. A synchronous, four-table hydraulic shaker system

can provide accelerations up to 30 G. The SITF is a test bed designed and constructed to simulate
earthquake effects on large, flexible bearings that can isolate reactor and non-reactor components,
systems, buildings, and other structures from such effects. The TTF is designed to be able to
tesMo-failure in each of its operating modes.

5.3.4 The Steam Accumulator Slowdown Evaluation Rig

The Steam Accumulator Slowdown Evaluation Rig (SABER) is used to evaluate large nuclear- and fossil-
fired steam powerplant equipment in a blowdown mode. A steam flow rate in excess of 10 million pounds
per hour can be developed. Dry or wet steam can be used at pressures to 500 psi, with higher pressures
available. Test article reaction loads can be accommodated to one million pounds, with built-in steam-
quenching and fast-acting control valve capabilities. Types of testing that can be accommodated include
acceptance, qualification, design development, off-design performance, noise and vibration, and failure.

6. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

A series of fuel, blanket, and materials irradiation tests had been completed, or nearly completed, in the
FFTF for Japan's PNC prior to the facility's shutdown in March 1992. Two fuels tests and one blanket
assembly used PNC-supplied cladding and duct components. The Materials Open Test Assembly had
contained a series of PNC-supplied tubing materials. A CDE lead fuel assembly was also incorporated
into the cooperative program. All assemblies have been disassembled in the Interim Examination and
Maintenance Cell. One fuel test has been nondestructively examined, and several pins are to be prepared
for shipment to Japan for destructive examination. The other fuel and blanket test pins are to be
transferred to the HFEF for nondestructive examination prior to selection of a limited number of pins for
shipment to Japan.

Fabrication of gas tag capsules continues at WHC, incorporating isotopes of xenon and krypton for
specific identification of assemblies with failed fuel pins in the Monju reactor. Over two cores of tags
have been delivered to PNC.

There has been rather extensive cooperation with Japan related to development of EM pumps (see Section
2.3.3) and the IFR program (described in Section 3). The ALMR program has also benefited from
cooperation with Italy (see Sections 2.3.3 and 2.4.6).

Finally, it must be emphasized that the fast reactor program pursued by the United States over the past
two decades has always sought cooperation with other nations involved in similar efforts. The benefits
of these cooperative activities have been many, and a debt of gratitude is owed to foreign participants for
the assistance, knowledge, and expertise that has enriched the U.S. program.

7. CONCLUSION

The U.S. ALMR and IFR programs have been the mainstays of the U.S. Department of Energy's
activities related to the IWGFR charter. As one of the original members of the IWGFR, the U.S. has
participated in the Group's activities for the past 28 years. The planned termination of both the ALMR
and the IFR programs, however, will clearly affect future U.S. participation in the IWGFR. For this
reason, a continued U.S. presence at IWGFR meetings is uncertain, although the role of an observer
nation is a possibility.
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A REVIEW OF THE COLLABORATIVE PROGRAMME
ON THE EUROPEAN FAST REACTOR (EFR)
AND ON THE CAPRA ACTIVITIES

M ASTY
CEA, Centre d'études de Saclay,
Gif-sur-Yvette, France

Abstract

This paper describes the recent developments and activities concerning the European
Fast Reactor (EFR) Collaborative Programme and the studies within the framework of
activities under the CAPRA (concept to amplify plutonium reduction in advanced fast
reactors) study The CAPRA project was initiated by CEA in February 1993 A team, with
specialists from the relevant technical domains, was constituted and it was assigned the goal
of performing by the end of 1994 the preliminary feasibility study of one or several fast
reactors with as high a plutonium consumption as possible In addition, they should be able
to contribute to the destruction of minor actimdes The design companies were associated to
the project from its initiation, plutonium burning cores being envisaged for the EFR design
or for designs resulting from the EFR forward programme At the start of the project, the
electrical output of the reactor was considered as a parameter

1. INTRODUCTION

Major changes have occurred since the last annual meeting of the IWGFR In November
1992, the UK government decided to stop funding the EFR R &D programme after March
1993 Also at the end of 1992 the German government requested KfK to stop EFR-related
work by the end of 1993 Finally the EFR Utilities Group (EFRUG) decided to defer the
initiation of the phase 3 of the project i e the detailed design studies phase

In addition, the French government recognised that breeding was no longer a short term
objective and recommended to study ways to decrease the plutonium stockpile and the
overall radiotoxtcity of long lived wastes This led to initiate the CAPRA project for enhanced
plutonium consumption in Fast reactors

This report presents the EFR design and R & D activities up to the end of the second phase
of the project and the results which have been obtained up to now in the frame of the
CAPRA project

2. EFR DESIGN ACTIVITIES

21 Introduction

Securing the long term fuel supply for electncity generation with nuclear power has always
been the main aim of fast reactor development owing to their breeding capability and this

remains the central objective set by the utilities of EFRUG for EFR However, due to the
lower growth rate of electncity consumption and the improved fuel utilisation in modem
nuclear power plants the commercial introduction of fast reactors could be postponed In
the medium term say dunng the first decades of the next century, it is intended to take
benefit from their flexibility in fuel utilisation to achieve an optimum balance between
production and consumption of fissile matenals including plutonium Also under
investigation is the use of fast reactors to control the minor actinide content of nuclear
waste It is well known that a fast neutron flux is one of the best means available for
destroying certain high level radioactive waste This could be realised by recycling the
waste extracted from the spent fuel of thermal reactors in fast reactors

Thus there is an immediate interest in developing a fast reactor fuel cycle from the
perspective of facilitating the management of the back end fuel cycle of the current thermal
reactors In the long term the essential and unique breeding capability of fast reactors will
become necessary to secure the energy supplies against the depletion of uranium
resources

2 2 EFR Programme Status

Following the Conceptual Design Phase (March 1988 - March 1990) the Concept Validation
Phase (April 1990 - March 1993) - see Figure 2 1 - has achieved its intended objective of
getting a technically and economically well established Nuclear Island design and a
preliminary non-site specific safety analysis report accompanied by initial probabilistic nsk
assessment studies

In this three year period the system engineenng for EFR was completed and the R & D
results were integrated into the design Detailed studies concentrated on the analysis of
crucial features in the Consistent Design on comprehensive assessments of the safety
approach and the economic prospects

March 1988 April 1990 March 1993

\
y

Year

Figure 2 1 - EFR programme
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In advance of any formal involvement of the national regulators, EFRUG decided to seek
the advice from a representative panel of assessors composed of senior safety experts
from various national organisations

The economic assessment was a joint activity between EFRUG and EFR Associates The
assessment involved a number of qualified nuclear equipment manufacturers in Europe
who provided quotations for the mam components of EFR Also, the major companies for
fuel fabrication and reprocessing provided fuel service cost information enabling an
assessment of the EFR fuel cycle costs to be earned out

The technical and economic achievements of the Concept Validation phase fully satisfy the
objectives set by EFRUG However, the preconstruction studies which were planned to
follow have been postponed in the light of

- the uranium market does not give nse to any pressing need for commercial deployment
of breeder reactors,

- conversely, there is now an interest to assess the potential for fast reactor to manage the
plutonium stockpile, and

- the delay in the restart of SUPERPHENIX prevents the accumulation of operational
expenence, which is a prerequisite for considenng the construction of a new plant

Consequently, the period following on from the Concept Validation will be devoted to further
investigation of design alternatives which bnng technical, economic or safety benefit The
objective is also to assess the potential of a "New mission" of EFR in the medium term,
which takes advantage of the flexibility of a fast reactor to manage the plutonium stockpile
and transmute minor actmides, whilst retaining the breeder capability for the longer term
when fissile matenal resources are no longer abundant

In this extended programme, the following main tasks will be performed

- to establish the flexibility of the fast reactor for the new missions,
- to evaluate the potential for further technical and economic improvements which were

identified at the end of the Concept Validation phase,
- to assess the optimum size of a prototype from the point of view of demonstrating a large

EFR plant and as an irradiation facility for the next century

A large proportion of this forward programme will concentrate on "Genenc studies", i e a
number of topics which have the potential to improve the product and provide key
information to face evolving requirements regarding the missions and performance of a
future prototype These studies address the areas of core physics, safety behaviour in case
of severe accidents in-service inspection and repairabihty, improvement in prevention and
mitigation of sodium hazards, continued development of fast reactor specific design and
construction rules and feedback of operating expenence from existing reactors

Also the development of the Consistent Design will be maintained by integration of results
from the generic studies so that there will be available an up-to-date yardstick for
companson with other design proposals with regard to technical performance and
economics

2 3 Concept Validation Phase Achievements

- The Approach to Competitive Fast Reactors

Continuation of fast reactor development although it appears desirable in the light of the
general arguments exposed in the introduction must also be economically justifiable
This means that the electricity generating cost must be sufficiently close to that of the

PWRs The demonstration of the economic potential was therefore an important
objective of EFR design studies, leading to thorough investigation of all components of
the kWh cost, i e investment, fuel cycle and operation

This investigation was conducted as a joint enterpnse between EFR Associates and
EFRUG, each being responsible for clearly identified areas of work as is outlined in
Figure 2 2

The design work on EFR has achieved substantial investment cost reductions for the
NSSS compared to SUPERPHENIX as is illustrated in Figure 2 3, which displays the
specific weights of steel in tons per kWe employed for the main systems of
SUPERPHENIX and EFR In order to confirm the favourable trend deduced from this
companson of economic indicators, the EFR Associates launched a comprehensive cost
enquiry campaign which involved expenenced component manufacturers in Europe The
manufacturers were asked to provide quotations against specific "Cost Enquiry
Specifications" for a number of components typical of fast reactors

These specifications were established on the basis that the manufacturers had only to
comply with their national standards for the fabncation of nuclear components This
approach avoided cost distortions due to the need for accommodating foreign standards
and is consistent with the fact that a site for EFR has not been selected yet and could be
located in any of the partner countries Moreover, when the construction of EFR starts,
large progress will have been achieved in establishing common European standards
which will supersede the national ones in line with the realisation of the single European
market

Against that background, 21 key components were selected for quotation by
manufacturers and corresponding cost enquines were addressed to 19 manufacturers in
4 countnes Austna, France, Germany and the UK, giving nse to 57 quotations
Component costs were obtained for the first-off EFR station and for a senes unit in a
programme of fast reactors so that cost reduction due to the learning effect and senes
construction could be fully exploited

The Nuclear Island cost assessment by the EFR Associates was combined with cost
estimates of the Conventional BOP by the utilities of EFRUG to establish the
construction cost of the whole station under the conditions prevailing in each country
This provided the main input for computation of generating cost

To secure the assessment of EFR fuel cycle costs, EFRUG requested the major
companies specialised in nuclear fuel fabncation and reprocessing, BNFL and COGEMA
to provide up-to-date information on fuel service costs As for the plant construction, the
fuel service cost assessment was requested for the first-off station and for a series unit
in a programme of fast reactors to establish a fuel cycle operating under similar industnal
conditions as for the PWRs

In the transition period preceding the launching of a series the fast reactor fuel services
will be provided by existing PWR recycled fuel (MOX) fabncation and reprocessing
plants leading to a fast reactor fuel cycle operating not at its economic optimum
Successive replacement of thermal MOX fuel plant services by plants designed for fast
reactor fuel services on a commercial scale will continuously improve the fuel cycle
performance leading finally to a minimum cost expected to be markedly lower than that
of thermal reactors

The assessment of operational costs was based on utilities expenence of nuclear power
plant operation A goal of EFR design is to avoid there being significant differences in
operation and maintenance (O & M) costs compared with PWRs this intention being
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supported by a companson of the number and complexity of the nuclear related systems
and auxiliary plant It is an established fact that the radiation doses to operators are
substantially lower in a fast reactor station compared with the PWR, this has favourable
consequences on O & M costs

Finally, the comparisons of generating cost evaluations between EFR and PWRs earned
out in France, Germany and the U K are summarised in Figure 2 4 As far as possible, a
common set of assumptions and economic parameters was considered in the generating
cost computations However, some variation in generating costs anses due to diffenng
national practices for the conventional plant and evaluation of the operation and
maintenance and fuel cycle costs

Figure 2 4 shows a range of kWh cost values larger for the PWR compared with EFR
This is due to the PWR reference stations being of different designs in the three
countries, whereas the major part of the EFR station, the nuclear island, is a common
design and only the Conventional BOP is peculiar to each country

Thus the goal of competitiveness for EFR can be considered as achieved The prospects
appear favourable to EFR in the UK, more balanced in Germany, and slightly less
favourable in France This reflects the respective situations of the three countnes
regarding the introduction of PWR stations These have been extensively introduced in
France, leading to the lowest electncity generating costs ever achieved by any nuclear
power plants in the world, setting a very ambitious target for competitiveness However,
the projected cost of electncity by fast reactor plants of the EFR type are not far from this
target, so that the advantages of fast reactors can be obtained at a very reasonable pnce
in France and without overcost in the other countnes

The Safety Approach for EFR

A pnme feature of the safety design of EFR is the extensive application of "defence in
depth" concepts The successive protection levels include
- careful design high effort in quality assurance extensive R & D to ensure a good

design and performance,
- systems to protect and control failures or deviations from normal operation,
- protective systems and engineered safety provisions,
- physical barriers to confine any radioactive release,
- ultimate nsk minimisation measures to enhance further the reliability of shutdown and

decay heat removal and the retention capability of the containment

Because the reactor is not pressunsed and is located in a close fitting pit a loss of
coolant is precluded and core melt preventive measures are concentrated on enhanced
shutdown and decay heat removal

Through these preventive measures the nsk of core melt is extremely low (remote in the
residual nsk domain) and beyond the objectives set by INSAG for future reactors As
such, there is no need for special containment provisions to meet the requirements on
accident release limits Nevertheless, according to the ALARP pnnciple strong pnmary
and secondary containment are included, which further mitigate against postulated
loadings

The core design has been optimised for safety through
- the choice of fuel pin linear rating dictated by the prevention of local fuel melting in

case of inadvertent absorber rod withdrawal
- the choice of core height to minimise the positive reactivity effect of sodium voiding
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- the Doppler coefficient to provide efficient reactivity feedback to rapid transients

Reactor shutdown is assured by two independent and diverse basic shutdown systems
which guarantee a very high reliability so as to relegate shutdown failure into the domain
of residual nsk

In the domain of residual nsk however, the Third Shutdown Level" becomes effective It
consists of a bundle of additional engineered safety features which are incorporated in
the design as a result of extensive nsk minimisation studies The system consists of
active and passive subsystems and is supported by beneficial natural core behaviour
For example, the following features of absorber rod actuators are part of the 'Third
Shutdown Level"

- a device which uses thermal expansion of drive mechanism to trigger rod drop,
- automatic cut of power supply to the electro-magnets by which the rods are

suspended,
- mechanical stroke limitation restraints to mitigate inadvertent rod withdrawal,
- motonsed dnve of the whole rod bank to follow up insertion

The "Third Shutdown Level" is capable of maintaining core mtegnty in case of postulated
failure of the two basic shutdown systems

Decay heat removal (DHR) is normally achieved using the steam/water plant This is
backed up by two diverse DHR systems, both safety qualified Also, the use of the steam
generator shell surface for heat removal by air cooling is an effective nsk minimising
measure

Provision of a dose fitting guard vessel and pit surrounding the reactor vessel is a simple
and effective measure to mitigate the consequences of a pnmary coolant leakage and
ensures long term cooling of the core under such post-accident conditions

Therefore, loss of coolant leading to an inability to remove decay heat is not possible due
to the low operating pressure of the pnmary sodium system, which ensures that pnmary
sodium leaks do not involve any boiling

The containment concept complies with the "defence-in-depth" pnnciple, by providing a
multiplicity of bamers between radioactive fission products and people The good
reliability of the first of these bamers, the fuel cladding, has been confirmed by operating
expenence of prototype Fast Reactors This enables radioactivity of the pnmary coolant
and other sodium systems to be kept very low with corresponding benefits for the
operators both in normal and abnormal situations

The fact that the pnmary containment (made up by the pnmary system boundaries -
second barner) is at low pressure, gives a further essential advantage in that any
leakage from it will not threaten the secondary containment (third bamer) with large
overpressure

Even with the high level of prevention of core disruptive accidents the capability of the
primary containment to resist dynamic loadings has been assessed and all weak points
have been designed out Similarly the mtegnty of the secondary containment has been
demonstrated for a range of plant states representing various stages of degradation of
the pnmary containment

The challenge for EFR is that it must satisfy the same level of safety as the future LWRs
and be capable of being licensed in each of the participating countries

An important achievement has been the demonstration of the licensability potential
through an independent review of the essential elements of the safety case by a group
of prominent safety experts from France, Germany and the UK This review allowed m-
depth discussions on the general approach, the mam safety functions and the proposed
risk minimisation measures The outcome was as follows

- on core melt adequately low levels of nsk are achievable,
- on sodium fire hazards and in-service inspection significant progress has been made

with EFR compared to previous fast reactor designs,
- on decay heat removal the improvements incorporated in the design are judged

satisfactory

The review concluded, notably, that the approach adopted for EFR results in levels of
safety comparable with those of future PWRs It also provided useful advice on areas
where the work should substantiate further the safety case of EFR E g , some
additional studies are recommended concerning

- the containment additional demonstration of the validity of the chosen "plant states"
as part of the ALARP pnnciple implementation,

- common cause failures due to the concentration of safety equipment on the reactor
roof, it is necessary to show that the measures have been taken to make the nsk
acceptably low

In conclusion, the final view expressed by the independent experts was that «they were
favourably impressed by the progress that has been made with the current EFR design,
and they consider that it provides a sound basis from which to proceed to licensing
application in each of the participating countnes»

There is no doubt that EFR can achieve comparable levels of safety to those expected
for future PWRs

A Robust Design

The objective was to produce a design which would both ensure a high plant availability
and meet the lifetime target of 40 years This necessitated special attention to
components and structures where failure would lead to prolonged outage for repair (of
which the permanent reactor structures, the heat exchangers and the steam generators
are particularly important), and the development of efficient in-service inspection and
repair methods

The approach to meet this objective was to use. as far as possible consistent with the
other requirements, technology which was already venfied or which could be expected to
be fully endorsed by R & D Consideration was also given to optimisation of parameters
to ensure high component endurance coupled with continued study to develop well
founded and validated design rules

Layout of Plant and Buildings

The general plot plan (Figure 2 5) is as an example based on a river site with a cooling
tower The centre of the Nuclear Island (NI) is formed by the cylindrical Reactor Building
(RB) with three adjacent Steam Generator Buildings (SGB) In addition the NI
incorporates the Switchgear Buildings which house the essential and non essential
electncs and the main control room and the Auxiliary Building housing the fuel and
component handling equipment decontamination facilities and stores for new and spent
fuel
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The Reactor Building (RB) is designed to accommodate the reactor and its associated
protection and cooling systems based on a six circuit sodium cooling system for heat
transfer to the steam generators Other major features for sizing the RB are the provision
for flasking of reactor components via a polar crane and a transfer corridor, fuel handling
by an A-frame and via a handling cell, a three safety divisions/two conventional sections-
electncal system and provision for protection against aircraft crash

A cylmdncal building shape has been adopted, concentnc with the reactor vessel The
building is constructed of unlined reinforced concrete and forms the secondary
containment boundary It is designed to prevent the release of radioactivity, to withstand
the pressure resulting from a sodium fire and to provide radiological shielding

The RB together with the adjacent Steam Generator Buildings, Switchgear Buildings and
Auxiliary Building are all on a common raft with beanng pads for effective isolation of
honzontal earthquake-induced loads The reactor vault is additionally separated from the
raft by springs to reduce the vertical seismic loads This design allows also an
adjustment of the reactor in case of abnormal honzontal or vertical displacements

The three Steam Generator Buildings (SGBs) are arranged on the penmeter of the
Reactor Building, the location of the SGBs is dictated by the component arrangement on
the reactor roof Each SGB is separated into two Steam Generator Compartments
(SGCs) Each SGC compnses one secondary loop, one direct reactor cooling loop and
parts of one feedwater/steam piping system, with their auxihanes/ancillaries All
components of these systems are located outside the RB , the Sodium/Air Heat
Exchangers (AHX) are located beside the upper part of each SGB

In each SGC the water/steam areas and the sodium area are strongly separated by
concrete walls The Steam Generator Unit (SGU) itself is vertically located in the sodium
plant cell The outer shell of the SGU is connected to the live steam and the feedwater
chamber by short steel cylinders, which allow the connection to the Main Steam System
in full respect of the separation between both areas

Sodium fire protection for the pipework within the RB is achieved by leak jackets
connecting the heads of each 1HX and DHX with their respective piping chambers
Sodium leak drainage from all floors of the SGB and from the RB piping chambers is
routed towards leak collecting pans on the foundation raft in the SGB

Provisions are made for quick removal/ replacement of the Steam Generator Unit (SGU)
and the Secondary Pump Access to the two SGCs of one SGB is by a common
staircase including lifts

The Switchqear Buildings are the buildings located in parts of the annulus around the
RB, between the Steam Generator Buildings No 1 and 2 and Steam Generator Buildings
Nos 3 and 1 They house the electric and the control and instrumentation equipment for
the essential and non-essential consumers Additionally, the Heating, Ventilation and Air
Conditioning systems are arranged inside these buildings

On the roof of each Switchgear Building (as well as the Reactor Auxiliary Building) there
are 2 Sodium/Air Heat Exchangers, such that each SGB has an AHX on each side

The Turbine Generator Building contains all components of the water and steam plant
including the turbine generator Large components are handled with a bndge crane
through a central assembly opening In general the overall layout is similar to that of
Turbine Generator Buildings in PWRs

The Reactor Auxiliary Building is located adjacent to the Reactor Building between the
Steam Generator Buildings No 2 and 3 It houses the components of the auxiliary
systems based on a modular design

Reactor Core

Two options are considered for the reactor core a conventional homogeneous core and
an axial heterogeneous core with an internal fertile slice just below core midplane Both
concepts have three core zones with different plutonium contents and are fully
compatible with each other The inner zone contains 207 fuel subassemblies, while the
intermediate and the outer zones are formed by 108 and 72 fuel subassemblies The
core is surrounded by 78 breeder subassemblies in one row The reactor core is 1 m
high and, in the case of the axial heterogeneous concept, it compnses a 0 12 cm high
internal breeder zone Axial breeder blankets having a thickness of 0 15 m and 0 25 m
are located above and below the reactor core respectively

As a feature of the design flexibility with regard to the breeding charactenstlcs, either the
suppression of the axial and radial blanket, or the addition of axial blanket (up to a total
of 0 8 m) and of one additional radial breeder row are possible This feature is also
important in connection with potential new missions of fast reactors for plutonium
management and transmutation of minor actmides

Viewed from core centre (see Figure 2 6) the radial core shielding consists of 2 rows of
stainless steel reflector subassemblies. 1 row of B4C pin subassemblies and 4 rows of

The core shielding is completed by the axial shielding integral with the subassemblies In
the bottom core regions, this is realised by steel inserts in the fuel and breeder
subassemblies The upper axial shielding is a bundle of 19 pins filled with steel and 84C
The design cntenon for the overall core shielding is compliant with permissible damage
rate values at the in- vessel structures, the limitation of secondary sodium activation to
values which allow to classify the Steam Generator Building as a radiologically
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Figure 2.6 - EFR Core Layout

uncontrolled area as well as the fulfilment of the core momtonng requirements with the
detectors located in the above core structures Finally, well separated from the core by
the radial shielding there is the in-vessel storage with a capacity of 234 fuel
subassemblies

For core control the EFR is equipped with two diverse fast acting shutdown systems
They are independent of each other from the sensors to the actuating tnp systems The
latter are assigned to different electrical divisions where functional isolation of the
different tnp safety trains is provided Each system on its own is capable of controlling all
accidents requmng rapid shutdown of the reactor

An absorber rod group is associated with each shutdown system In each of these
groups, two types of absorbers are used the control and shutdown rods and the diverse
shutdown rods The 24 control and shutdown rods provide sufficient anti-reactivity to
shut the reactor down in addition to their primary mission of power control and
compensation of the various reactivity changes dunng reactor operation The 9 diverse
shutdown rods have only the safety function of fast insertion The two rod groups
together guarantee subcnticality during handling operations

Core Sub-Assemblies

Each fuel subassembly contains a bundle of 331 fuel pins with a diameter of 82 mm
The pin clad thickness is 0 52 mm In addition to the fuel and the fertile material pellets of
(U Pu) O2 and UO2 respectively the fuel pins contain a 1 2 m fission gas plenum and

have a total length of 2 645 m On top of the fuel pin bundle, the upper neutron shield is
provided by a 19-B4C-pin bundle of 085 m overall length Including the approx 06m
long spike the fuel subassemblies have a total length of about 48m

The hexagonal wrapper tubes are identical for all core subassemblies The internal width
across flats is 174 2 mm and the wrapper thickness 4 4 mm With the 5 mm gap between
the wrapper tubes, this results in a lattice pitch of 188 mm

The breeder subassemblies contain a bundle of 169 pins with a diameter of 11 5 mm
and a clad wall thickness of 0 6 mm The other main dimensions are the same as for the
fuel subassemblies
The control and shutdown rods contain a hexagonal bundle of 37 absorber pins with a
diameter of 22 8 mm, enclosed in a ngid hexagonal wrapper tube , the length of the B4C
stack is 1 m The diverse shutdown rods contain a circular bundle of 55 absorber pins
with a diameter of 16 4 mm, enclosed in a ngid circular wrapper tube

The bundles and their wrapper tubes are inserted into a hexagonal guide tube B4C with
90 % B10-content in the upper part of the absorber pins is used as absorber material
The B10-content is reduced in the lower 0 3 m of the B4C stack of the control and
shutdown rods and in the lower 0 1 m of the diverse shutdown rods in order to limit the
B10-bumup

Reactor Unit

A compact reactor unit has been achieved (see Figure 2 7} with considerable
simplification to the structures, components and for surveillance The large pool plant
layout is an evolution from SUPERPHENIX taking full advantage of the national studies
for CDFR, SNR 2 and SUPERPHENIX 2
The core, neutron shield and internal fuel store are supported by a diagnd which sits on
a strongback to transfer the weight to the main vessel Sodium is circulated through the
core by 3 primary pumps and the heat transferred to the secondary sodium by 6
intermediate heat exchangers (IHXs) Hot sodium leaving the core is separated from the
cold sodium feeding the core by a single shell called the 'redan" Decay heat can be
rejected from the hot pool by the 6 coolers which form part of the direct reactor cooling
(DRC) system

A key to the compactness of the design is the reduction in the rotating plug diameter,
made possible by the fuel handling arrangements which employ an intermediate "put-
down" for the fuel subassemblies in the central part of the core

A smaller number of the large components compared to SUPERPHENIX (6 instead of 8
IHX and 3 instead of 4 pumps) then leads to a main vessel diameter of only 172m

Simplification has been achieved for the internal structures with a redan formed by a
single shell directly connected to the diagnd The main vessel cooling feed has been
simplified and a solid steel reactor roof was adopted following design and manufactunng
assessments which established the feasibility and advantage over the more conventional
fabncated box structure used in large pool designs

The roof is 0 85 m thick and is fabricated in sectors using narrow gap welding It is lightly
protected on its lower surface by metallic insulation and because the component
penetrations are machined the tolerances are more controlled so smaller gaps are
possible which give a further benefit of lower heat transfer from the cover gas A directed
air flow rejects the heat from the top surface of the roof to the reactor building and
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maintains the temperature at 120°C An important attractive feature is that on loss of
electrical supplies, natural cooling is adequate to maintain a stable roof temperature
The higher resistance to dynamic loading compared to the fabncated roof is an
advantage when making the safety case for the reactor containment Another feature
which has been incorporated to improve the safety is self draining of the roof in the event
of a sodium leak from the pipework above the roof

The rotating plugs are also solid steel making a consistent upper closure design A
device has been provided which raises the plugs before rotation, so that the
thermocouples which monitor the core can be set close to the subassembly heads to
provide a fully representative measurement

The mam vessel is fabncated in austenitic steel and has been the subject of a number of
improvements which simplify and enhance its structural integrity It is cooled in the
cylindncal part by the sodium leakage flow from the support spikes of the core sub-
assemblies This keeps the vessel at core inlet temperature The tnple point connection
with the core support structure is by a forging which improves the integnty and
inspectability both after manufacture and in-service

In combination with the solid roof design, it has been possible to eliminate the tensile
loaded transition weld to femtic steel in the core support path A sound demonstration
has been made for the leak-before-break behaviour of the main vessel

The pnmarv pumps have a top entry, single mixed flow impeller and a flywheel to extend
the run-down time on loss of power supply A decision was taken to opt for a simple
design without valves which implies all three pumps must be available for reactor
operation An innovative feature, recently introduced to the pump design, is the magnetic
bearing and ferro-fluid seal to eliminate completely oil and the potential hazard of its
ingress into the sodium

For the intermediate heat exchangers (IHX), a simple straight tube design is used with
the pnmary sodium on the shell side Because of the limited head to dnve the pnmary
flow, the lower flow resistance on the shell side gives the most compact unit Extensive
analysis has demonstrated that adequate flow and temperature distribution are achieved
throughout the operating range

A new feature is incorporated in the design for sealing the IHX to the redan using piston
rings Similar piston nngs are used in PFR but the feasibility to accommodate thermal
movements between the components and the redan requires a novel design This
feature replaces a gas seal and avoids any question of a large gas inventory being held
below the sodium surface and offers some reduction in mam vessel diameter

The IHX has a valve so that it can be isolated when necessary from equipment and
components in the associated secondary circuit and steam plant The reactor can be
operated with one or two IHXs isolated

Intermediate Heat Transfer System

This system transfers the heat from the intermediate heat exchangers to the steam
generator units during power operation and during operational decay heat removal via
the water/steam plant after reactor shutdown Additionally it represents a barner
between the radioactive primary system and the non-radioactive water/steam system

The intermediate system comprises six parallel and independent secondary sodium
loops, each consisting of one mechanical pump, one steam generator unit, one dump
vessel and the pipework connecting them to each other and to the intermediate heat
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related protection goals (containment of radioactivity, shutdown and decay heat removal)
are not at nsk

In the event of a leak in a steam generat-or, it is necessary to limit the water/steam mass
available for a sodium/water reaction to restrict the pressure buildup in the secondary
sodium system So it is necessary to prevent the additional flow of water or steam to the
leak and to remove the water from the steam generator as quickly as possible For this
purpose, each steam generator can be isolated from the water side and on the steam
side This not only meets the requirements in case of a steam generator leak, but also
permits isolation in case of steam generator repairs

At the same time as the faulty steam generator is isolated from the water/steam loop, this
steam generator is depressunsed For depressunsation, the feedwater side of each
steam generator is connected to an atmosphenc depressunsation tank, specially
provided for this accident The steam side is directly connected to the atmosphere via a
silencer When reaching the lower pressure limit in the steam generator, the relief valves
are dosed to prevent sodium flow to the water side

Direct Reactor Cooling Systems (DRC)

The DRC systems provide highly reliable heat removal direct from the pnmary system in
the event of the main heat transfer through the secondary system and the water/steam
plant being unavailable

They comprise two direct reactor cooling systems (DRC1 and DRC2) each consisting of
three sodium filled loops All loops extract heat from the hot pool of the pnmary sodium
by immersed Na/Na heat exchangers and reject the heat to the environment by Na/air
heat exchangers arranged some 34 m above the Na/Na heat exchangers (Figure 2 8-B)
All six loops are rated for a thermal power of 15 MW in nominal conditions (pnmary
sodium temperature at 530°C, ambient air at +35°C)

DRC 1 relies exclusively on natural convection heat transfer, i e natural circulation on
the sodium side and natural draught on the air side DRC 2 is normally operated in
forced flow Each loop is equipped with a flow supporting electro-magnetic pump (EM
pump) and with two fans in parallel on the air side These active loops possess passive
heat removal potential when the pump and fans are off It amounts to about 2/3 of that of
the active flow mode For stanby operation of the active loops (DRC 2), the air dampers
are completely closed, the EM pumps are running and the fans are off Setting into
operation of the DRC systems is initiated by an automatic signal from the reactor
protection system or by the operator

During maintenance and ISI&R campaigns of the water/ steam plant, the DRC systems
alone must remove the decay heat ISI and refuelling is foreseen to take place at 220°C
pnmary sodium temperature To allow the DRC systems to take over the DHR duty
already a few days after reactor shutdown, the DRC cold leg temperature is allowed in
this case to fall down to 160°C This is controlled by adequate throttling of the air
dampers of the passive loops (DRC 1) and by reduced fan speed and damper throttling,
if necessary of the active loops (DRC 2) A special Na/air heat exchanger freezing
protection is activated if the sodium outlet temperature in individual pipes falls below
140°C The protection is based on multiple temperature measurements in selected areas
of the heat exchanger with automatic damper closure for the affected loop This action
has pnonty over leg temperature control and DHR initiation

The frequency target for the loss of DHR function is less than about 107 per year Since
the degree of redundancy of the DHR equipment in the water/steam system is
determined only by operational and plant availability aspects and since the water/steam

plant is not supplied after loss of station service power, the DHR reliability is essentially
based on the DRC systems Because of the high reliability target, an appropnate degree
of redundancy and diversity has been introduced into the DRC systems to exclude
common mode failures from design basis considerations

- significant differences exist in the design of the heat exchanging components
between DRC 1 and DRC 2 This is also true for the active parts of the air side the
dampers, the damper dnves and their power supplies,

- the combination of three passive loops with three active loops also leads to an
operational diversity between the two systems

The use of sodium as coolant in the DRC loops meets the thermalhydraulic requirements
economically and enables the application of common sodium auxilianes both for DRC
and secondary loops

Auxiliary Systems:

The pnmarv sodium purification system consists of an in-vessel EM pump and an ex-
vessel cold trap, heat exchangers and plugging meter, arranged in a shielded concrete
cell with steel liner and inert gas The pipework outside the purification cell has double
envelopes In case of a sodium leakage the purification cell atmosphere (argon with
sodium aerosols) is relieved into the buffer vessels of the reactor cover gas system

The pnmarv sodium filling system takes the sodium from the supply vessels into the
reactor vessel via one low point vessel, an EM pump, a sodium filter and two ejectors
The low point sodium vessel enables the draining of the sodium volume of the filling
system After filling of the reactor vessel, three of the supply vessels act as buffer
vessels for the reactor vessel cover gas system

Each secondarv sodium purification loop is associated with one main secondary loop
and one direct reactor cooling loop All associated loops are arranged in the same Steam
Generator Building compartment and are supplied from the same electrical division Each
of the six parallel and independent punfication loops consists of a cold trap with
recuperative heat exchanger, a plugging meter unit, an EM pump and the pipework with
valves

Between the steam generator and dump vessel, there are two pressure relief lines with
rupture discs A second pressure relief system connects the gas space in the dump
vessel to the environmental atmosphere above the steam generator building

The reactor vessel cover qas system protects the pnmary sodium against ingress of
impunties, in particular those caused by air ingress and establishes the gas pressure in
the reactor vessel needed for the whole range of pnmary system operation Three buffer
vessels with a total volume of about 1,200 m3 enable to operate at constant cover gas
mass dunng all operating conditions within a small bandwith of the set pressure range
Dunng normal operation, the cover gas is circulated via a cover gas punfication system
(cryogenic adsorber filled with activated charcoal) to hold the radioactivity level in the
reactor vessel gas space as low as possible Hydraulic safety valves are provided to
protect the reactor vessel cover gas system from under or overpressure

The secondarv cover gas system protects the sodium of the secondary system and the
direct reactor cooling systems against air ingress and keeps the different pressures in
the cover gas subsystems in the predetermined range The cover gas system is located
in the three steam generator buildings and is divided into six identical subsystems
corresponding to the six mam secondary loops



CD The main vessel/safety vessel interspace gas system has to inert the interspace between
00 reactor vessel and safety vessel with nitrogen and to maintain a constant pressure

difference between the interspace gas and the reactor vessel cover gas

Core Sub-Assembly Handling Systems

Refuelling takes place dunng scheduled reactor shutdowns, which occur at
approximately annual intervals Fuel subassemblies which are at the end of their life are
removed from the core and placed in the in-vessel store Fuel subassemblies which have
been retained in the in-vessel store dunng the previous reactor operating period and
therefore have a lower decay heat rating, are transferred from the in-vessel store to the
secondary fuel handling facilities Other irradiated core components, such as breeder
subassemblies and absorber rods, can be removed from the reactor vessel without using
the internal store

The in-vessel transfers of core elements are performed by two handling machines The
direct lift charge machine is located on the small rotating plug in the centre position of the
above core structure It is used for removal and insertion of sub-assemblies associated
with the inner core zone The fixed arm machine is also located on the small rotating
plug, but outside the above core structure It is used for removal and insertion of
subassemblies associated with the outer handling zone Furthermore, it forms the link
between the pnmary ramp and the transfer bucket of the A-frame system and the direct
lift charge machine Transfer positions are used as intermediate put down between the
two handling zones

Sub-assemblies are discharged from the reactor in a sodium filled bucket via the pnmary
ramp of the A-frame system The secondary ramp terminates in a transfer cell below the
handling cell The subassemblies are raised by a handling machine into the handling cell
which is inerted with nitrogen and which accommodates a cleaning facility for sodium
removal and an encapsulation facility for failed subassemblies After sodium removal, the
subassemblies are transferred under water to a water storage system In case of
encapsulation, the subassembly in its canister is transferred to a dedicated storage
position or to a special transport cask Following 4 year storage, when decay heat has
reduced to about 2 kW, the intact subassemblies are loaded bare into transport casks
These casks leave the fuel handling building through an air lock to an on-site or off-site
dry store for long term interim storage Alternatively, they can be shipped to the
reprocessing plant

The dry store is of modular design and, therefore, can be increased in capacity as
storage requirements demand Subassembly cooling is achieved by natural convection

New subassemblies are transferred from the new fuel store into the reactor vessel on a
one-to-one basis in exchange for irradiated subassemblies They enter the fuel handling
building via the transport cask air lock, then they are inspected and stored in the new fuel
dry store which is cooled by natural convection Dunng the handling campaign, they are
transferred from there to the reactor vessel via the handling cell

Handling, Decontamination and Maintenance Facilities for Main Components

Maintenance facilities for NSSS components are provided within the Reactor Building
within the transfer corridor and, if necessary, within a specially constructed off-island
building New or replacement reactor components can be delivered to the transfer
corridor for movement to the reactor

Transfer of activated and contaminated components from the reactor building or transfer
comdor to any off-island facility and vice versa will be within a transit flask and in
conjunction with a special purpose transport system

Within the reactor building, components of the pnmary system are handled by shielded
flasks These flasks are transported by the polar crane in the reactor hall A flask is
raised to a fixed height, to engage a secondary retention feature which is directly
attached to the crane grab Adaptors and valves operate in conjunction with the flask
valve to provide the connection between the flask and the reactor roof dunng handling
operations

Small and medium sized components of the pnmary system are serviced and repaired
inside the reactor building either by remote techniques in an inert gas atmosphere or by
hands-on maintenance after washing and decontamination Large components, such as
intermediate heat exchangers and pnmary pumps, can be repaired m a specially
constructed off-island maintenance building The basic facilities compnse the following

- one large shielded flask for handling of intermediate heat exchangers, pnmary pumps
and fixed arm charge machine,

- one small shielded flask for handling of absorber rod dnve mechanisms, direct lift
charge machine, measunng probes and miscellaneous pnmary system equipment

Sodium wetted components or components with other types of surface contamination
are cleaned and/or decontaminated in differently sized washing and decontamination
vessels inside the Reactor Building The shielded flasks can be directly transferred to the
washing and decontamination vessels

Inspections, repair and maintenance work on activated components or handling flasks
can be earned out in the maintenance cell inside the Reactor Building The cell is within
the operating range of the polar crane

Electrical Systems

The power supply concept is characterised by a twofold connection to the gnd the main
grid and the standby gnd In normal operation, power is fed from the generator to the
mam gnd and to the plant service system In the event of a loss of main gnd connection,
the plant switches over automatically to house load operation, i e direct supply by the
generator, the reactor being maintained at about 20% of nominal thermal power If the
mam gnd is not available and house load operation fails simultaneously, the power
necessary for safe reactor shutdown and operational decay heat removal is drawn
automatically from the standby gnd

The power supply system of the plant distinguishes 4 different levels according to the
different tasks of the connected loads It is arranged in so called sections if supplying
operational consumers and in divisions if supplying safety equipment For the Nuclear
Island, these are 3 sections and 3 divisions protected against external events For the
Conventional BOP, two sections are provided

The normal power supply system (level A) supplies all those components performing
non-safety classified functions which are not needed after a loss of station service power
(LOSSP)

The spare power supply system (level B) provides supply of components performing non-
safety classified functions which are needed after LOSSP with regard to investment
protection It is backed by one diesel generator and 3 batteries



The standby power supply system (level C) supplies those components indispensable for
nuclear safety but only needed after a delay which allows corrective measures to be
implemented In case of a LOSSP 3 diesel generators one for each division ensure
power supply after at least 32 h The diesel generators can also feed into the spare
power supply system

The emergency power supply system (level D) supplies components performing
functions indispensable to nuclear safety and needed immediately after LOSSP Three
emergency power supply battenes one for each division ensure an unmterruptable
power supply for at least 32 h The battenes are charged by the standby diesel
generators

The Success of EFR Proiect

The EFR project is widely regarded as a success, matching the ambitious expectations
of the customer utilities This has been achieved as a result of the partnership between
the design companies the R & D Organisations and the Utilities The success of the
project is a shining example of European cooperation

At the completion of the Concept Validation phase the economic assessment involving
the key manufacturers in the participating countnes, confirmed the potential for the EFR
design to be competitive with the national PWRs It was also confirmed that the EFR
design and safety features can be confidently expected to be licensable in each of the
participating countnes This statement can be made following the positive outcome of the
independent safety review completed early in 1993

The feedback of expenence from the operating plants is invaluable in providing
assurance that commercial fast reactors can be successfully operated This has been
done and is an important part of an ongoing activity which has been agreed with
EFRUG

This future programme reflects the evolution of the EFR project regarding timescale and
aims at further enhancing the flexibility of the fast reactor for its potential to manage the
plutonium stockpile and transmute minor actinides according to the prevailing
requirements from the fuel cycle However secunng the long term fuel supply for
electncity generation through breeding remains the mam aim of fast reactor
development

The next penod will seek to maximise the extent and benefit of collaboration

within Europe to include all those parties with a strategic interest particularly in the
closed fuel cycle
outside Europe to realise the potential which has been established for extending
collaboration to Japan Russia and the USA

3. EFR R & D ACHIEVEMENTS

CO
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3.1 Fuel element and core materials

Introduction

The extended shut-down of PFR in 1991-92, the ongoing shut-down of PHENIX had a
major effect on the achievements of the goals set for EFR fuel and core matenals The
programmes were reoriented towards PIE and matenals properties assessment

Irradiation progress

PE 16 clad

Two clusters, each with 12 annular pelleted mixed oxide fuel pins have reached 23 2%
bum up/136 dpaNRT and 22 6% bum-up/130 dpaNRT respectively

Subassembly irradiations of PE 16 clad pins have also continued and the maximum bum-up
achieved has now been extended from 176% to 189% bum-up/148 dpaNRT This
subassembly has been discharged intact and irradiation is pursued with a sister
subassembly it is expected to reach 20% bum-up/155 dpaNRT by PFR closedown on 31
March 1994

As a result of the UK government decision not to fund any further Fast Reactor R & D work
no post irradiation examination work will be earned out at Dounreay

15-15 Ti clad

Due to the ongoing shutdown of PHENIX, no further progress could be achieved in
dose/bum-up values The leading subassembly with the reference cladding is still in reactor
at 16 8%/143 dpa NRT awaiting restart of the reactor The satisfactory performance of the
austenitic matenal (CW 15 15 Ti and 1 4970) at these bum-up levels and the improvement
in the specification (AIM 1 matenal) give confidence that the defined targets for EFR are
achievable

Matenal properties

Studies on austenitic steel cladding internal corrosion were made on the basis of existing
expenmental data (eddy current results irradiation conditions profilometry, etc ) coming
from different subassemblies irradiated m PHENIX

The fabncation of PHENIX dnver subassemblies with the AIM 1 reference matenal is in
good progress more than 2000 pins have already been fabncated and 2500 clads are
currently being controlled

Burst tests were performed to determine the mechanical behaviour of irradiated pins in
order to justify the use of the design cntena Irradiated pins showing internal corrosion or
manufacturing defects were also examined clearly showing that these defects only have a
small influence and that the behaviour is well descnbed by the existing mechanical rules

Mechanical tests and ageing tests were performed with irradiated ferntic martensitic
wrapper materials (1 4914 HT 9 FV 448) allowing to improve the specifications the
reference material
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3.2 Sodium chemistry, Instrumentation, In-Service Inspection and

Repair

Hydrogen detection in steam generators

Due to budget constraints, the development of a multi-channel prototype (6) has been
stopped and a 2 to 3 channel system, which has already been successfully tested, will be
adopted for EFR

Codes are being developed to cover the secondary operational characteristics, the time and
space evolution of the hydrogen concentration and the hydrogen measuring process. The
code calculations give transit times and detection thresholds for leaks of various sizes at
different SOU tube positions

Acoustic leak detection

Passive and active acoustic leak detection methods are under development. The IAEA
coordinated research programme has confirmed that signal-to-noise ratios of -20 dB could
be handled. This should allow the detection of leak rates of -1 g/s in -1 s, with a minimum
of spurious triprates, meeting the rapid detection targets of the EFR project.

Considerable development of electronics remains to be done : this equipment should allow
rapid alternation between active and passive detection

Inter-vessel monitoring

Most of the activity was devoted to improve the MIR system, and although these studies are
in support of SUPERPHENIX, they are of interest to EFR. The experience gained was used
to examine the request from EFR Associates to increase the inspection temperature up to
200°C : would this increase become necessary, a specific R & D programme should be
initiated and a major consequence might be the necessity to revise the inspection
conditions (defect size, state of vessel surface).

internal structures of the primary system

Several techniques are under development to inspect the internal structures of the pnmary
system

In-gas telemetry is being evaluated through a model describing the deviation of a light beam
above a sodium pool due to thermal heterogeneities . in representative conditions, the
potential errors were evaluated in the range from 1 to 2 mm.

In-sodium telemetry has been studied through preliminary underwater tests, showing that an
accuracy of about 2 mm at 5 m distance is achievable.

Ultrasonic arrays for electronic beam steering are under study and their operation is now
well understood The development of a sodium proof array with 32 elements has been
initiated, but was stopped due to the discontinuation of the UK funding The under sodium
operation of such arrays is still to be assessed

Cleaning/decontamination

Work is in progress to optimise the cleaning/decontamination sulfophosphoric process, with
the aim to minimise the phosphoric acid content and hence the phosphate content of the
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wastes Also, this work will address the case of special coatings such as those used in the
primary pumps

Development of repair techniques

The MIRSA facility for the development of repair techniques (Figure 3 1) has been
commissioned and the first phase of the experimental programme (cleaning and welding
tests) has been initiated

Secondary and DHR circuits

The FUTUNA facility was used to study the behaviour of beaded wire detectors, mainly for
SUPER PHENIX, but the results are of general interest It was confirmed that beaded wire
detectors can be inoperative for small leaks and large diameter pipes when the insulator is
in contact with the pipe wall because the insulator may prevent the sodium from flowing It
was also established that forced aerosol sampling may as well not operate at some
distance from the leak as the insulator may act as a filter

A new sandwich detector was developed Several tests, including long term reliability tests
confirmed its interest

3.3 Core physics

Introduction

The EFR partners have pursued their efforts to supply to the Design Companies a unique
and validated scheme for neutronic calculations

Nuclear data and unified code system

The first version of the European unified code system ERANOS 02 with the multi-
temperature libranes (ECCOLIB2 in 1968 groups and EUROLIB2 in 33 groups from JEF
2 2) and the cell code ECCO 5 allowed the analysis of 121 expenments and in particular
cntical masses The results show the good quality of JEF 2 2 for fast reactor applications, a
quality which has been improved by the adjusments to these experiments

New data structures and new modules are under development for the ERANOS 1 1 version
which will take into account the requirements of the CAPRA programme

An important amount of data was added to the SNEDAX data bank on cntical expenments
It now contains 17 SNEAK assemblies, 5 ZEBRA assemblies and all configurations built
dunng the CONRAD-AX programme in MASURCA A possibility was created to descnbe
assemblies also in RZ simplified geometry The data export to the ECCO cell code was
adapted to the standards of the new ECCO libranes which are produced by the codes
NJOY and THEMIS in accordance with the recent JEF 2 2 nuclear data libranes

CONRAD experiments

The CONRAD experimental programme in MASURCA was completed as foreseen at the
end of 1992 with the conclusion of the CONRAD AX2 phase consisting of a 300mm thick
internal axial breeder layer without plutonium Using the CARNAVAL IV data base and the
ERANOS code system the analysis of the three expenmental phases of the programme
(CONRAD AX1, AX2 and AX3) has been completed showing similar deviations between

measurements and calculations as compared to previous expenmental configurations
without axial blankets

Shielding experiments

The final (phase 9) experimental configuration of the JANUS programme has been earned
out in the shielding facility installed in the NESTOR reactor Completion of the analysis of
phases 8 and 9 is being carried out in the frame of the validation of the new code system
(ECCO - ERANOS - JEF 2 data)

Re-analysis of the SNEAK-11 control rod expenments

The SNEAK-11 senes of expenments performed at the SNEAK zero-power facility in 1977-
79, was conceived to improve the prediction of neutronics parameters of the KNK II reactor
The first analysis of the expenments was performed in 1980 in 2D centre-plane geometry
with few group condensed cross sections and led to unusally large values of the C/E ratio
ranging from 0 97 to 1 24

These experiments were re-analysed with the 3D diffusion code D3D/D3E, using the
adjustment procedure to the expenmental reactivity levels as adopted in the analysis of the
SUPERPHENIX data C/E ratios were found in the range 0 99 to 1 08

BERENICE programme

The BERENICE programme (Beta Effective Reactor Expenment for a New International
Collaboration Evaluation) is being earned at MASURCA with the participation of
international teams from the UK (AEA), Japan (JAERI), USA (Los Alamos Nuclear
Laboratory), Russia (IPPE). Italy (ENEA) and France (CEA) A complete expenmental
investigation of the first (R2) core has been completed in two phases a clean core and an
expenmental core with ßeff measurement devices Classical measurements (fission
distribution, indices, absolute fission rate) and more exotic ones («Rossi, pile noise,
sources traverses) have been compared with calculations and theory The preliminary
results indicate a good consistency between expenmental and calculated fission traverses
but higher dispersion (~ 8%) persists in Integral Fission determination, which directly affects
the final ßeff value This problem is currently being investigated and could be solved in the
next configurations

3.4 Safety

Decay Heat Removal (DHR) by natural and forced convection in the primary system

The R & D work in this field can be subdivided into two parts

- water model experiments,
- tests with the AHX (Na/air heat exchanger) in ILONA under forced and natural

convection conditions

Water model experiments

Steady state tests have been performed to compare the equivalence of the RAMONA
(scale 1/20) and NEPTUN (scale 1/5) models (Figure 32) Detailed temperature field
measurements have been performed At the DHX outlet RAMONA shows a very
inhomogeneous field of isotherms . in contrast the isotherms in NEPTUN show in the DHX
outlet region a horizontal extension In NEPTUN interstitial flow is possible This means that
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cold fluid delivered during the DHX operation time passes the interwrapper space This cold
interstitial flow influences the uniform core temperature distributions and contributes to the
decay heat removal remarkably In RAMONA, this interstitial flow is excluded due to the
ring-type core geometry Comparing the experimental and calculated results for RAMONA
and NEPTUN, it can be seen that the measured upper plenum temperature distributions are
well represented by the calculations In the interstitial flow region of NEPTUN, the
agreement between calculation and expenments is satisfactory for these first investigations

GODOM 2, a 90° water model of SPX2 hot pool (Figure 3 3) has been used to study the
interaction of the core and DHX flows in DHR situation with pnmary natural convection It
was shown that the cold flow ansmg from the DHX can penetrate deeply under the ACS
and interact with the outer fuel elements

KIWA (Figure 34) is 1/10 scale water/air model in EFR geometry of the complete DRC
(Direct Reactor Cooling) including pnmary and intermediate circuits as well as the AHX with
the air stack The reactor wessel is a 20 model It has been used to measure the steady
state performance at various decay heat levels The water isotherms confirm the results
obtained with RAMONA and NEPTUN, i e a strong stratification mainly in a small region
above the core

The ILONA expenments (Figure 3 5)

After two senes of tests (reported last year) in steady state conditions with forced
convection on the sodium side and non-steady state conditions, also with forced convection
on the sodium side, two further senes were earned out under steady state and transient
conditions with natural convection on the sodium and air side

One of the most important result of the steady state tests is the fact that natural convection
could be initiated on the sodium as well as on the air side by opening the outlet dampers of
the AHX, provided that the inlet dampers were already opened Also, it was shown that
stable and reproducible natural convection conditions could be reached up to the nominal
power level of the ng. simulating the reactor conditions from maintenance temperature
(200°C) to nominal temperature (495°C)

The transient tests starting from standby conditions showed that typical demand cases such
as LOSSP (which ask for full power decay heat removal) can be initiated simply by opening
the air outlet dampers No thermalhydraulic instability occurred during the transients

Also, it was shown that the nsk of sodium freezing in case of an inadvertent opening of the
air outlet dampers at maintenance temperature only exists for ambient temperatures below
-35°C

Reactor dynamics in normal and design basis accident conditions

The computer code DYN 2B for plant dynamics has been fully validated agamtst the
SUPER PHENIX start-up tests and has been documented The validation of DYNA/ATTICA
and BESBET has been completed but effort is still required to finalise their documentation

Fuel pin safety tests in CABRI

Extensive analysis of the CABRI 2 tests is still in progress and a synthesis report of the
CABRI-2 programme should be issued in 1994

The experimental CABRI FAST programme started in December 1992 and includes the
following tests

- test on pre-failure pin charactenstics. including the fuel squirting effect (internal molten
fuel movement).

- power-to-melt tests with high bum-up fuel,
- slow TOP (Transient Over Power) tests relevant to Control Rod Withdrawal (CRW)
- Whole Core Accident (WCA) type tests including early transition phase,
- subassembly blockage tests with irradiated fuel

Two tests have already been performed and are being analysed

Behaviour of molten materials

The expenmental SIMBATH programme (expenments using thermite in simulated fuel pins)
has been completed with two wire-spaced seven-pin bundles Preliminary analysis shows
that the melt penetrated deeper into the axial breeder zone on both sides than in
expenments with gnd spacers It is foreseen to investigate this effect through re-calculations
with the SIMMER II code

The THINA expenments (thermite injection into sodium) have been completed and are
currently being analysed No substantial influence of the melt composition was found The
analysis of the pressure signal showed that the thermal interaction mainly takes place
during the injection penod as a sequence of small local events with pressure peaks up to 60
bar The rate of conversion from thermal to mechanical energy was less than 0 3% in all
cases

The objectives of the FLASH tests were to investigate the physical phenomena related to
two-phase flow relocation The simulating matenal is camphor All tests have been
performed and their analysis is underway

The MFTF-B expenments (injection of sodium into UO2-Mo molten fuel simulant) offer
strong and direct support to the assertion that a fuel-coolant interaction will not propagate
significantly to damage neighbounng subassemblies Similar conclusions were obtanied
from the m-pile SCARABEE-N expenments

Sodium fires

Efforts in this area have mainly been devoted to the support of SUPER PHENIX following
the recent requirements from the French Safety Authonty Several tests were performed at
CEA and at KfK Combined pool/spray fire tests were conducted with leak rates ranging
from 15 kg/s to 230 kg/s and one test was performed with a double cell configuration
Special care was taken to record the time history of such parameters as pressure, gas
velocity, transfer of sodium from one cell to the adjacent one The complete results are
currently being analysed

An important effort was devoted to the development of the FEUMIX code after
improvements in the version 2, the development of version 3 was initiated, including
improvements in the physical modelling and the possibility of a fire in several cells The
validation of FEUMIX 3 is expected to be completed in 1994

The NABRAND code has been applied to parametnc studies of large combined sodium fire
accidents, in particular in the steam generator buildings and in the above roof area inside
the containment It was concluded that it was not the maximum leak rate that resulted in the
most severe consequences but much smaller ones

Using a 'standard' droplet spectrum several precalculations of experiments under very
different conditions with NABRAND gave excellent agreement with the expenmental results



Local subassembly faults (LASF)

Design basis accidents calculation tools

The SABRE (Subchannel Analysis of Blockage in Reactor Element) code has been fitted
with a new module for wire-wrapped modelling, and has been validated through the re-
analysis of the SCARLETT-III tests significant improvements have been found over the
earlier wire-wrap model

A benchmark exercise to explore the capabilities of codes for the analysis of fuel
subassembhes under abnormal cooling conditions has been completed It is related to a
large vanety internal blockages in EFR breeder subassemblies The results obtained with
SABRE and BACCHUS-3D/TP show that in all cases concerning begmning-of-life
conditions, the calculated maximum coolant temperature is below the saturation point

MOL 7C programme large internal blockage experiments

The destructive post-irradiataon examination of MOL 7C/6 (10 at% bum-up, central
blockage) was continued The results differ from the previous MOL 7C/4 test (5 at% bum-
up) in particular by an excentnc extension of the melt cavity to the downstream spacer gnd
The size of the cavity decreases with increasing distance from the blockage The results are
in reasonable agreement with those denved from the measured delayed neutron signals

A comparative analysis of the MOL 7C/3 to 6 tests (bum-up from 0 3 to 10 at%) has been
earned out The main conclusions are that local faults m subassemblies at low bum-up are
self-limiting even if local clad and fuel melting occurred With increasing bum-up, there is an
increasing potential for propagation by fuel swelling and fission product driven fuel
relocation In all cases, significant changes in the detection systems signals (in particular
delayed neutron signals) were connected to the development of the fault

Conséquences of the Total Instantaneous Blockage (TIB) with fresh fuel

Based on preliminary calculations and results on the EFR hot pool water mock-up THOR,
the response time of the integrated delayed neutron detection system of EFR was
evaluated Based on PHYSURA-GRAPPE and SURPASS calculations as well as analytical
calculations, it was shown that there is no propagation beyond the six neighbounng
subassemblies at the time of the scram

Initiation phase studies of Whole Core Accident (WCA)

Development of initiation phase codes

The final versions FRAX-5C and FRAX-5D have been issued

The debugging of SAS 4A-ANL2 1 and SAS 4A-REF2 rel 1 and 2 is progressing as well as
its validation against the CABRI-1 programme The SAS 4A code is jointly developed by
KfK CEA and PNC

Initiation phase studies

In case of an unprotected loss-of-flow (ULOF) under the following conditions

EFR 1 m consistent design core
- flow halving time of 10 s

- third shutdown level with 1 mm/K control rod expansion coefficient
- no pony motor, but with natural convection and a direct cooling system in operation,

it has been demonstrated that no sodium boiling occurs

As a consequence, sodium boiling and a Core Disruptive Accident can only happen when
the negative reactivity feedbacks due to the third shutdown level are arbilranlv degraded

If, neverthertess, sodium boiling is initiated, the accident progresses through the core
disruptive accident phases

A comparative analysis limited to the initiation phase has been performed using the FRAX,
PHYSURAC and SAS 4A codes for bum-up levels of 5 11 and 16 at% The results are that
the isentropic energy release (for a final volume expansion of 625 m3) is in all cases below
500 MJ

WCA studies of the transition phase and recnticality

A study has been initiated to determine possible bounds of energetics dunng the core
disruptive phase, taking into account possible inherent mitigating effects and parameters
such as the core size

The development of a new transition phase code was felt necessary and the European
partners joined the development of the SIMMER III led by PNC A first version is now
available and its validation is underway But its full development should extend up to 1997

WCA expansion and disassembly phase

After an analysis of the most important physical processes influencing the mechanical
energy release, it is envisaged, on the basis of the BUBEX code and of the future SIMMER
III code, to develop mechanistic models which could be validated against small scale and
ultimately large scale expenments

Primary containment response to extreme conditions

Several calculations were performed for 150, 300 and 500 MJ transients using both
SEURBNUK-EURDYN and EURDYN 3 codes, indicating convergence problems Due to the
discontinuation of the AEA studies, the SEURBNUK-EURDYN code was transfered to KfK
and CEA

Source term and radiological safety analysis

A review of the expenmental data and methods available to evaluate the source term for
different severe accident scenanos has been performed

The chemical behaviour of fuel in contact with sodium has been studied in order to estimate
to what extent fuel particles were released in the primary coolant following a clad failure
Also the released fractions of fission products were determined for the in-pile tests MOL
7C SCARABEE and CABRI-1 The data from the CABRI-2 tests are being analysed

The potential for the retention of radionuchdes in the pnmary vessel following a CDA has
been assessed in a series of tests in the FAUST facility using the discharge of capacitor to
vaporise UO2 samples The first evaluations indicate that the retention factors are above
105 these values exceed the previous ones obtained from rupture disk discharge tests
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3.5 Mechanics and thermalhydraulics of the core

Core static mechanics

Experimental work on the CHARDIS 3 ng was stopped in September 1992 due to the UK
government decision to cease funding fast reactor research and the effort was placed on
completing the analysis of the tests and issuemg the corresponding reports

Test 1 used a full array of 61 subassemblies and the central part of a fresh core, including
both high and tow fnction cycles The loads calculated with the CRAMP code showed that
the subassembly stiffnesses were in good agreement with measurements (Figure 3 6) when
large deflections were applied Poorer agreement was obtained at low deflections

Test 2 represented an off-centre part of the core and several cycles were performed to
investigate the effects of subassembly rotational misonentation which can give nse to
significantly increased loads There was evidence that manufacturing tolerances ansmg
from the shroud tubes tilt (the "chandelles" ensunng the location of and the sodium supply
to the subassemblies) would only have a small effect on the loads

After this test, the CHARDIS 3 ng was mothballed

Dynamic core mechanics (core seismic analysis)

Tests with the RAPSODIE mock-up were earned out to assist in the development of an
equivalent whole core model These showed an additional and unexpected response
caused by the flexibility of the diagnd As a result, a new stiffer diagnd was manufactured

The design of the three row array for the SYMPHONY mock-up was completed and
manufacture of the different parts is in progress The design of the hexagonal array is also
in progress

Core thermalhydraulics

The low baffle envisaged in the EFR Above Core Structure was shown to generate a
pressure gradient which drives the hot subassembly outlet flow into the gaps between the
subassembly wrappers This flow interacts with the cold nsmg flow (leakage from the
diagnd) creating an unstable interface The HIPPO ng was used to simulate and measure
both flow and temperature fields in the iriterwrapper gaps and to provide data for the
validation of the thermalhydraulics codes

Following earlier work to measure the position of the hot/cold flow interface region, work in
HIPPO concentrated on providing laser Doppler anemometry data on the flow velocities in
the interwarpper gaps Measurements were made and successfully compared with ASTEC
calculations, showing that 2D modelling was important in some regions

Each subassembly of the core is monitored by thermocouples and their ability to record the
true temperature of the outlet flow is needed for obvious safety considerations Tests were
performed using the JESSICA mock-up to determine the conditions to be fulfilled in order to
ensure an acceptable efficiency of the thermocouples indications The JESSICA mock-up
accurately models the core outlet zone and the mterwrapper area Using a core
configuration with two rows of breeder subassemblies, a parametric study was performed to
determine the influence of vertical and radial offseting of the thermocouples These tests
showed that, in order to meet the safety requirements, the thermocouples should be placed
closer to the subassembly heads as compared to the original design
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3.6 Reactor tank thermalhydraulics Whithout any device High fence

Hot pool

At the end of EFR phase 2, using the different models available (COLCHIX 4, JESSICA,
MINNIE, THOR, FREYJA and ABSINTHE) in conjunction with a computational approach,
the status of the hot pool studies is as follows

To obtain a calm free surface, several solutions were examined (Figure 3 7) and two
promising ones were identified

- a fence downstream the core barrel for which an optimisation of the porosity and a
detailed design study still remain to be performed,

- a honzontal deflector on the "VERO" stiffener, associated with a vertical plunging baffle
at the free surface, the performance of which is to be confirmed on a large scale

For a cold flow ratio lower than 11%, agreement was found between the different models on
a value of the cntical Richardson number which gives sufficient margin for the different
operating conditions encountered in the reactor case Nevertheless, some discrepancies
exist between the different mock-ups, but for higher and unrealistic values of parameters

It has been established that the effect of the heat loss due to DHX (Na/Na decay heat
exchangers) standby dunng steady state operating conditions produces a minor effect on
the stability of the pool

The effect of heat flux through the internal structures has been found to be minor without an
additional free surface device It is believed that the upper devices should not change the
situation In the case of a fence, the question has not yet been clanfied, the result
depending on the turbulent charactenstics of the flow which should measured on a realistic
model fitted with a fence

The exact role of the interwrapper flow still remains to be clanfied, although preliminary
calculations have been performed

Effect of the enlarged ACS (Above Core Structure)

An enlarged ACS was adopted to allow instrumentation of the first row of radial breeder
subassemblies by straight vertical instrument guide tubes located within the skirt of the
ACS

To give a preliminary insight of the thermal stnpmg magnitude with the enlarged ACS tests
were conducted with the FREYJA model in which peak-to-peak temperature fluctuations
were measured Also transient tests were performed in the ABSINTHE model to assess the
influence of the new ACS configuration

Thermalhydraulics codes

Development of the different codes (ASTEC, TRIO, COMMIX) was pursued Compansons
between codes and with the experimental results were performed giving more confidence
in the predictions
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Figure 3.7 - Anti vortices devices envisaged for EFR
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Cold pool

The COCO model has been used to determine the thermal loadings on the structures under
the most severe transient conditions (scram from full power with failing disconnection of one
or two secondary pumps, dry out of one or two SGUs)

Radial velocity measurements across the IHX outlet window have been performed with the
EVARISTE mock-up and have been compared to the predictions of the TRIO code,
emphasising the need for further experiments

3.7 Steam Generators, Pumps, Intermediate Heat Exchangers

Steam Generator Unit (SGU) thermalhydraulics

Due to lack of funding, the experiments with models of the SGU inlet and outlet regions
were discontinued The ATLAS monotubular mock-up has been installed at Cadarache The
expenments are scheduled for mid 1994 and will allow the further validation of the existing
computer codes

SGU structural integrity

Tube vibration tests has been performed and have allowed to determine the span of the
gnds holding the tube bundle The results of these tests were correctly predicted by the
GERBOISE code

Sodium-water reaction

Small leaks in femtic tubes may block dunng and after SGU shut-down, and thus may
escape detection In subsequent operation, they may reopen and lead to rapidly escalating
leaks Unblocking expenments have been earned out at Harwell using wet argon or helium
with chelating agents The tests allowed to determine the optimum conditions and also
showed that no damage would occur on non-leaking tubes

Self-evolution leak tests were performed using the GRIGNOTIN ng and have shown that the
escalation rate in femtic steel is largely sensitive to the shape of the initial defect

Glovebox tests of wastage on an EFR SGU shell due to outer-row tube leaks have been
performed at Dounreay It has been found that the rate of wastage decreases with
increasing thickness

Intermediate leak range tests have been formulated to determine basic wastage rates at
different positions in a tube bundle and the threshold leak rate above which neighbounng
tubes would fail due to overheating, causing major damage to the tube bundle The
modified SUPER NOAH ng has been successfully commissioned and the series of tests in
support of the PFR safety case have been completed Tests in EFR geometry have been
initiated and should extend up to March 1995

Overheating tests have been performed and have shown that the Mod 9Cr1Mo steel could
effectively be stronger than Alloy 800 at temperatures higher that 1200°C whereas the
situation is reversed at lower temperatures From these tests a correlation between
temperature T internal stress a and time to failure t has been determined

log (t) = A + 8 T + C log (o)

Primary pumps

Tests have been performed to evaluate the consequences of suppressing the pump skirt It
was shown that, in the case of the EFR design, it would increase the cavitation

Supercntical shaft studies were conducted using the VIBOR mock-up It was shown that an
m-situ balancing of the shaft was achievable, allowing to exceed the second critical speed
The agreement between expenmental measurements and calculations is satisfactory when
the rotor is in air Poorer results have been obtained m water this may be due to the fact
that the rotation is not well centred, as it is supposed in the theoretical model

Intermediate Heat Exchangers

An experimental programme has been performed to give information on the IHX outlet
window modelling It was shown that the major part of the flow is located the lower part of
the window, with a maximum velocity in its central part

Using the JESSICA mock-up (scale 1/3. 120" sector), an expenmental programme was
conducted to measure the velocity distnbution at the inlet window The maximum flowrate
was measured in the part facing the DHR cooler

The TRIO-VF and ASTEC codes were validated against the results obtained with several
mock-ups, and also against the measurements performed on PHENIX IHXs

Rupture discs

The EFR design incorporates rupture discs to protect each SGU from unacceptable
pressure loads Long term testing of reversed buckling discs were performed after 6000 h
at 350 °C, the static rupture pressure remained within the specified characteristics

3.8 Plant structural materials

Introduction

Since the start of the European collaboration, a major rationalisation has taken place,
limiting the number of matenals to one stainless steel for the primary circuit, one femtic steel
for the steam generators and one carbon steel for the support structures

The pnmary circuit stainless steel is the 316L(N). a low carbon austenitic steel with
controlled nitrogen content, similar to that used in the French SUPER PHENIX reactor In
companson with the 316 grades, a tight control of the elements allows the scatter in its
different properties to be minimised The EFR preferred weld metal compositions for MMA
and TIG processes are 19Cr12Ni2Mo and 16Cr8Ni2Mo respectively

The steam generator matenal is the Mod 9Cr1MoVNb (grade 91) femtic steel for which an
important validation programme was carried out

Mechanical properties

Type 316L(N) steel and welds

The objectives of the programme have been to evaluate the mechanical and fracture
properties data for use in the design of (he primary circuit and intermediate components of
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EFR Particular emphasis has been put on long term tests (creep, fatigue, creep-fatigue and
thermal ageing) for weld metals and welded joints

The effect of thermal ageing on the tensile properties has been studied to assess any
change in properties at the end of life in the temperature range from 450°C to 650°C

Long term stress rupture and creep properties in air, including low stress creep data and
cast-to-cast variations, have been studied to improve the data base for constitutive
equations

The effect of pure sodium on the stress rupture properties at 500°C and 650°C has been
assessed The conclusions from long term tests were that sodium had no significant effect
on material in the solution annealed condition, that sodium reduced the rupture properties of
pre-sensitised matenal, and that the rupture strength of solution annealed and pre-
sensitised matenal converged at long times and showed no significant difference for
stresses below 210 MPa

The effect of low dose irradiation on the stress rupture properties is being examined in the
DINOSAURE 3 expenments Specimens irradiated in HFR indicate a larger than expected
effect of irradiation on stress rupture and creep properties, emphasising the importance of
completing the DINOSAURE 3 expenments after the restart authorisation of PHENIX has
been obtained

A statistical analysis of all available fatigue data on Type 316L(N) and Type 316 steels has
concluded that there is sufficient difference to justify the use of a different equation for each
matenal

Work has been analysed to provide a recommendation for the lower bound crack growth
threshold of the solution annealed matenal as a function of the load ratio

Creep crack growth tests on welded specimens have been performed as part of a BRITE
study They showed that the utilisation of simplified fomula does not apply to welded joints

Fatigue crack growth tests have shown that the matenal behaviour measured separately
under creep and fatigue conditions also predicts the behaviour under creep-fatigue
conditions

Low cycle fatigue tests indicate that the fatigue crack growth rate of short cracks is higher in
air than in argon

Mod 9Cr1Mo ferntic steel

This steel has been relatively recently developed and consequently the available data,
particularly for time dependent properties, are somewhat sparse This is particularly true for
the thick section tubeplates where through thickness properties are more difficult to control

As a result and in companson with other EFR structural matenals, considerably more data
are required most notably longer term data Moreover the weld metal composition and
welding details have been only recently determined

The objectives of the programme on mechanical properties have been to produce data on
the effect of temper embnttiement and variations in C and Si content on the properties, and
to evaluate data to define properties for use in design

The effect of thermomechanical treatment on the properties of thick plates has been
investigated The results confirmed that the heat treatment had virtually no effect on the
short term creep rupture properties or on low cycle fatigue life for relatively high total strain
ranges Although the heat treatments produced small reductions from the as-received yield
strength at 500"C, they had no effect on hardening rate, ultimate tensile strength or ductility

Creep rupture tests at low stress deformation were conducted in air on a 300 mm plate at
500, 550 and 600°C Rupture times are available to over 70,000 h Reduced ductility is
indicated for long duration tests at -600°C

The creep strength for relatively short term tests of the MMA weld metal has been shown to
be at least as good as the average plate behaviour Rupture strength reductions in cross
weld tests of no more than 20% of the average plate strength have been obtained, with
failures in the parent steel away from the heat affected zone A similar situation has been
observed for a TIG welded pipe Further tests on matenals meeting the EFR specification
are required, including those of longer duration

Fatigue tests have been completed on four separate casts at 525 and 550°C Statistical
analysis of the results shows little effect of temperature or matenal condition on the fatigue
endurance A statistical re-analysis of fatigue data, including data points from USA and
Japan has resulted in the formulation of a new curve that is conservative compared to that
previously recommended

The creep-fatigue tests preformed up to now are insufficient to recommend a change from
the current creep-fatigue interaction diagram

Only partial results are available on controlled cyclic deformation for shakedown design
analysis The tests completed indicate that the response to cyclic deformation is similar to
that reported for Type 316 steel, in that matenal instability is eventually reached at room
temperature Further tests are required to clanfy the cyclic deformation behaviour of the
Mod 9Cr1 Mo steel

Fatigue crack growth test results at 525°C have shown that, beyond a plateau region
(constant growth rate as K increased), the crack growth became discontinuous, with rapid
bursts and slow growth penods One possible explanation for this behaviour is the high
oxidation rate in this steel at 525°C

Fracture toughness tests have shown that the J-resistance fracture toughness decreases
as the tests temperature is increased, but tends to increase again as the test temperature is
raised above 400°C

The impact and fracture toughness information on Mod 9Cr1Mo matenals is being collected
and assessed in a CEC study contract From the currently available information, the
toughness does not seem likely to limit the design of the EFR steam generators

Studies of Mod 9Cr1Mo steel in sodium and NaOH polluted sodium have shown some
susceptibility to environmentally assisted cracking under dynamic straining conditions The
constant strain rate conditions are, however severe and not representative of conditions in
the EFR steam generators More representative tests indicated that the steel is resistant to
cracking provided stress and temperature combinations that give nse to high plastic strain
rates are avoided

Water side corrosion tests in 0 1% and 1% NaOH aqueous environment were conducted
showing a important increase in the crack depth in the second case



3.9 Structural integrity

introduction

The work in this area can be divided into 11 topics

- evaluation of simplified methods,
- fatigue and creep-fatigue damage alternative method development,
- fatigue damage assessment in weldments,
- creep-fatigue analysis for Mod 9Cr1 Mo structures,
- thermal stnping,
- thermal buckling,
- detailed material constitutive equations,
- structural response due to sodium-water reaction,
- defect assessment and Leak-before-Break below the creep range,
- creep and creep-fatigue crack growth at elevated temperature,
- criteria for leak tightness

Evaluation of simplified methods

The RCC-MR elastic route methods, the lower bound shakedown method developed by
GEC and the Zarka's method developed at the Ecole Polytechnique in Pans, have received
exhaustive examination from the point of view of their applicability and adequacy for
estimating the design cntena of fatigue damage, creep damage (and hence combined
creep-fatigue damage) and strain accumulation Agreed views have been formed of each
method's scope (ability to cover the complete set of cntena), limits of applicability
(circumstances of loading etc in which use is possible) and justification

Fatigue and creep-fatigue damage : alternative method development

In parallel with the validation and qualification of the RCC-MR procedures, an alternative
creep-fatigue assessment route has been developed which follows a more metallurgical
interpretation of the processes involved in creep-fatigue damage enabling some of the
conservatisms of the RCC-MR to be eliminated

Fatigue damage assessment in weldments

The RCC-MR code includes correction factors to determine the admissible stresses in
weldments as compared to those in the parent matenal Fatigue tests at 5SO°C on welded
316L(N) specimens indicate a correction factor of 1 5. which does not compare well with
previous evaluations (1 06) at room temperature Further studies are necessary to clanfy
the situation

Creep-fatigue analysis for Mod 9Cr1Mo structures

Work is in progress to determine the efficiency diagram applicable to this cyclic softening
matenal Preliminary results indicate that the fatigue damage factor at 500°C is no more
than 1 25 for transverse butt welds

Thermal striping

An mtenm design procedure has been suggested, based on experimental results (SOMITE
and SUPERSOMITE) and taking account of the detrimental effect of superimposed high
strain cycles on high cycle fatigue behaviour It is now recognised that this proposal \s

unduly conservative The expenmental results in 316L(N) steel suggest a maximum
allowable amplitude of 75°C for crack initiation at a mean temperature of 550°C

Thermal buckling

The nsk of thermal buckling has been assessed for fixed sodium levels in the case of
cylmdncal shells with a radius to thickness ratio between 100 and 1000 The main results
are that the coupling between external pressure and other loading is very small if the axial
load remains well below the yield strength

In the case of a moving sodium level, the results are not yet in a such mature state Thermal
ratcheting has been observed, even without mechanical load, but a coupling is also
observed between buckling and a ratcheting mechanism when the thermal gradient is
sufficient and the shell is sensitive to geometric instability

Detailed matenal constitutive equations

Several inelastic analysis models have been examined After uni-axial benchmark
calculations, numerical comparisons and venfications, their advantages and validity
domains have been determined

Structural response due to sodium-water reaction

Work has been continuing on the development of the PLEXUS code In its current state,
PLEXUS analysis can be 1D, 2D or 3D, and takes into account

- fluid-structure interaction in 2D or 3D,
- radial plasticity and support reactions in 1D calculations,
- 3D/1D connections,
- reaction zone, coupled with the water circuit,
- circuit singulanties

Defect assessment and Leak-before-Break below the creep range

A methodology has been developed for EFR, based on the definition of the cntical stable
crack size and a through-wall crack size sufficient for a confidently detected leakage, with
recommendations on an appropnate margin between these two values this avoided a
detailed analysis of sub-cntical crack growth of a part-through flaw

The validation of the methodology has been addressed through both calculations and
experiment The conclusions of benchmark calculations are that elastic analysis is
conservative for both leak-before-break and leak tightness calculations

Expenmental validation has involved large scale tests on both cracked pipes and cracked
plates A main conclusion is that significant amounts of stable teanng are possible in wide
plates and pipes for through-thickness cracks in both parent matenal and weldments up to
maximum load Encouraging results have been obtained in the ability to predict the crack
growth resistance in large structures using small scale expenments, but the results to date
are not conclusive There is some evidence to suggest that for through-thickness cracks
residual stresses although needed to predict the initiation of tearing and early stages of
crack growth can be excluded from the prediction of later stages of crack growth leading to
instability



Creep and creep-fatigue crack growth at elevated temperature

A draft procedure has been proposed to assess defects at high temperature where time
dependent effects can occur Two phases are considered initiation and propagation An
assessment benchmark exercise on a pipe containing a surface defect has been made The
results show that both the initiation and the growth methods predict development of the
defect during the assumed life However, the dominant damage mechanism is different for
the two methods, being fatigue dominated for the initiation evaluation and creep dominated
for the propagation evaluation This was partly due to differences m the matenals data used
for the evaluations

Criteria for leak tightness

For a valid leak tightness, it is necessary to demonstrate that a sufficient margin exists
between the maximum crack depth which can conceivably occur in service, and the crack
depth at which unstable failure of the remaining ligament will produce a through-wall crack

An outline procedure has been written, but is less well developed than the Leak-before-
Break of the elevated temperature growth procedure Benchmark exercises will be needed
to assess the consistency and conservatism of the procedure

4. CAPRA ACTIVITIES

The CAPRA project constitutes one aspect of the different programmes devoted to the
management of nuclear matenals ansing from fuel irradiation and aiming at their
subsequent use and at limiting the volume and the activity of ultimate wastes to be stored in
deep repositories In a context where plutonium tends to pile up and where the need for
Fast Breeder Reactors is faraway, the potential of Fast Reactors to burn plutonium, even of
very tow quality, and to contribute with their favourable neutron balance, to the destruction
of minor actinides, has been emphasised as early as 1992, in particular in the report issued
by Mr Cunen, then French Minister for Research Also, the senior representatives from the
utilities, design companies and R & D organisations of the EFR project recognised in
February 1993 that studies in these directions should be pursued

The CAPRA project was initiated by CEA in February 1993 A team, with specialists from
the relevant technical domains, was constituted and it was assigned the goal of performing
by the end of 1994 the preliminary feasibility study of one or several Fast Reactors with as
high a plutonium consumption as possible In addition, they should be able to contnbute to
the destruction of minor actinides The design companies were associated to the project
from its initiation, plutonium burning cores being envisaged for the EFR design or for
designs resulting from the EFR forward programme At the start of the project, the electncal
output of the reactor was considered as a parameter

Mid 1993, the CAPRA project became a European one with participation of a British team
(AEA NNC) and of KfK in Germany

It soon became obvious that the design studies would necessitate an important R & D
supporting programme Its main directions of studies were also defined in 1993 and it was
proposed to international cooperation Agreements in this direction were rapidly concluded
with Japan (PNC) and more recently with Russia (IPPE) Contacts are pursued with
Switzerland (Paul Scherrer Institute) and Italy (ENEA)

The design activities in 1993 were as follows

- to precisely define the directions of studies,
- to perform a broad parametnc study aiming at understanding the physics of plutonium

and minor actinides burning cores, and understanding the trends relevant for designing
cores

- to apply these trends to design core images which were compared along a list of cntena
- to select and more deeply study the two most promising core families

The corresponding R & D studies aimed at the following

- to define the plutonium burner core configurations to be studied over several years in the
MASURCA reactor (CIRANO programme),

- to manufacture and characterise the first CAPRA fuels,
- to define and initiate the irradiation programme

These aspects are detailed hereunder

4.1 The studies related to the CAPRA project

Definition of the studies (February 1993)

From the start, two parallel directions were identified for the development of the project

- the first direction, a "safe" one considered as the reference option, consisted in explonng
cores based on mixed oxide fuel, in continuity with the expenence gained up to now , in
addition, the proposed fuels should be compatible with the existing fuel cycle technology,
i e with the dry route fabncation process (powder metallurgy) and with the PUREX
reprocessing process (nitnc acid dissolution followed by solvant extraction),

- the second one considered as an advanced option, with the utilisation of fuels without
uranium leading to the highest expected plutonium consumption (about 110 kg/TWhe)
this route implies to solve new physics problems because of the virtually disappearance
of the Doppler effect , it also implies to develop special fuels which may necessitate
adaptations or even important changes in the reprocessing process

The first task in the project was to determine the maximum acceptable plutonium content
along the ' safe" route so as to be compatible with the reprocessing process It was finally
judged that 45 % should be considered as an upper limit, both from the point of view of the
manufacturers (guaranteed homogeneity in the plutonium distribution) and of the
reprocessing companies (nitnc acid solubility) As a consequence, the "safe" route is
expected to lead to a plutonium consumption between 70 and 80 kg/TWhe

The parametric study (February - May 1993)

It confirmed the validity of the general relation between plutonium consumption and its
content in the fuel for a Fast Reactor core without fertile breeders (Fig 4 1) The numerous
parameters which were considered (in particular the power and volume of the core, the
nature of the fuel, the isotopic composition of the plutonium, the practical means to reach
the plutonium enrichment) are the reason for the scatter in the calculation results



Table 4.1 - Performances of the different oxide cores considered (1200 MWe)

OPTION

Mean Pu content (%)

Pu consumption
(kg/TWhe)
MA production (kg/TWhe)

BOL reactivity (pom)

Na void worth (pcm)
Doppler coef (pcmL

Dilution

420

759

151

8058

1118
-402

Axially
heterogeneous

dilution (11

424

785

156

7753

781
-375

Homogeneous
poisoning

41 3

734

17 1

4181

1483
-998

Axially
heterogeneous
poisoning 11)

403

770

145

5367

1020
-258

Poisoning with
heavy diluents
jhomog. pin^

407

762

144

4903

1658
-281

Poisoning with
heavy diluents
fheter.£in)(1)

438

825

152

4970

1135
-242

(1) fissile pins with an axial slice of "void" or "poison" at mid-core plane

• * •%•• .*••*

10 20 •fO 511 6U 70 8U 90 100

Figure 4.1 - Net plutonium consumption as a function of the plutonium content in the fuel
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In addition, the parametnc study has allowed to evaluate the different ways enabling the
use of high plutonium content fuels in a core design

- "dilution1 which consists in an important reduction of the fuel volumic fraction in the core,
- ' poisoning", i e the introduction of neutron absorbers in the fuel

As regards dilution, it rapidly became obvious that reaching a high plutonium content would
not be possible by a simlutaneous decrease of the fuel mass and core volume, but implied,
for a given core volume, a massive introduction of matenals inert to neutrons ("voids")
Beyond the practical limits to the smeared density (hollow pellets with a large central hole),
it appeared that the necessary dilution could only be obtained through the heterogeneous
introduction of voids as specific subassemblies (diluents), as axial voids or as specific
voided pins inside subassemblies In the latter case, it would be necessary to decrease the
pellet diameter so as to allow a large number of such voided pins It is worth noting that this
solution gives flexibility if breeding is to be concerned again In all these concepts, the
consequence of fuel dilution is to improve the situation with the sodium void, especially with
axially heterogeneous concepts Dilution is a larger handicap for large cores and the studies
concentrated on these as an envelope case

Concerning poisoning, the homogeneous introduction of a neutron absorber, whatever its
type, has unacceptable effects on the Doppler coefficient and on the sodium void worth
Two options were thus envisaged a massive introduction of a moderator to balance the
homogeneous introduction of the poisons, or the heterogeneous introduction of poisons
either in specific subassemblies (heavy diluents) or as an axial slice at the centre of the
fissile zone

In all cases, poisoning (i e the introduction of significant amounts of poisons and
moderators) is possible only if space is available in the core Dilution appears as a first
necessary step so as to avoid an increase in the core diameter

The different core families (May - September 1993)

The trends ansmg from the parametnc study were then applied to define "realistic" mixed
oxide cores (refernng to the fuel management with the aim of nearly annual reloading and
target bum-ups as high as that for EFR 200 GWd/tHM)

Six cores, about the same size and power as SUPER PHENIX, reflecting the possible
vanant in terms of dilution or poisoning (table 4.1) have been defined They were compared
according to several criteria, some of which being qualitative

- in the field of fuel cycle possibility to reprocess, production of metallic wastes per unit
weight of oxide, production of minor actmides,

- in terms of safety relative values of the Doppler coefficients and of the sodium void
worth, based on a largely simplified comparative safety approach,

- in terms of robustness of the options for the fuel and core physics (available expenence,
validation of the codes, ),

- identification of possible difficulties

The companson clearly identified two families of cores

- cores with radially heterogeneous poisoning (by heavy diluents) their weak point (safety)
being balanced by the robustness of the technological options and by the possibility of a
4 batch reloading frequency.

- core dilution with diluent subassemblies and voided pins, a mam handicap apparently
being a rather low residence time
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Table 4.3 - Homogeneous Introduction of Neptunium in CAPRA dilution cores

Volume (%) of Np in fuel ]| 0
11B4C in voided pins
Np mass (kg)
Pu 1 (U + Pu + Am + Np) (%)

BOL reactivity (pcm)

Pu consumtion (kg/TWhe)
Pu + Np consumtion (kg/TWhe)
Transmutation rate (%)

Na void worth (pcm)
Doppler coefficient (pcm)

Pu238/Pu at 530 efpd (%)
(initial Pu238 = 5.6 %)

/
/

41.1

8091

725
/
/

1174
-415

4.7

2
/

419
40.8

7540

672
74.4
-44

1423
-360

6

5
/

1047
405

6780

59.7
77.2
-44

1761
-290

7.7

10
/

2094
398

5670

477
81 4
-44

2284
-201

104

5
yes

1047
43

6626

59
774
-46

1346
-505

7.8

Type of assembly
O Core 1 fuel S/A

Core 2 fuel S/A
0 Diluent S/A

CSD
DSD oxide

(UPu) 02
45%

central
hole

clad.
0-6.5mm

fflF
assembly

Figure 4.2 - Layout of a 1500 MWe Pu burner core according to the dilution approach
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Characterisation of the selected cores (September 1993 - March 1994)

Both families were considered in order to develop images of 1500 MWe mixed oxide cores
not exceeding the EFR Consistent Design core diameter (table 4 2) This latter constraint
allowed to take profit from the ongoing EFR forward programme studies It also was
coherent with the emerging conclusion that large cores which are an envelope case for
plutonium burners could be safely designed

This phase of the work was shared between the European partners, CEA, AEA and BNFL,
and KfK The prelimmaly conclusions are as follows

Core with dilution (see figure 4 2)

Although all studies could not be earned out in detail, an exhaustive comparison with the
EFR reference core could be made Some results or trends are still expected in the field of
whole core melting and recnticality The main conclusions are

- for the loss-of-flow accidents, there apparently are larger margins in the case of the core
with dilution than for the EFR reference core (combined lower values of the Doppler
coefficient and of the sodium void worth),

- in case of a control rod withdrawal, the behaviour of a core with dilution is similar to that
of a small core , the local power vanations are smaller than with a conventional large
breeder core, and the global detection of the accident should be efficient,

- the control rods worth is significantly increased, which could allow to use them in order to
control its large beginnmg-of-life reactivity,

- there seems to be no major thermomechanical problem to design the fuel, although
particular attention should be devoted to the large dimension of the central hole in the
pellets,

- this type of core seems to be well adapted for minor actinide burning, with high
transmutation rates for Neptunium (homogeneous mode) and for Amencium
(heterogeneous mode) , the presence of voided pins allows to correct for the known
impact of Neptunium on the reactivity effects (Doppler coefficient and sodium void
worth), by introducing a moderator (table 4 3),

- preliminary evaluations of the fuel cycle costs and of the load factor (despite an
important penalty as compared to EFR) did not emphasise any inhibitory effect

Core with radially heterogeneous poisoning

As poisons in large quantities could lead to an important reduction in the control rod worth
and to radial decoupling inside the core, the main objectives of the studies were to
demonstrate that such a core could be controlled After some optimisation in the design, in
particular with the diluent positions and the amount of poisoning, this core (figure 4 3) was
charactensed (table 4 4) and compared to the EFR reference core It was demonstrated
that such a core could be controlled (control rod worth, effect of a control rod withdrawal,
case of a fuel handling error) Nevertheless, its reactivity coefficients are less favourable
than that of a core with dilution

For this reason and because the fuel management of a core with dilution will probably imply
the use of heavy diluents, the reactivity management of cores with poisoning is considered
as enveloping that of cores with dilution As a conclusion, the safety studies of cores with
poisoning are currently being pursued

Studies on advanced core options

A parallel work has been earned out on plutonium cores without uranium

O FUEL

r^ DILUENTS

flßD INNER CSDS

0 DSD's

(jg) OUTER CSDS

0 RADIAL REFLECTOR

(7) B4 C SHIELD

Figure 4.3 - Layout of 1500 MWe Pu burner core according to the
poisoning approach



Table 4.5 -1500 MWe cores using plutonium fuel without uranium

Type of core

Fuel
Matrix
Pellet type

PuO, volume (%)
Pu mass (kg)
Matrix mass (kg)

BOL reactivity (pcm)

Pu consumption (kg/TWhe)

Na void worth (pcm)
Doppler coefficient (pcm)

Reference

<UPun4S)0,
/

hollow

/
8307

/

7644

737

1213
-388

Very low neutron
absorption

PuO,
AI,O,

full

238
9034
11985

8721

1146

181
-98

Weak neutron
absorption

PuO,
Cf

hollow

424
8639
12021

8875

1128

707
-38

Significant
absorption

PuO,
Nb

hollow

51 8
8416
8416

7213

1134

2292
not available

Table 4.4 - Neutronic feasibility study of poisoned cores

Type of core

Reactivity loss per cycle (pcm)
Fuel management
Efficiency of control rods (mam rods and safety rods) (pcm)
Efficiency of mam control rods (pcm)
Withdrawal of an external control rod

Efficiency (pcm)
Local power increase (%pcm)

Fuel handling fault with all control rods inserted
introduction of one fresh fuel S/A in place of one control rod (pcm)

Na void worth of the fuel (pcm)
Na void worth of fuel + diluents (pcm)
Doppler coefficient (pern)

CAPRA core with
poisoning

6264
4x265
11508
8723

637
021

8441
1520
2165
-299

EFR
CD 9/91

3000
5x340
10592
8097

359
027

6614
2100

/
-610
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Up to September 1993, it consisted in assembling the available data on candidate
matenals During the last quarter of 1993, the properties of 1500 MWe cores loaded with
these fuels were studied (table 4 5) This allowed to identify two classes of promising
materials cercer materials (dispersion of PuO2 in MgO or MgAI2O4, ) and solid solution
ceramics of the type (Pu,Ce)O2 or (Pu,Zr)02

Several cntena have been simultaneously used to identify these matenals safety (the
additional matenals should not absorb neutrons in order to keep the sodium void worth to
acceptable values, thus conducting to eliminate e g W), and fuel cycle properties (elements
such as Mo, Nb should be avoided as they generate important quantities of activation
products , also, cermet matenals do not seem to be compatible with the reprocessing
process)

The most remarkable result is that it seems possible to design a large (1500 MWe) burner
core using fuel without uranium and having a very low sodium void worth associated with a
non-zero Doppler coefficient The low sodium void worth is due to the high dilution of the
fuel, whereas the second effect is largely due to the contnbution of Pu240 to the Doppler
coefficient

4.2 The CAPRA programme
The CIRANO programme and related activities

All the configurations studied in the past in the MASURCA reactor had a rather low
plutonium content (less than 30 %) As a consequence, the core formulaire is not validated
for higher plutonium contents

Also, only few experiments have been performed without fertile blankets or with stainless
steel reflectors Finally, it seems that the descrepancies between expenments and
calculations increase when the thickness of the blankets is decreased

The CIRANO programme was initiated to improve the knowledge in the physics of CAPRA
type cores and to more precisely evaluate the uncertainties in the design values

After a definition of the overall programme, the 1994 programme was detailed The general
approach is to proceed by steps Starting with a breeder core (ZONA 2A), the fertile
blankets are to be removed in 4 steps, each being associated with an expenmental phase
Then, core cell studies will be initiated, taking into account the plutonium vector, the
plutonium content and the dilution of the fuel This approach will lead to a fully
representative CAPRA type core with mixed oxide

First expenmental results with fuel

The necessity to quickly validate the main option of the project (i e the maximum plutonium
content of 45 %) led to fabricate expenrnental pellets with high plutonium contents Using
the conventional fabrication process (powder metallurgy) with an improved homogeneity
control (by increasing the crushing and sintering time), batches of mixed oxide pellets were
produced with plutonium content of 25, 35, 45, 55, 65 % Their homogeneity was found to
be acceptable, although some improvements could still be obtained Solubility tests in nitric
acid were performed with solid solution mixed oxide samples, showing a good behaviour up
to a plutonium content of 45 % Such a result is considered as encouraging, even if it is not
sufficient to demonstrate that such high values are compatible with the conditions prevailing
in a reprocessing plant

The CAPRA irradiation programme

An irradiation programme has been initiated in September 1993 A first phase consists in
screening test (1994/95) which will allow to quickly obtain information on the different fuel
options A second phase (1996/97) in Phénix will ensure the optimisation of the previously
validated optons The tests of the first phase are currently being prepared and should be
loaded in pile mid 1994 CAPRIX1 m PHENIX, IFOP in SILOE, and TRABANT in HFR The
CAPRIX1 test consists in a few pins with high plutonium content oxide fuel, and its objective
is to evaluate the overall behaviour of such fuels In SILOE, one pin with the same type of
fuel will be irradiated for a short period (- 40 days), the results being expected by the end of
1994 Finally, the TRABANT irradiation in HFR aims at companng the different fuel options
i e high plutonium content mixed oxide, with and without neptunium, plutonium fuels
without uranium (cercer, (Pu CeO2)) The fuels for these three irradiation expenments are
beeing fabncated in different European laboratones (CEA, TUI, PSI)
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Abstract

The Commission of the European Communities continued, with some reduction, its fast
reactor activities on the same lines as in the past, performing both harmonisation and
research activities

1. INTRODUCTION

The Commission of the European Communities continued, with some reduction, its fast
reactor activities on the same lines as in the past, performing both harmonisation and
research activities

2. COORDINATION AND HARMONISATION ACTIVITIES

The Fast Reactor Coordinating Committee (FRCC) pursued the exchange of information and
the discussion of specific problems in the two Working Groups "Codes and Standards" and
"Safety"

Regarding collaboration with Central Europe and CIS, the CEC went on in 1993 with their
assistance and cooperation Programmes PHARE, TACIS and PECO, which in principle could
include also Fast Reactor research and development activities

It is worth mentioning that the CEC also funded research contracts on Transmutation in the
frame of the programme on Management and Storage of Radioactive Waste, namely
1' "Potentialities and costs of Partitioning and Transmutation (P/T) of long-lived
radionuchdes", by CEA Saclay
2' "Transmutation of long lived radionuchdes by advanced converters", by SIEMENS
3* "Participation in a CEC strategy study on nuclear waste transmutation", by ECN Petten

CEC funded also a study contract "Review study on actimde burners/concepts and
perspectives" which was performed by ANSALDO Genova

2.1 Working Group on Codes and Standards

A series of investigations on fast reactor typical problems were performed and some open
questions were identified There is still a great uncertainty in the sizing of defects in fast

reactor structures, particularly in welds, this uncertainty is actually in the order of 3 mm, to
be compared with the minimum defect size detectable of about 4 5 mm A constitutive
equation is being developed for inelastic analysis of 2 different steels, 316 L(N) and
9CrlMo, including some ad-hoc empirical materials dependent parameters

2.2 Working Group on Safety

A report was presented about the CEC funded study contract "Reliability data collection and
reliability assessment methods for fast reactors", conducted by AEA/Culham This study was
aimed at providing reliability assessment methods and supporting data to be used in the
design and the assessment of the most critical systems of sodium cooled fast reactors, namely
the shutdown and the decay heat removal systems Experience has shown that failures of
these two functions are more likely to be caused by multiple combinations of failures with
a common "dependent" cause rather than different "independent" causes For that reason it
was decided to select assessment methods of the common cause failure type, in particular the
distributed failure probability (DFP) method with emphasis on the causes of failure

There was also a report about the EFR ad-hoc safety club (AHSC), a group of senior experts
from various countries (GB, F and D), who assessed the safety approach applied to EFR It
is worth noting that this activity led to a harmonisation of safety analyses among the EFR
partners Obviously the safety criteria of the Safety Working Group are more of a generic
nature and could be improved by being systematically compared with those applied to EFR
This would be a further step towards the European harmonisation of safety criteria for fast
reactors in the Community The outcome of such an exercise might also be of interest for
other countries developing fast reactors

As far as the Whole core Accident Calculation group (WAC), a subgroup of the Safety
Working Group, is concerned a report is being produced about the results of "Unprotected
Loss Of Coolant (ULOF) comparative calculations of the Russian standard BN-800
core", which were discussed at a WAC meeetmg held at IPPE/Obnmsk (9-12 November
1993) The main conclusions of this exercice, which will also be presented at the
International Topical Meeting on Sodium Cooled Fast Reactor Safety (3-7 October 1994,
Obninsk), can be summarized as follows

- the Doppler effect seems to be the basic mechanism for going from super critical
to lower-than-supercntical conditions, fuel dispersal effects come up only a few
milliseconds later, which then shut down the reactor
- space-time kinetics are definitively needed when large materials motions take place
making the standard point-kinetics approach totally inappropriate

Therefore codes like HEXNODYN, which originally was developed in the frame of the
European Accident Code (EAC), and the coupling of the HEXPERT 3D space-time kinetics
code with the European Reference Code for fast reactor hypothetical whole core accident
simulation become particularly interesting

In the frame of the above mentioned joint IPPE/WAC comparative exercise, CEC supported
the detachment of 2 Russian experts to KfK for a period of 6 months, as well as the
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travelling costs of the Russian participants to present their calculational results at the WAC
meetings in Brussels.

As far as future activities are concerned a ULOF benchmark exercise for the near-zero void
reactivity core concept of BN 800 is envisaged.

The results of the benchmark exercice launched jointly by CEC and IAEA for the steady
state neutronics calculation of a near-zero void reactivity core design project of the Russian
BN-800 fast reactor were published in the meantime. Russia, Japan, India, Great Britain,
USA and EFR participated. The CEC supported the calculational effort of the participating
EFR representative, namely SIEMENS (results see Report EUR 15133: "Fast Reactor with
near-zero sodium void effect - Neutronics calculations for the IAEA/CEC benchmark").
IAEA supported the drafting of the final report (IAEA Report TECDOC-731, dated January
1994 and entitled "Evaluation of benchmark calculations on a fast power reactor core with
near zero sodium void effect").

A CEC study contract performed in the frame of the WAC group activities on the state-of-
the-art on molten-fuel-coolant-interaction phenomena in sodium cooled fast reactors which
was concluded with CEN-Grenoble is also to be mentioned; it is about to be completed (mid
1994) .

3. RESEARCH PERFORMED AT THE .TOINT RESEARCH CENTRE

Safety research is performed at the Safety Technology Institute (STI) of the Ispra
Establishment and fuel research at the Transuranium Institute (TUI) of the Karlsruhe
establishment.

3.1 Safety

3.1.1 European Accident Code (EAC-2)

The EAC-2 neutronics has been greatly improved since it is based on the staue 3-D
hexagonal-z diffusion and transport code HEXNOD (nodal method). This code has now been
fully coupled to an efficient cross section generator and to a perturbation theory calculation
in combination with a point kinetics model for a time-dependent (adiabatic) approach. Hence
the inclusion of a quasi-static treatment of the time-dependency has led to the HEXNODYN
code.

3.2 Fuel Research/Advanced Fuel Development

3.2.1 Safety Aspects of Fuel Operation and Handling

The Investigation of operational limits for future fuels was continued. The non-destructive
analyses of the irradiation experiment N1LOC 3, performed at ECN Petten, revealed no

anomalies during irradiation up to 1 % burn-up for the 2 MN pins. In the third pin of the
TRIO-capsule, with a heterogeneous arrangement of (U, PuJOj and UN fuel stacks, no severe
reaction at the (U, Pu)O2-UN pellet interfaces was observed.

The NILOC 4 irradiation experiment was completed in January 1993 at a planned burn-up
of 0,5 %. The irradiation behaviour of the three MN pins, which operated at off normal fuel
centre temperature between 2190-2515 K, was correct.

The irradiation experiment NIMPHE 1 bis and NIMPHE 2 with mixed nitrides fuels in the
PHENIX reactor are planned, respectively, to be started, and to be continued at the end of
1994.

The irradiation of the high burn up POMPEI experiment with mixed nitride fuels and
technetium was started and has attained at present 5 cycles in HFR-Petten.

3.2.2 Work in Relation to Minor Actinide Transmutation

- Irradiation in KNK II (Experiment KNK Ha)
The ampoules from the irradiation experiment KNK II a, together with the neutron monitor
capsules were delivered to the Institute in the course of the year. Because of the very high
burn-up, there were difficulties in identifying the capsules clearly. This has now been done,
and analysis will start in 1994, beginning with the determination of noble gases by ICP-MS,
and afterwards with the radiochemical separations of the contents.

- SUPERFACT Experiment
A furnace has been developed that can anneal irradiated Superfact fuels in contact with Na
at a controlled 02 contamination level.

Isotopic analyses of MA fuels
Examinations of isotopic composition were carried out on samples of approximately l g cut
halfway along the active length of the fuel pins. The samples were then dissolved and
aliquots taken for chemical analyses. The concentrations of uranium, plutonium, americium
and curium isotopes and 148Nd were measured by Isotope Dilution Mass Spectrometry
(IDMS). The measurement of "7Np was performed by Inductively-Coupled Plasma Mass-
Spectrometry (ICP-MS). The final local bum-up for the samples from each fuel, achieved
during irradiation in PHENIX, was derived from the number of final heavy metal atoms and
l48Nd for each sample. A quantitative analysis of the fission products contributing to the
gamma output of the fuels was performed by gamma-spectroscopy relative to '"Cs.

Dosimetry measurements of MA fuels
The gamma dose rates of the four fuel pins were measured during fabrication using a
portable ionisation chamber and thermoluminescence dosimeters in contact. After irradiation
(cooling time 57 months), the gamma and neutron dose rates were measured using a passive
neutron-gamma interrogation unit developed for spent fuel characterisation inside a hot cell
at TUI.
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The program KORIGEN has been used to calculate the actinide and fission product
concentrations for each of the SUPERFACT fuels and the neutron and gamma outputs at
different cooling times. The neutron and gamma outputs were also calculated, for comparison
purposes, for a standard fast reactor MOX fuel containing plutonium of the same isotopic
composition as the SUPERFACT homogeneous fuels. The final burn-up achieved by each
fuel, as determined experimentally, was used as a normalisation parameter in the
calculations.

The neutron and gamma dose rates were calculated at TUI for each of the fresh
SUPERFACT fuels. The calculations were performed, using the computer program PUDOL,
on basis of the large composition, certain physical properties (such as density and size) and
cladding. The program considers self-shielding effects in the fuel itself and attenuation in the
cladding. Furthermore, it allows a range of shielding materials for radiation protection
purposes.

Minor Actinides Laboratory
With a view on the latest, more stringent regulations for radioprotection and the increasing
demand for minor actinides-containing fuels for transmutation studies, the extension of the
Minor Actinides (MA) Laboratory of the Institute is under preparation. The purpose of this
action is to strengthen the tools for the fabrication and the characterisation of fuels containing
AM, Np, and/or Cm; the new facilities should be highly flexible, making use of the most
modern technologies, and provide for a high degree of safety for the operators (e.g. by trying
to work dust-free). For the preparation of the fuel material (chemistry), a sol-gel preparation
device is under construction, and will be installed in the available water-shielded cells. The
design of the chain for fabrication of the pellets and of the pins is under way. Concerning
the study and the characterisation of MA-containing samples, appropriate improvements of
the existing apparatus are foreseen; the Institute is already equipped for the chemical analysis
of this kind of samples, with a robotized preparation of very small quantities.

THE STATUS OF FAST REACTOR TECHNOLOGY IN CHINA

XUMI
China Institute of Atomic Energy,
Beijing, China

Abstract

Since the Twenty Sixth Annual Meeting of IWGFR Some design
optimization studies have been carried out, based on the
completed conceptual design of the China Experimental Fast
Reactor (CEFR)which has been approved by the China National
Nuclear Corporation (CNNC) in January 1994 for the feasibility
study.Other reports of feasibility study including General
Report, Site Evaluation, Safety Analysis Report, Environmental
Impact Evaluation aad Economy Analysis are under preparation.

The limited results of R&D concerning the nuclear data,
neutronics calculation, sodium technology, materials, fuels,
hydraulics and safety research have been obtained because of
less budgets last year.

The CEFR project is s t i l l w a i ting for the approval from the
National Planning Commission ( NPC) , which is the essential
prerequisite of construction permission for the CEFR.

1.Introduction

China has entered in a p r a c t i c a l era of the nuclear energy, it was
marked by following facts:

The Qi'nshan Power Station With 300MWe PWR which is based on the
native technology has its power op e r a t i o n since the end of 1992 and its
load factor in the year 1993 was 65%. Imported from FRANCE and U.K. for



the nuclear island and conventional island respectively, Daya Bay twin
900MWe PWRs has operated and connected with the grid since October last
year for the first unit and March this year for the second one. It has
been informed these two units have been running very well.

The Qinshan I twin 600MWe PWRs power station has gotten the
approval as a project by the National Planning Commission in the year
1991. Its design and engineering preparation are earring on. The
Liaoning twin lOOOMWe PWRs power station which is intended to be
imported from Russia now is in the feasibility study phase.

Encouraged by two operating nuclear plants, Guangdong province has
ambitiously intended to build another six lOOOMWe PWR plants in which
tw.o units would be also located at Daya Bay. Besides that, the
Government has been asked by the p r o v i n c e s Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Shandong
and Fujian to build nuclear Power stations in their Provinces for the
alleviation of the coal transportation and for the reduction of the
environment pollution.

Since the last annual meeting of the IWGFR, some negative news of
FBR programs in several countries have been spread to China. Despite
some delayed approval for the CEFR project by the National Planning
Commission has happened, There was no strong inferences to the project up
to now. As for the main reasons it is evident that China is not like
other developped countries in a high l e v e l of the e l e c t r i c i t y consumption,
it was only about 900kWh per capita last year. But the Chinese National
Economy has gotten a rapid development in past years and the growth rate
of the Gross National Product was 13.4% in which, of industry was 21. 1%
in the year 1993. Il] And in the same year the total e l e c t r i c i t y capacity
has reached approximately ISOGffe by added 14. 38Gffem of new electricity
production capacity to the national grids. But on the other hand many

provinces are still lack of electricity up to now. It is estimated that
in China the e l e c t r i c i t y production industry w i l l be continually
developped with big growth rate. It is nuclear power that w i l l be, step
by step, enlarged in the e l e c t r i c i t y production composition.

Unfortunately according to the past exploration, the uranium
resources in China are not so rich to support the nuclear power
development with only thermal reactors, especilly in once-through cycle.
It is evident that the emphasis should be put on breeders, therefore it
could be able to replace gradually coal- fired power planta by using
nuclear power in next century.

As understood, in some countries the FBR technology has been almost
matured recently, and they are rich of electricity and uranium, plutonium,
even now more or less having some trouble with the green parties. So
stopping or delaying their FBR program of e l e c t r i c i t y and breeding
purposes has happened. But China is in a another situation. In the near
term, it is important to master the FBR technology, and in the long term
to develop the FBRs with the purposes of breeding and e l e c t r i c i t y
production and Actinides burning.

2. CEFR Design

During the years 1993-1994, the optimization studies of the CEFR
conceptual design have been carried out. The input for the p r e l i m i n a r y
design which w i l l be started this year is now under preparation.

2.1 Main Technical Characteristics of CEFR
China Experimental Fast Reactor is a pool type sodium cooled

experimental reactor with the power 65 MWth, and matched with a 25 MWe
turbine-generator. Plutonium Uranium mixed dioxide is selected for fuel,
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1. Handle head

2. HexagonaI
3. Fuel Bundle
4. Grid
5. Foot

Fig 1 Fuel Subassembly



l'O Fuel Subassembly 82
P| Blanket Subassembly 158
(g) Reflector Subassembly 378
(gl) Spent Fuel Storage 34
£ Safety Rod
^ Compensation Rod
fc) Regulation Rod
r̂ ~i Neutron Source
(?•) Irradiation Facility
, ?>, Irradiation Loop

Fig 3 CEFR Core

© Fuel Subassetobly 82
(?) Reflector Subassembly 379
Ç) Sheilding Subassemply 152
(p) Spent fuel Storage 54
0 Safety Rod 2
@ Compensation Rod 4
(•) Regulation Rod 2
(J) Neutron Source 2
(g) Irradiation Facility I
£f) Irradiation Loop 7

Fig 2 CEFR First core
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Fig.5 water-steam circuit of CEFR

Fig 4 Reactor block

1 SG
2 Waste drain
3 Expansion vessel for waste drain
4 de-temperature and de-pressure
5 Turbine
6 Generator
7 condenser
8 water supply

9 pump for condensed water
10 démineragation facility
11 raising pressure pump
12 Low pressure pump
13 Low pressure heater
14 water supply pump
15 de-oxygen



T a b l e 1 M a i n P a r a m e t e r s 1 2 1 o f CEFR Table 1. (cont.)

Character is t ics

Thermal power
E l e c t r i c power
(turbo-generator)
Net electric power
Outlet/inlet average
Temperature

of the core

Fuel
Fuel loading Pu (total)

Pu-239
U-235
U-235 enrichment

Linear power max.
Burn-up max.

Neutron flux
Isothermal c o e f f i c i e n t
Power c o e f f i c i e n t
Bubble co e f f i c i e n t max.
Average Doppler constant

without Na
with Na

Neutron l i f e
Delayed neutron f r a c t i o n

U n i t

MW

MW
MW

t

kg
kg
kg
%

W/cra
MWD/ 1

n/cm'2, s
PCM/'C
PCM/MW
S

TdP/dT
TdP/dT

s

General f i r s t core

65.5

25
20

530/360

(Pu, U)02
121.6
93. 2
97. 6
30

U02

257
60. 5

430
50000

2. 97X1010

-4. 86
-8. 60
^9.73

-2. 05X 10-«
-2. 47X 10'"
1. 63X 10~7

4. 48X 10 3

3. 40X 1010
-4. 14
-8. 51

-2. 89X 10'4
-3. 69X 10""
2. 02X 10'7
7 08X i(r3

Character ist ics

Fuel subassembly
No. of S. A
Total length of S.A.
Distance between center
to center
Width across flats
No. of fuel pin per S. A.
Pitch of pins
Diameter/thickness of
cladding
Diamter of wire
Diameter of fuel p e l l e t

Safety and control subassembly
First shut-down System
(control subassembl ies)
Second shut-down system
(safety subassembl ies)
Absorber
Enr ichment of B-10

Primary loop
Total sodium
No. of c i r c u i t s
Flow rate of pump

Unit

mm

mm
ma

mm

mm
mm
mm

%

t

t/h

General f i r s t core

82
- 2282

61. 5
58.5
61
7

6+ 0. 025/0. 4± 0. 03
0. 95
5. 1

6

2
B4C
91

260
2
2X713

ho
Ol



Table 1 (cont )

Character ist ICB

Pressure
Rotating v e l o c i t y
Inlet/outlet temperature

Of ÏHX (primary Na)
Inlet/outlet temperature

Of IHX (secondary Na)

Secondary loop
Total Na
Flow rate of pump
Pressure
Rotating v e l o c i t y

Steam generator
Type
Diameter/thickness of
the s h e l l
O u t l e t / i n l e t temperature
of Na
O u t l e t / i n l e t temperature
of H20
Steam pressure
Steam rate

Third loop
Turbine pressure
Turbine temperature

Unit

mNa
r/min

'C

'C

t
t/h
m

r/min

mm

•c

C
MPa
t/a

MPa
C

General f i r s t core

35
1000

514/349

310/495

48 2
2X493 2

35
1000

s t r a i g h t tube

EV 592/11 SH 540

310/463 463/49

340/190 480/34
10 0 10 0
95 44 95 44

8 82
470

but for the first loading it w i l l be pure uranium fuel and 316 stainless
steel modified by Titanium as the cladding and core structure material
Two main pumps and four intermediate heat exchangers are designed for
primary loop, two circu i t s for secondary loop and two water steam
circuits for third loop but one turbine generator are selected Double
rotating plugs with straight moving fuel handling machine, primary
storage surrounding core for spent fuel and a cylindrical concret
containment have been selected at the conceptual stage The conceptual
drawings for the fuel subassembly, core patten, reactor block and the
water-steam circuit are shown in Fig 1-5 respectively The main
parameters of the reactor are given in table 1

2 2 Optimization Studies
2 2 1 The Number of Control Rods'31

In the preliminary conceptual design for CEFR nine safety
and control rods were totally selected as presented before The
calculation results indicate that eight rods are enough for the
CEFR with the required efficiency to the control rods as given
in table 2 and for meeting the p r i e n c i p l e of one maiimum
control rod stuck.The r e a c t i v i t y efficiency of control rods and
negative reactivity deepness when it shut down are presented in
table 3 and 4

222 Decay Heat Removal System (DHRS)
The one of the main features of the CEFR is with the passive safety

It means the CEFR w i l l belong to the second category, namely p a s s i v e
plant, in three categories of future reactors d i v i d e d by the
International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group (INSAG) Therefore two or
three decay heat exchangers w i l l be located in the reactor sodium tank,
because this arrangement is the most d i r e c t l y to remove the heat from the
core



For the design of DHRS, two computer codes with 3-dimenston and an
experimental model of one-tenth seale are under preparation. The design
of the decay heat removal by natural convection and c i r c u l a t i o n w i l l be
checked with foreign computer codes by the international cooperation.

2.2.3 Passive Shut-down Properties
It is not intended to use any special passive shut- down devices,

neither hydraulic nor magnatic material with suitable Curie point,
because the CEFR has negative Doppler and sodium density reactivity
coefficients, and the fuel moving w i l l be very sensitive to the
reactivity changement. So a p.recise analysis of the CEFR core deformation
for all conditions are most important.

Table 3 Reactivity Efficiency (l(T2Ak/k)

Table 2 Required Efficiency to Control Rods (10~*Ak/k)

to
-•si

Re gui r erne n t

Full Power to Hot
Shut down(360'C)

Over Power Requirement

Burn Up Excess Reac t i v i t y
at Early Equil ibr ium
Cycle

Total

First Shut down System

General

0. 67

0. 08

1. 82

2. 57

F i r s t core

0. 59

0. 09

1. 59

2. 27

Second Shut down System

General

0. 67

0. 08

0. 75

First core

0.59

0.09

0. 68

Control Rods

AB,
AB2
BBj
BB2
BBa
BB«
TBi
TB2

Total
Total but one
stuck

First Shut down System

General

2.046
0.945
0.945
0.945
0.393
0.393

5.902
3.856

First core

2.171
1.060
1.060
1. 060
0.459
0.459

5. 884
3.873

Second Shut down System

General

2.046
2.046

4.177
2. 046

First core

2.171
2.171

4. 272
2.171

Table 4 Shut down Deepness at Cold and
Hot Conditions (10"aAk/k)

Condi t ion

Cold Shut down
Hot Shut down

I n i t i a l Loading

General

-5.00
-5.88

F i r s t core

-6.01
-6. 54

Equi 1 ibr ium Loading

General

-6.71
-7.59

F i r s t core

-7. 01
-7. 94
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2.2.4 Supporting of Primary Sodium Tank
There are two support s e l e c t i o n s for the primary sodium tank of pool

type fast reactor, one is top supported as phénix, PFR, Superphenix and
EFR, another is bottom supported like B I! 600 or BH800. The earnest
discussion of t h e i r advantages and disadvantages have been c a r r i e d on.
It is estimated that the bottom supported is favourable in the
earthquake protection. Unfortunately the CEFR site w i l l be located in
the 7th grade region under the 12 grades classification. In this case the
new selection for preliminary design could be turned to the bottom
supported.

2.3 Safety Classification of Components u)
The general safety requirements for the CEFR, which are the same as

to any nuclear facilities, are as following:

(1) The necessary measure for safety shut down of the reactor should be
provided during operational states and during or after accident

conditions.

(2) The necessary measure for residual heat removal from the core
should be provided after operational states and during or after accident
condi t ions.

(3) The necessary measure should be provided to decrease the possible
release of the r a d i o a c t i v i t y metter so as to ensure that any

r a d i o a c t i v i t y release never over regulated limitation during or after
operational states and never over acceptable limitation during or after
accident conditions.

Based on abovementioned p r i n c i p l e s and the regulation of safety
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s issued by the China Nuclear Safety A d m i n i s t r a t i o n , the
safety c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s and a n t i - earthquake c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s of the
components for the CEFR are presented in t a b l e 5.

Table 5 Safety Classifications

Component Safety Grade Antierathquake Grade

1. Reactor core and internals
1.1 fuel element.S. A., blanket S.A. 1
1, 2 support structure of the core 2
1.3 tubes of primary circuit

and grid plenum 2
1.4 tubes of ion-chamber

in reactor 2
1. 5 support stricture, radial

and upper shielding in reactor 3
1.6 surrounding barrel, shielding,

reflector S.A. 3
1.7 measurement guide tube

of sodium level 3
1. 8 Hielten core capturer 4

2. Reactor block
2. 1 main vessel 2
2. 2 support structure of

main vessel 2
2.3 in-vessel fuel handl ing machine 2
2. 4 guard vessel 3
2.5 rotating plugs and t h e i r

d r i v e r system 3
2.6 support stucture of main

pumps and IHXs 3
2.-7 in-vessel fuel transfer machine 3
2.8 raiser of upper guide tube of

control rod 3



Table 5. (cont.)

Component S a f e t y G r a d e A n t i e r a t h q u a k e Grade

M
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2. 9 test samples of vessel
material 4

3. Control devices and fuel
hand) ing, storage systems

3. 1 control S.A. 2
3.2 control rod driver system 2
3. 3 ex-vessel transfer machine,

drum for new and spent fuel 3
3. 4 seal plug for fuel S. A

entrance to reactor vessel 3
3.5 storage pool of spent fuel 3
3. 6 storage framework of new

and spent fuel 4
4. Heat transfer system
4.1 residual heat removal system 3
4. 2 primary pump 3
4.3 IHX 3
4.4 SO 3
4. 5 secondary pump 3
4.6 valve in secondary c i r c u i t 3
4.7 Na-H20 reaction psotection

system 3
4.8 tubes of secondary c i r c u i t 3
4.9 drain tube behind r e l i e v e

valve 4
5. Auxi1iary system
5.1 purification system for

primary sodium 3

Table 5. (cont.)

Component Safety Grade Antierathquake Grade

5.2 cover gas system for
primary sodium 3

5.3 ei-vessel tube and v a l v e for
failured fuel pin detection 3

5.4 storage tank for primary
sodium 3

5.5 purification system for
secondary sodium 3

5. 6 cover gas system for
secondary sodium 4

5.7 radioactive liguid storage
tank 3

5.8 radioactive gas storage tank 3
5.9 gas tight isolation component

for containment 3
5. 10 ventilation and air

conditioning components for
main and auxiliary control room 3

5.11 ventilation system for
containment and reactor pit 3

6. Control and instrumentation
6.1 Reactor scram system IE
6.2 measurement system for safety

purpose IE
6.3 control system for accident

residual heat removal system IE
6.4 emergency supply system IE
6.5 radiation s u r v e i l a n c e IE
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Table 5. (cent.)

Component Safe ty Grade A n t i e r a t h q u a k e Grade

b. b control system for c o n t r o l
rods SR

6.7 regulation system for reactor
power SR

6.8 display system for rod
pos i t i on SR

6.9 display system for safety
parameters SR

6.10 alarm and signal system SR
6.11 failnred fuel pin detection

system SR
6.12 sodium leakage detection

system SR
6.13 sodium-water r e a c t i o n

de tec t ion system SR
6. H sodium p u r i f i c a t i o n c o n t r o l

system SR
6.15 computer da ta c o l l e c t i o n

and t rea tment system SR
6.16 e a r thquake s u r v e i l a n c e

system SR
6.17 fire alarm and fire fighting

control system SR

7. Structures
7.1 containment SC
7.2 fuel handling b u i l d i n g SC
7.3 reactor pit . SC
7.4 primary sodium rooms SC
7.5 control room b u i l d i n g SC

SR: safety related
SC: safety class

3. Research and development

Some progress have been gained in the R&D of fast reactor technology.
The brief presentation is given EH following.

3. 1 Nuclear data10'
A new code system NSLNK for multigroup constant generations has

been introduced from NBA Data Bank and installed at a working station
MIPS in the CIAE. It produces a new AMPX master library which includes
self-shielding factors and resolved resonance parameters as well.
Therefore it is suitable for both fast and thermal reactor calculations.
Some modules in the PASC-1 which is computer code system for reactor
calculation developped by China Nuclear Data Center and Holland Energy
Research Center (ECN)have been modified so as to enable it to apply the
library to reactor calculation.

In order to test r e l i a b i l i t y of the NSLINK and the modified PASC-1,
NSLINK has been used for generating a new 69 groups AMPX master library
including 9 nuclides from the evaluated nuclear data libraray JEF-1. It
has been shown that using modified PASC-1 the calculation results of 3
fast neutron benchmark assemblies and 7 homogeneous and hetrogeneous
thermal neutron benchmark assemblies are in good agreement with the
experimental results of JEF-1.

3.2 Evoluation of Neutronic Calculation
NDHEXI6]—a-program for two dimentionai Multigroup nodal diffusion

theory calculation in hexagonal geometry has been developped in Xian
Jiaotong University for CEFR neutronic calculation.

In this method the nodal equations are derived by using higher order
polynominal approximations to the spatial dependece of the flux within



the hexagonal node. These resulted nodal equations are solved using a
conventional fission source iteration accelerated by coarse-mesh
rebalance and asymptotic source extrapolation. Based on this method a
two dimentional code NDHEX has been encoded and tested for some
hexagonal geometry reactor benchmark problems. Numerical results have
shown that NDHEX, compared with finite difference program, has higher
accuracy and computing efficiency. It can be applied for the LMFBR
designs.

Another study171 is concerning the application of Finite Element
Method in the fast reactor c r i t i c a l calculation. A two-diment ional
finite element method program FEM-2D for multigroup neutron diffusion
programs has been encoded by using first order polynominal expansion and
automatic subdivision technigue in Xian Jiaotory University. The
Galerkin Variation form of multigroup neutron diffusion equations has
been given, some numerical examples of fast reactor c r i t i c a l issues are
tested and their results have been analysed and compared with the
results obtained by other finite element method programs. It has been
shown that FEM-2D has satisfied accuracy and shorter calculation time.

3. 3 Sodium Technology
The experimental investigation of an automatic plugging meter lsl for

measuring impurities in sodium has been carried on. The temperature-
sodium flow curves at different impurity level are measured with an
automatic plugging meter. An automatic regulating system of cooling rate
at the plugging orifices is adopted, so lower plugging temperature could
be measured precisely. In course of measuring temperature and flows, an
isolated measurement pod data detection and controlling system is used,
thus the interferences have been eliminated and the plugging
temperatures could be obtained more accurately. The plugging meter is
controlled by IBM computer and tested on the multipurpose sodium

purification loop, and calibrated against temperatures of the cold trap.
The results indicate that the plugging temperatures are very near to the
lowest temperatures of the cold trap.

The progresses have been made in following subjects:
• Opt iomization analysis of purification performance in sodium cold

trap
• Opt iomization management of wire mesh in sodium cold trap
• The determination of hydrogen in sodium by the vacuum extraction
• The determination of microsmount carbon in sodium metal by vacuum

distillation-gas chromatograjhy

3.4 material191

The miniature disk bend test facility (MDBT)has leen developped in
our lab. The miniature specimen of 3mm diameter with 0.3mm thichness are
used, which temperature could be elevated to 750'C with the temperature
controlled errors of ±1.5'C. The specimen are protected by argon gas
with high purity to avoid oxidation of materials.

The load- deflection curves of several types of unirradiated
stainless steels including solution 316s8, 20%CW 316(Nb)ss, 35%CW 316 (Ti)
ss, 15-20%CW 1.4970, D9 and X-15 were drawn by MDBT. The yield
strenth ( cr y) , ultimate tensile strenth(0b) and the uniform elongation
rate of the materials have been given by micro- computer with the
computer codes developped. The defferences between the data from MDBT
and from conventional uniaxial tensile are about ±5%.

3.5 Hydraulics1101

The pressure drop measurement of the fuel subassembly model of CEFR
waa performed on the watet facility. The comparison between results of
calculation and measurement is given in table 6



Table 6 Pressure Drop of Fuel S.A. Model
COro

u (m/ s)

gm(kg/8)

AP c a l c u l a t e d (MPa) *

AP e x p e r i m e n t a l (MPa)

3 . 0 4 .0

2.485 3.305

0.105 0*175

0.100 0.170

5. 0 6.

4. 131 4.

0 . 2 6 0 0.

0. 257 0.

0 6 .5 7 .0 7 .5

958 5. 371 5 .784 6 .179

357 0. 412 0 .468 0. 528

359 0. 425 0.487 0. 553

'sodium temperature: 500'C

The relationship between friction factor and Reynolds number for the
fuel subassembly is obtained as following:

f = 136. 32 Re'0- 1BS

and the dependence of p r e s s u r e d rop on the mass f l o w r a t e for the CEFR
f u e l s u b a a s e m b l y i s g iven ;

AP = 0.0189 gm1-841

4 . I n t e r n a t i o n a l C o o p e r a t i o n

A c c o r d i n g to the a g r e e m e n t s i g n e d by CIAE and ENEA, i t was c o m p l e t e d

i n Oct. 1993 t o t r a n s p o r t some s o d i u m l o o p s a n d f a c i l i t i e s f r o m

BRASIMONE and CASACCIA to CIAE i n c l u d i n g two b ig l o o p s w i t h f l o w r a t e

110m3/h a n d 320m 3 /h r e s p e c t i v e l y , w h i c h w i l l b e u s e d f o r t h e d e s i g n
d e m o n s t r a t i o n o f CEFR, e s p e c i a l l y f o r c o r e s u b a s s e m b l y , c o n t r o l r o d

d r i v e r m e c h a n i s m a n d o t h e r c o m p o n e n t s .

5. E n g i n e e r ing P r e p a r a t i o n

5. 1 F e a s i b i l i t y S tudy

A f t e r t h e a p p r o v a l o f t h e p r e l i m i n a r y f e a s i b i l i t y s tudy r e p o r t ,

w h i c h was go t t en in M a r c h , 1993, the CEFR p r o j e c t has e n t e r e d the
f e a s i b i l i t y s t u d y stage, w h i c h i n c l u d e s s i x r e p o r t s : Gene ra l R e p o r t ,
C o n c e p t u a l Des ign , Si te E v a l u a t i o n , S a f e t y A n a l y s i s , E n v i r o n m e n t Impac t
E v a l u a t i o n and Economy A n a l y s i s , in w h i c h the C o n c e p t u a l Design of CEFR
has been a p p r o v e d by CNNC and S p e c i a l i s t C o m m i t t e e f r o m CNSTC in January ,
1994.

5. 2 Si te W o r k
The detail exploration of the CEFR site which is located in the

boundary of the CIAE and 40km away from Beijing City has been finished,
which includes geology, earthquake, meteorology, hydrological
characteristics, topographic features, and some important data
concerning the external events have been collected, which are floods,
water waves, tornadors, tropical cyclones, aircraft crashes, chemical
explosions etc.

After detailed analysis by National Earthquake Administration
the safe operation earthquake dynamic parameter of 0. 107g ( SLl) and
safety shut down earthquake dynamec parameter of 0. 214g(SL2) have been
obtained and approved*by the National Earthquake Intensity Evaluation
Committee two months ago. But it should be approved by China National
Nuclear Safety Administration as the regulation in China.
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FAST REACTOR RESEARCH ACTIVITIES IN SWITZERLAND

R. BROGLI
Paul Scherrer Institute,
Villigen, Switzerland

Abstract

The small Swiss research program on fast reactors serves to further the understanding of the reactor
physics and thermohydraulic phenomena in fast reactors. These activities are on the one hand a
small contribution to the technology and bring on the other to our engineers the functional under-
standing of the fast reactor.

The program is funded jointly by the utilities, the Swiss Department of Energy (BEW) and the Paul
Scherrer Institute. These funding partners emphasise that the research shall be directed towards the
safety issues of the operational fast reactor close to the Swiss border. This is accomphlised by per-
suing an effort in computational reactor physics to help to reduce the calculational uncertainties for
reactivity effects an by making experiments and analysis on the mixing-phenomena related to the
decay heat removal in the natural circulation mode.

W
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Uncertainties in the reactivity calculation

In order to reduce to uncertainty of reactivity calculations the codes have to be applied to experi-
ments or to be compared to results of other codes. The observes differences can lead to the identifi-
cation of inaccuracies in data or methods. As a test for the new European cellcode ECCO a
benchmark calculation was performed for an earlier measured configuration in the Swiss
PROTEUS critical facility.

In the eighties a larger experimental program to evaluate void-coefficient for tight light water MOX
lattices was performed. The lattice consisted of MOX-fuel pins of 15 % Plutonium content and
Uranium fuel pins in a hexagonal salt and pepper arrangement. In the framework of these experi-
ments some lattices without water were also measured. These dry lattices had neutron spectra simi-
lar to that of a fast reactor. One of these dry lattices was core 2, which has been analysed before
with WIMS-D and EPRI-CPM and now with the new ECCO-5 code.

Table 1 shows the experimental values and the corresponding ratios of the calculated to the
experimental values (C/E ratio). Two ECCO-5 models have been calculated, one with a homoge-
nized cell-representation and one with a heterogeneous, radial fuel-ring representation. Table 1
shows that the ECCO calculations giving considerally better results than WIMS and EPRI-CPM.
This is specially true for the reaction rate ratios indicating that the individual isotopes and the spec-
trum are well calculated. Despite the well calculated reaction rate ratio the reactivity values which
are normally, because of compensating effects, more accurate than the ratios are not in a very good
agreement. Further investigations showed that there are unresolved inaccuracies in the calculation
of the resonance absorption of some structural material like iron (Fe) and nickel (Ni).



—* Table 1: Comparison of C/E values (radio of calculated to experimental value) of reaction-
CO rate-ratios and criticality k^ for core 2 of the PROTEUS-Phase I-experiments

Parameter

C8/F9

F8/F9

F5/F9

F1/F9

1*.

Experiment
(PROTEUS)
Error in %

0.147611.5

0.01926 + 2.0

1.091 ±1.5

1.46 ±2.5

0.905 + 0.8

ECCO-5
(Heterog.)

1.030

1.030

1.029

1.015

0.975

ECCO-5
(Homog.)

1.030

1.027

1.022

1.015

1.000

WTMS-D

1.044

0.990

1.126

1.271

1.023

EPRI-CPM

0.931

1.047

1.053

0.990

1.070

Experiments with water (WAMK) should give fundamental insight (generic investigation) into
mixing-layer phenomena. This experiment, in which both visual observations and measurements with
proven techniques are considered, is of main importance and should help to re-examine the modelling
of mixing layers. The behaviour of the streamwise vortices during and after the pairing of the span-
wise vortices, the existence and effect of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities (in the unstably-stratified case)
and of the streamwise pressure gradient (as a function of the angle of the test section top and bottom
walls), are to be investigated.

The results of WAMK should also help to properly design the test section of sodium experiment
(NAMIX).

The importance of the experimental research programme lies in providing reliable data base over a
sufficiently wide range of Ri numbers, in order to determine the effect of fluid thermal conditions
(change from water to sodium).

Mixing of fluid flows

The present FBR related research programme at PSI consists of experimental and analytical investi-
gations of interaction between stratified fluid layers of different velocities and temperatures. The
experimental investigations represent the main part of the research activities, but numerical simula-
tion with available computer codes and subsequent comparisons of calculation results with measured
data is also part of the research programme. Analytical work should be performed with particular
attention to the development and validation of turbulence models.

Mixing layers are thin fluid layers with shearing characterised by transfer of mass, momentum and
energy due to vortex formation. For mixing layers with density stratification, buoyancy forces are
important besides shear stress and influence considerably the intensity of mixing.

The basic physical phenomena in mixing layers have been thoroughly investigated experimentally and
theoretically, in the past. In spite of acquired knowledge, questions concerning a more detailed
understanding of different aspects of mixing layers still exist. There are uncertainties about the pre-
ferred spacing of spanwise vortices, their position and mechanism of formation as well as the phe-
nomena during and after pairing of vortices. For the non-isothermal case, in both stable and unstable
configurations, no comprehensive measurements have been reported in the literature. Most experi-
ments have been performed with air and water. The influence of the relatively high heat conductivity
of liquid metals (very low Prandtl number) is of particular interest in stratified flows. Only one
experiment by Iritani is known, wherein stratified mixing layers of liquid sodium were investigated.

The main purpose of the PSI mixing layer research programme is to investigate the turbulent mixing
layer between two horizontal streams with particular attention to the effect of Richardson (Ri) and
Prandtl (Pr) numbers. Therefore, the experiments are to be performed at two different Pr values
(water and sodium) in a sufficiently wide range of Ri (obtained by the variation of velocity and tem-
perature differences between the two streams).

Experiment WAMK

Flow visualisation is one of the main objectives in the WAMTX test section made of acrylic glass.
Visual observations offer qualitative understanding of the developing shear layer. The geometry of
the experiment is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The two inlet chambers, equipped with honeycombs,
grids and contractions, provide almost laminar, parallel streams with different velocities, which
merge after the wedge and form a mixing layer. The velocities of the two streams lie between about
0.05 and 0.45 m/s.

The density differences of the two streams, brought about by unequal stream temperatures, create
buoyancy forces which support or oppose the shear forces, depending on the sign of the density
gradient. Temperature differences of up to 20 °C are used in WAMTX.

For the evaluation of flows visualised by ink injection video tape records were analysed by means of
a special single-picture processing software (Fig. 3a and 3b). The variation of mixing layer thickness
along the channel for different Richardson numbers (for different inlet temperatures of the streams,
T, > T2 - stable case), based on image analysis, is given in Fig. 2.

In order to investigate the formation of streamwise vortices (visualisation by a moving laser sheet) a
conveyer system was used and the experiments to investigate the effect of temperature stratification
on mixing-layer growth were made. It was found, that with increase of Richardson number (e. g. in-
crease of the temperature difference between the layers) the formation of vortices is suppressed and
the growth of mixing layer reduced.

Essentially the same geometry as for WAMIX will also be used for the NAMIX test-section.

The NAMIX experiment is being planned to produce information on the distribution of mean tempe-
ratures as well as fluctuation of temperatures and velocities across the mixing-layer.
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represent values calculated by application of a simple correlation method
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Fig 3. Vortex pairing m the mixing layer (Numerical simulation with FLOW-SB
compared with the WAMIX experimental results)



—* Analytical work
W
05 The analytical work at PSI was started with available codes ASTEC and FLOW-3D. The main

objective of this initial work was to show that such thermal-hydraulic codes, possibly with extended
turbulence models, are able to reproduce with reasonable accuracy the overall development of strati-
fied mixing layers at various Prandtl numbers.

For the direct solution of the time-dependent Navier-Stokes and enthalpy equations (i. e. direct
numerical simulation), the pseudo-spectral code FLOW-SB is being adapted to the temporal
(spatially periodic), stratified mixing-layer problem, using the pseudo spectral approach based on
global basis functions expansions. For simulation of boundary and mixing layers, this method can be
adopted with high resolution in regions of high gradients.

Particularly interesting are the results of mixing layer development simulations with a 2D-model.
These were performed with and without pairing of vortices. The calculation results were compared
with information from the experiments (see Fig 3a and 3b).



STATUS OF FAST REACTOR RESEARCH
IN GERMANY

R. HÜPER
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH,
Karlsruhe, Germany

Abstract

The fast reactor activities of Kf K are part of the Nuclear Safety Research Project. The
R&D progräm of this project is being restructured in accordance with the demands of
the Federal Government. The key issues and tasks of the programme concern LWR and
FBR safety and transmutation of minor actinides.
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1. Energy Policy in Germany after Unification

Whereas electricity generation in eastern Germany is still essentially based on lignite
(91 %), nuclear energy contributes 34 % to western Germany electricity generation.
There are 21 nuclear power station units with a total power of about 23 GW in western
Germany, and transmission lines are under construction between western and eastern
Germany.

Political resistance against nuclear power is still strongly felt in Germany, exacerbated
by the fact that most of the state governments are run by parties being in opposition on
the federal level, and it is the state governments who are acting as regulators. In order
to avoid additional losses due to delayed licensing procedures and procrastinations,
most of the major utilities have decided not to construct any new nuclear power plants
before a consensus has been attained by the main political groups in Germany.

In order to achieve a basic consensus on energy policy the Federal Government

had a nuclear energy report elaborated by a committee made up of nuclear engi-
neers and public relations experts - with positive results;

initiated inter-party consensus discussions - which unfortunately failed to reach an
accord;

extended the subsidies in support of hard coal and lignite mining;

reduced German nuclear research work;

initiated amendments to the old Atomic Energy Act of 1959.

The new energy bill, if passed by both houses of the federal parliament, would predic-
tably

enhance the importance of "direct" final disposal of nuclear waste, i.e. disposal
without prior reprocessing - a path preferred by the utilities for saving costs;

require that even accidents that are excluded for all practical purposes, should not
necessitate any incisive external emergency measures in case these accidents do
happen;

raise nuclear accident liability insurance levels ;

modify the role of the Federal Government in promoting nuclear energy.

Z. Fast Reactor Plants

In 1991, the Federal Government stopped the German-Belgian-Dutch SNR 300 project.
Subsequently; the KNKII fast research reactor at Karlsruhe was shut down permanently.
In late 1992, the board of the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Centre decided to stop Fast
Breeder R&D by the end of 1993. This meant in particular that Germany terminated its
participation in the European Fast Reactor project The Siemens company has dissolved
the site of its Interatom subsidiary at Bergisch Gladbach. The SNR 300 plant, completed
in 1986, but never taken into operation, is being dismantled.

3. Fast Reactor R&D

Several reseach projects related to innovative systems are being continued at Karlsruhe.
Some of them have a close connection with formerfast reactor R&D and are performed
in international cooperation. The following activities and results are to be mentioned :

3.1 Passive safety systems

Comprehensive out-of-pile experiments on passive decay heat removal by natural con-
vection are being completed in the NEPTUN facility. It uses water as a medium, but the
transferrability of the results to sodium coolant is being studied. The results are analy-
sed and evaluated by thermohydraulic computer codes developed at Karlsruhe. In the
water test facilities RAMONA (1:20) scale) and NEPTUN (1:5) reactor-specific steady-3
state and transient thermohydraulic experiments were performed. In NEPTUN the influ-
ence of non-nominal operational conditions in the upper plenum of a pool-type plant
was studied in particular. All the tests carried out until now in RAMONA and NEPTUN
have demonstrated that the decay heat can be removed by natural convection.
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A design study of a sodium thermal expansion amplifier was made for the EFR. Above a
certain (switching) temperature its thermal expansion is about 10 times that of a normal
control rod linkage. It serves to actuate a mechanism to automatically drop or to move
downwards the absorber systems in case of an accident. A demonstration of the operation
characterises of a prototype that has been built would require a special sodium test facili-
ty.

3.2 Safety impact of sodium

Within the FAUST program, experiments were performed to estimate the instantaneous
radiological source term in a major core disruptive accident. In an experiment, 25.2 g UÛ2
were exposed, in a 500 °C sodium pool after a preheating phase, to an electric peak current
pulse of 1400 volts and 110 000 amperes, corresponding to an energy injection of 82 kJ. An
instantaneous retention factor of 9.8 x 105 was calculated. The retention factors resulting
from these impulse current experiments seem to exceed the factors from the rupture disc
experiments performed previously. This is mainly due to steam condensation during the ri-
se of bubbles.

NACOWA, an experimental program for studying cover gas phenomena of a sodium-
cooled reactor, has been completed. In 16 test series, the effects of argon gas on activity re-
lease under severe accident conditions were investigated. Important parameters: sodium
aerosol concentration, particle size spectrum, heat transfer by radiation and convection,
temperature distributions in the gas.

Sodium spray fires have recently been studied in the FAUNA facility. The "airborne bur-
ning" phase of the sodium jet was shown to be important. The dispersion of the jet due to
the leak shape, the velocity and the impact upon an obstacle turned out to be decisive. The
best protection from spray fires is provided by geometrical conditions inimical to disper-
sion of a jet. In this way a leakage - without airborne burning - would result only in a pool-
fire. Pool fires can be controlled, and their effects are relatively harmless.

For the recommissioning of the Super Phénix reactor it is required to study the effects of a
sodium spray fire arising in case of a total rupture of a sodium pipe of 1 m diameter. There-
fore the FAUNA facility at KfK was used to simulate this accident on a smaller scale.

TheTHINA tests on behavior of molten materials in sodium plena are completed. They did
not indicate any significant effect of the melt composition on the time development and
the intensity of the interaction. The results will be used for the validation e.g. of the AFDM
code.

3.3 HCDA codes

A thermal hydraulic and radiological analysis was made of a HCDA in an EFR type plant.
The transient phenomena-were analyzed by means of the SIMMER-II code (LANL). In a

HCDA with failure of the DHR systems, the radiological source term is by roughly one or
two orders of magnitude higher than in a loss of heat sink accident The difference is main-
ly due to the early release of fission products and actinides after core meltdown and eva-
poration of about 5 % of the nuclear material.

The code development for HCDA simulation focused on improving the reference version of
the SAS code (SAS4A-REF92), which had been produced in 1992 jointly by PNC, CEA, AEA-T,
ANL and KfK. The fuel pin deformation analysis had shown space-time instabilities of some
physical parameters such as fission gas release, fission gas porosity, mechanical load of the
cladding, and geometry. In 1994, the improved version SAS4A-REF94 will be available as a
basis for further model development.

The new SIMMER III code modelling especially the transition phase of a HCDA has been de-
veloped by PNC in cooperation with KfK, CEA and AEA-T. For studying alternative reactor
concepts, KfK provided a data set for lead coolant.

3.4 In-pile verfication experiments for accident analyses

In the CABRI-2 project commercial fuel pins with solid and hollow pellets of medium and
high burnup were subjected to structured power transients and to slow power ramps. The
results confirmed most of the CABRI-1 results concerning the dependence of the mechani-
cal energy release on the fuel enthalpy and its rates of increase, on the fission gas concen-
trations and the cooling conditions. In a CABRI-2 experiment with a slow nuclear power
ramp, the mechanical energy release had an unexpected value as compared to CABRI-1.

The Mol 7C/6 coolant blockage experiment in the Belgian BR2 reactor yielded results diffe-
rent from Mol 7C experiments with low burnup pins: at 10 % burnup local failure is not
self-limiting, but requires active systems for detection and scram. The Mol 7C series was fi-
nished in 1991. In each of the test bundles Mol 7C/4, /5 and /6, 30 Mk I pins pre-irrradiated
in KNKII were used. The central blockage consisted of enriched UÛ2 covering 30 percent of
the bundle cross-section, with a height of 40 mm.

3.5 Fuel failure mechanisms

Three irradiaton test series in the Phénix and HFR reactors dealt with the fuel/cladding in-
teraction. The MEDINA and POUSSIX tests have shown that the mechanical interactions de-
pend not so much on the smear density, but mainly on the gap between fuel and clad. The
prefabricated central channels of hollow pellets have grown solid at the ends of the fuel
columns during irradiation, which shows that the safety advantages of hollow pellets are
limited. The GIGONDAS tests showed that the internal cladding corrosion is clearly deter-
mined by the temperature at the outer fuel periphery.



3.6 Actinide transmutation

The nuclear safety features of a sodium cooled fast reactor for minor actinide (MA) incine-
ration were studied in comparison with a fast breeder reactor. A first assessment was given
of the recriticality and energetic potentials in a MA burning LMR core. Safety relevant pa-
rameters to investigate for transition phase energetics are the Doppler effect and the kine-
tics parameters. The outcome is that the Doppler constant (dry core) is reduced in the MA
loaded core by approximately 40 %, due to the increase in neutron absorption in the
Doppler-relevant spectrum range. This reduction and the much shorter neutron genera-
tion time have a profound effect on accident energetics.

The prompt negative feedback is diminished and accident energetics increases. Additional-
ly, the functional relationship between the energy release during an excursion and the
neutron generation time is shifted towards a 1/A dependence. The now smaller A gains a
more pronounced influence. Caused by the lower Doppler and the changed kinetics para-
meters, the first excursion during the early transition phase in the MA loaded core was mo-
re energetic and led to an early'disassembly. The core without MAs had a longer meltdown
sequence. More energy was finally deposited into the core without MAs, and higher peak
fuel temperatures were reached. Cores used for transmutation might have no axial blan-
kets. Much higher fuel losses from the core can be expected during early melt-down pha-
ses. The late pool phase with its energetic potential from sloshing fuel motions may not be
entered. In addition in cores without blankets the disassembly effect is more pronounced
because of steeper power profiles. By this, the excursion energetics would be significantly
reduced.

The chemical separation of Pu, Np, Tc, Am and Cm from the fission lanthanides (La thru Eu)
is one of the technological problems of actinide incineration. Preliminary studies indicated
that purely sulphurous extrahents might not be successful. Therefore studies are focussing
on extrahents using nitrogen or nitrogen in connection with oxygen or sulphur as donor
atoms.

A REVIEW OF FAST REACTOR ACTIVITIES
IN ITALY

R. TAVONI
ENEA,
Bologna, Italy

Abstract

The paper presents the main results of nuclear research and development in Italy:
collaboration with US General Electric on the advanced liquid metal reactor, seismic isolation
and actinide burning activities, and Ansaldo activities on the Superphenix reactor.

1. ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN ITALY

1.1 Primary energy requirements

The provisional data indicate that Italy's total primary energy
demand decreased by 1.3% in 1993, as compared to a GNP decrease (in
real terms) by around 1%, whereas the industrial production decreased by
around 3%.

National energy production represents about the 20% of the total
energy consumption; one third of it coming from the primary electric
energy (hydroelectric + geoelectric).

1.2 Electricity production and demand

In 1993 the final consumption of electrical energy increased by 0.4%
resulting from a decrease in the industrial sector (-1.3% in comparison to
the 1992 one) and slight increases in other sectors.

2. NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN ITALY
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ENEA is Italy's operator in the field of nuclear fusion and
coordinates the country's whole research programme, which is part of
the European Union programme in this area. The main projects concern
the development of experimental magnetic confinement machines.



Table 1 - Primary energy requirements/1/ in Italy during 1992 and 1993/2/
1332 lasa

Oil derivatives
Natural Gas
Solid Fuels
Primary electricity/3/
- Hydro

Geo
Nuclear

Renewable sources
Net Electricity import

TOTAL

Mtep

94.0
41.2
13.9
10.8

(10.0)
(0.8)
.

0.3
7.8

168.0

%

555
245
8.3
65

(6.0)
(0.5)
.
0.2
4.6

100.0

Mtep

92.3
42.3
11.5
10.6
(9.8)
(0.8)
.
0.3
8.7

165.7

%

55.8
25.5
6.9
6.4

(5.9)
(0.5)
.
0.2
5.2

100.0

Including storage reserves
Provisional data
0.22 Kgep/Kwh

Table 2 - Electricity production and demand in Italy during 1992 and
1993/'/

0232 1333.
TWh % TWh *>

Thermoelectric. Energy
-Oil derivatives
-Natural gas
-Solid fuels«
Primary ^l«fc^r(city
-Hydro
-Geo
-Nuclear

Total Gross Production
Net Electricity Import
Total Availability

Energy used by auxiliary
production services and
by pumping
Network demand

177.0
116.0
352
25.8
42.2
45.8
3.4

226.2
35.3

261.5

-16.7
244.8

7JL2
513
15.5
1L4
2LB
20.3

1.5

100.0

17AS
114.7
38.6
2L3
48,4
44.7
3.7

223.0
39.4

262.4

•15.9
2465

aïs
51.4
17.3
9.6

212
20.0
1.7

100.0

As far as the nuclear fission is concerned, it is worthwhile to mention the
following progress in activities:
• Westinghouse AP-600 reactor:

• At Siet Laboratories in Piacenza, preliminary tests have been made on
the SPES facility to reproduce the reactor coolant and passive injection
systems in full elevation scale.
The preliminary tests include the cold shakedown tests to characterize
the different lines and components, and the hot shakedown tests to
determine heat capacity and losses.
The subsequent 12 tests, in support of AP-600 certification are in
progress simulating different break conditions and will be completed in
summer 1994.

• The design of the modification of the VAPORE facility in Casaccia
(ENEA) to qualify the valves of the Automatic Depressurization System
(ADS) has been completed.
The contract for the realization of the modification, has been assigned to
Ansaldo, that is now performing the work.

• General Electric SBWR reactor:
• The Panters-PCC plant at Siet in Piacenza has been completed. On this

plant, the Passive Containment Coolant System (PCC) will be tested.
The PCC prototype has been installed and the preliminary shakedown
tests have been made.
Tests for SBWR certification are in progress and the complete test
matrix will be completed by the end of 1994.

• Other activities:
• Safety studies on the evolution of severe accidents are in progress
mainly in the framework of the Concerted Action Programme of the
European Union.

• A system evaluation of the MARS reactor, proposed by the University of
Roma "La Sapienza", has been performed.

• In the framework of an agreement with RDIPE (Russia), ENEA is
conducting safety calculations on the RBMK type reactor.

/" Provisional data
/*/ Coal, lignite and others



3. ITALIAN COLLABORATION WITH GENERAL ELECTRIC ON
ALMR

3.1 Oxide core studies

Through a collaboration agreement with General Electric, during
1993, studies on the oxide version of the PRISM reactor (mod. A, 471 MWth)
were completed. They have been aimed at the design, optimization and
safety analysis of the oxide core, considered as alternative solution to the
reference metal fuel core designed by G.E.

The work performed allowed neutronic, thermal-hydraulic and pin
design verifications, safety analyses in the field of ATWS (Anticipated
Transients Without Scram). In particular parametric studies on loss of
flow accidents have been performed, in which in addition to the failure of
some of the four electromagnetic pumps, the arbitrary hypothesis was
formulated that one or more GEM (Gas Expansion modules) can fail,
therefore being unable to introduce the desidered reactivity feedback. The
result of the study was the determination of the zone in which the reactor
is still "controlled" including in this definition also cases of slow and
limited sodium boiling.
Morover, at mid 1993, ENEA began an evaluation on the new PRISM core
with increased size and power (mod. B, 840 MWth). A major design
criterion, for both metal and oxide fuelled core, is to stress the burning
capability of the reactor, in order to enhance the elimination of Pu and
minor actinides. ENEA evaluations are aimed at the optimization of the
main operation, safety and economics parameter: refuelling strategy,
reactivity feedbacks, burnup reactivity swing, control rod value, response
to ATWS and severe accidents, capability of burning Pu and minor
actinides.

32 PRISM metal core

Studies on the intrinsic and passive safety characteristics of the
PRISM ALMR have continued at ENEA-DISP (now ANPA - Agenzia Nazionale
Protezione Ambiente). These studies have been based on the reference

design of the PRISM with metal core and on the updated versions of the
same. The work has covered, in particular:
- Updating of the document on the systematic analysis of the whole plant,

to take into consideration GE answers to the previous draft document.
This work continues in order to compare preceding evaluations with
those contained in the US-NRC Preapplication Safety Evaluation Report
(NUREG 1368).

- Preliminary evaluation of model B design of the PRISM reactor, to be
completed in 1994.

- A preliminary evaluation has also been made of the pyrometallurgical
fuel cycle for the production of the metallic fuel, to become familiar with
this technology on which no experience exists in Italy.

3.3 PRISM component and system development

Ansaldo collaboration with GE has gone on. A review of the PRISM
IHTS (Intermediate Heat Transport System) has been performed by
Ansaldo as part of the GE trade-off study.

4. SEISMIC ISOLATION

The Italian R & D work on seismic isolation has been continued,
mainly by ENEA, ENEL, ISMES, ALGA and Ansaldo-Ricerche, in the
framework of the National Working Group in Seismic Isolation (GLIS).
GLIS organized some technical meetings on the subject, including the
post-SMIRT conference Seminar on Isolation, Energy Dissipation and
Control of Vibrations of Structures, held at Capri in August 1993, which
was co-organized by IAEA.

4.1 Guidelines development

ENEA, with the co-operation of ALGA, ISMES, Ansaldo-Ricerche and
the University of Bologna has continued the work for the extension of a
guidelines document for isolated nuclear reactors, to the isolator types of
interest, in the framework of activities sponsored by the European
Commission.



4.2 Tests on rubber specimens and bearings

ENEL and ENEA designed, constructed and used a test device for
equi-biaxial experiments on rubber specimens, to evaluate the
parameters needed for the hyperelastic model of HDRB (High Damping
Rubber Bearing) materials in the ABAQUS code. Creep experiments have
also been performed by ENEA on rubber specimens to assess the creep
model of ABAQUS. Tests on full and half scale HDRBs of existing
structures have continued by ISMES on behalf of ENEL, using the SISTEM
test machine of ENEA: these confirmed the adequacy of improved
attachment systems (dowels and bolts) and allowed the verification of the
applicability of seismic isolation to ENEL gas-insulated electric
substations. The SISTEM machine has been recently improved to extend its
capabilities in testing large isolators and to facilitate such tests. Finally,
the CAT machine has been designed and fabricated by ENEA, in co-
operation with the University of Bologna, for creep and aging tests on
vertically loaded bearings.

43 Numerical models of HDRBs

Finite-element models of HDRBs used in the aforesaid tests and for
Liquefied Natural Gas tanks have been developed, implemented in
ABAQUS and validated on the base of experimental results. Figs. 1 and 2
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Fig. 2 FEM of a <D=700, H=225 HDRB under vertical and shear load and comparison between measured
and calculated horizontal stiffness values.
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Fig. 1 FEM of a O=300. H=277 HDRB under vertical load and comparison between measured and
calculated vertical stiffness values.

show the models and comparisons between calculations and
measurements for two different HDRB prototypes analysed for electric
substations.

4.4 Optimization of HDRBs

The activities for the development of optimized HDRBs and the
evaluation of their effects for various structure types, including nuclear
reactors, began in December 1993 in the framework of a EC-sponsored
Brite-Euram II Project. The Italian partners in such a project are ENEL,
ENEA, ALGA, STIN, ISMES and Ansaldo-Ricerche.



5. OTHER ACTIVITIES

5.1 Actinide burning

A review study on actinide burner concepts in the world has been
performed by Ansaldo in collaboration with FRAMATOME, SIEMENS, NNC
and BELGONUCLEAIRE under a EC contract.
In particular the study has enlightened the need of utilization of the
Plutonium as a fuel for energy production, Plutonium representing about
90%ofallactinides.
As a conclusion of the study, a programme of work is proposed on
actinide transmutation to provide sufficient data for a comparison of these
means of waste disposal with long term disposal in repositories. The
programme should consider the radiological consequences of minor
actinide partitioning and transmutation, the design of a core and a
reactor suitable for actinide burning, the solution of any safety problems,
and the costs of these means of waste disposal.
This program will be proposed to the EC in the 4th R & D Framework
Programme.

5.2 Superphenix

Ansaldo activities on Superphenix have mainly been performed in
~2_ the frame of the NNS (NOVATOME - Ansaldo Service) consortium, in
§_ particular:
"g - Special tool tests for introduction of an ultrasonic probe for inspection of
'co the steam generator helicoidal tubes;
A - completion of functional analysis of the accident procedures directed to
5, the development of a computerized Support System for Accident
CT Management (SPIAO);
03
^ - participation to ISI of the Primary System;
S\

- design and engineering work concerning the modifications required by
the French safety authority to face sodium fires of the secondary loops;

- review of parts of the Final Safety Report, mainly concerning the fuel
—L handling auxiliary systems and modifications related to protection
W against sodium fires.
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